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§1. l ?reanbl e 
;:;p cial r elativity uni1·ied time with space ::.n ~905. 
I 
:::iubs eq_u.e~'lt ly , spe.ce-time was allowed to · e cu2.--ved 9 -co r.spres n-: 
'jecarr:e w · d spread, the unlearned too~c up w:..-ch an e ::_-_:::-_us:_s.srr. 
doctrin of 'the fourth imensio='· 
had become at once more puzzling and yet richer 9 :'... t s st:_--uc-:::u . re 
more complex and there:t'ore holding more boundless possi b::.:ities. 
To the pro1· ssional, the mathematician, such 'mystic:_sI:l 1 :..s in 
genera~ distas · eful, and te:'lds to evapO:i."ate anyway o::~ p:._"c.,:)e:" 
acquain-,:;a ~ce with the ... heory. 
·-{'.1.e eveJ.1.ts constitutiri_g the universe have as thei::.." s tting a 
four-dimensional manifold. 
Yet for all that 9 t e one dimension of t:me is obs~~~s~ely 
c.:..spars.-i;e from the three of space. The latter a:re se c ,:,.:::..::_ J ::_e 
to an observer in a much 'freer' way -chan th f o:rrr.2::· i 'I.::. ..:..~e 
presented with a succession o:: 1 slic s of the f'our- c.:..rr13::s :::_c:1.a._ 
world and cannot directly observe anything outside ou:::- p:." ~se:..1t 
slice. Memory is no more t~~n ~nference (in this raspa~~ 0 ,,., -~ 
a par with prediction) from this -s_:.ce-now to tr_e co:.::-.::;e::_---~ o:i:" 
Of course~ we 'move' tr...rough a quas:.-co:.:.-,,;:::..u .. ,c"t,,;,s 
seq_ue~1.ce of such 'presen-ts', bu-c this is irrelevant -co -:;~--
u · vrr:- ITY 
2. 
(ph..:.losopnically naive, admi'ctedly) ..:..dea '.:;his discussio:1 is 
6irectly test, the existence of another dime~siono 
So, one di:--n.ension is in so"·' e sense harder to ':.12.v:..gs.·ce' 
·c110.n ·' :·_c other three. 'fuo~ ~f there were still otherz ~o~ 
be wit::.ou·c i:nfluence on the cont :'lt oI· t~a·c ;,:....:..---·c v-:.· -_;~e wo::·ld. 
which is di·"'ectly accessible? Would the question c~ -~2:..~ 
reality be a question for metaphysics only 9 or even oe :::,o::.·;-_2.~)s 
'unanswerable'? Only, surely 9 if one were prepare c. to ·::.:cc. -c 
the reality of future and past as a ques·;;ion equally o.:,·u::.::::..c..e 
the empirical realm. However, relativ~~y ~heory K~~ s ~~::..s 
v ry :r-eali ty its ontological cornerstone, assigni.1::g c r..cc:Yc..., 
like 'now' to logically secondary status. 
cedent, it would appear that hypo·che '-ical I e tensio~:s 1 - ::: -.; __ 2; 
P- eno. enal world are in eed a legiti. aue st 1-dy f'o:i..'"' >:-_ys-:.:..cs" 
Of cou~se, one could still ask, of the supposed extr~ c~.-~...,-
ion( s) (iJ why are they appa_ent_ y unnavigable? ano. I - i ) , J';-, V \-- V--v 
a.oes this par~uiClJ.lar 4-dir.lensional seg::n nt of the I·u11 ( 4-,r:"i)-
imensional manifold constit te 1 our 1 wo ld? 
lation into the corresponding queries about 3-d:.mensio~·~s.::.. 
slices shows, however, that (i) and (::.i) 2.re st:i. .. ~ctly me··--..:-::-~rs-
ical, and their apparent unanswerability cannut u~c~efo~2 1~ 
cited c~s antagonists of e.g 
SO C~L safely be ignoredo 
3. 
ov 
,J 
/ \. - . assw7:.ptions about the geome·ci-'y ( n'.1.1o·v.te thso:r:..e a ::_)..1..·,,1.s c.-2 q_uatre 
dime:1sio::s fai ·.:; touj ou:rs ::..nte:;."'veni:t· une I conci.i.lcio:.:~ cyl::...::d:::-ique 1 
o u~c 'c ~:vion proj otiv 1 • Ccll~-ci t~aduit l1:., f~~t au 
- -::.c / .. .!.,.. --··11 _, 
-"~ c '-'--c ... llGS 
( [26] _ .160);. 
'l1he snace- time world of our e::"Jerience ::..s o:'S.y ·cr_e 1::·eal ·-: ::··,~ v 
of a comp le:.:: world, so tha·c, associated with each oI..' thG =· ;y.;_:" 
directio:1s in space-time, th re is another, v ir::asinary' C.::...::-ect -
ion, and there a:r events .:.n the ~ Uber"\...r :i.~ 1 which s.re 'o::I' the 
rea axes', although as such _o t .:.:;."eci;ly access::..b:::.e ·co c· serv-
ation. 
O:Fhe motivation for rn.a~c .:.ri.g this hypothesis co:::es ::re. wha-'c 
o~e could call the 'classical unified field ~~eo::-y UF?) 
ence ( both conceptual an' ·cemoo:."'al) of the t~1.eo:-y o~:: ge:·_:::.:".:.2-
relativity which 9 "having brought togecher the me.lc:c:.c 2.::-_C:. 
gravitation 7 would have bee:1 completely satisi'acto::cy iI' ·c~-:.c 
world. had only gravitational fie _ds and no electrorr.ag~e-..:::..e; 
£".:..ela.s. Kow it ::..s true ~ha~ th :atter cs~ e i~c~ ded wi~~in 
the g ner·al theory of r 12.tivity by -caking ove:::- 2.nd 2.pprOlJ-
:r·ia t ly modifying Maxwell 's eq_us. tioY-.;.S o:i.:- ·v~1e el0c·c:corn.agnet ic 
field, but they do not then appea:.. .... 1..:._ce the gr2.v:.:.:;-- ..::..or...al 
4. 
fields as struvcural properties of the space-t ime co:n·cL1uu:1 1 
but as log::...celly i~dependen~ cc~s~ruc~::..o~s. 
01· f :....e:c:. 2.ra causally l::.;,r.:.2-<::eu. 
=~se~ co a~ identity. 
-..,~1at e ;1pty s:i.'.Jace has condi·'-ions or states o:f ·- .. .,o es~2:t2.t::..:::.lly 
C:.iff e:::."'ent 1d:1d.s and. it is natural to suspect ·c}:2.t ·c:-,is c:-.2y 
ap1_;e;L,1::::: ·;;o be zo bcco:u.ce tl-:c :::\,:i.· o-i:UX'o o:t' t:1.c phy:::ic..:-1 co:-.·;i:1.-
;,,;_·v:m is not con.pl ·ce l y . escri bee. y the Rie~na:'ll::'...0,~1 t.:::.:.:;::-·::..c.. • . I 1-Q:,] 
~~e author 1 s idea, then, wss that t~e presuraab_y r::..c..~e~ ~Jc~at-
:."'ical structure of' a co::-11plex space-·cime nigh·:; : ave : . .-co:-~. :.. :::.,:.:· 
elec~romag~etic (perhaps even scalar) fields. 
migh"t be adduced the well-este. blished met:-_cc. o_ 6 e::_"":::·a~.:;:....:._:; 
app::'.:'op· iate el ctromagnetic i:.._teractio1:.s :....:_ c_L..:an:cur:1-::.-..ec:_.::._:::..0&_ 
::ielc. -eh~ ory fro . pha e ( 'gause' ) trans:f o:.~r_c::;·::..ons ~1] sy.noo::.ically : 
1.1) 
wh:.ch 2.mour.:t to position-depe::_d.ent rotations i::i co:r.21::.e:: ::..s:'les 
( the nv_-;ibe:" or planes d.epe::_di:r...; on the ne:'uu:.."e o~ 
... cal -~ -~. sp~ .,..,or ,rc,c.J...o,.... etc ) 
::::; C.- '9 -.1. .!. ' ',t \.., -.J - ' • • 
r::'he::'e have~ 01· course, been many a ttem:;)ts a-;:; so::.. v::..~:_; ·.:;r_e 
classic~l UFT problem, and some are rererrad to in §1.3. ~o 
a good approximation (i5noring U ~ tum me c '"a 1°; c ~ 1 - .,. -· ~ c · - "' ) ~ ........ .!. - - - i ... lJ. -- c...:.. C- J.. C: 0 .._; 
phys::.cal tacts which all these theories a:. ... e t:r·y_;_~..g -~o :"'c-
express o:. ... re-derive ere ade(l.' .2.t0ly ch2.:. .... 2.ct2rizec.. oy t~--"' :..:·c::..=-.-
owing set oI· equ2:cions, so "Ghc:..-:; ·:;~e l):.._,,o..: .. :u.c·cion of sor:.e co:r~"')c:.:.."-
able set is a necessary 9 thou.=;:: :r:o·c s·;.:::·:.:·::..cier:t c:ri~erion oI" 
5. 
s ccess or a theory. 
:Si::istein's fie l d eov ..s:::i·ons for g::.."2.vit2."Gio:.: a ·-. · 
= 
t!le "':.RS re:n·esenti:15 'r.?.atter' i:'l so:r,e manner w:~ic::_ :·r~:.. .. st be 
suec~tied in d~tail. 
- ? ) ..... e ,·-a-,..c.' -:o." 
- ' '- ' ..L. ("2) -- i.::u.. par~ial d.ifferen~ial equat:::..c~s ~O:' 
must "b2 sue .:..S to involve f ou:- un.determined f· .. ::.:.c-.:;:::..o::_s - ·- any 
so l u~ i o:._. This is ensure' by th · fact that o~ly S of~~~ ~O 
eq_uatioi'ls are independe!?,t 9 on accoui'lt of th Bianc....-_::.. i c.2:c.·ci·cies: 
R d. r j ol. - 0 . 
1. 2 ) ~d (l. 3i ) are o nl y r.mti.;J,L l y consisten·.:; .:_;: 
conservation oI· energy- momen-cum: 
The Maxwel l -Lorentz field equat ions , in~-
, . [2~J 
a material m a i um, a r e: 
:::; 
.. ~ i:\, a- l.{ 
' I 
n cJ. 
.J! r. ,°' -
+ = 0 
Jo:. 
n 
-r 
(l.3i) 
.., ") .. ) \ - • .) _l 
11 • . ' \ • .:.:-lJ 
( ' - . ) \ - •LL l l 
(_.,~.iv) 
( ::._ ~ 4-v) 
Of tl".ese, (i) & (ii) a::..e Ifa.1.:well's equations ·"or· the p:::-c)~c2.t-
ion o:t: the I 'ield ( t:ie RES of (ii) mus ·i:; be 2. specif'ied i-..::: .. c"C ion 
oi..' t:-:e non-electro!aagnetic fields presec.;); 
co::1se1"Va"Gion) 1·o~lows i e::'ltically fro:!'l ( ..; ~ ) .. 
- - 1 wh::.le (v) _:::., 2. 
conseque~1c2 of (i.v) (ii (:.) & (ii) a:re us::c.) ar_d, s:.~:ce 
entails the well-substantiated. Lo:'e::::~:: ::·o::--::.""' on d.:'...sc:ret.: 
cl-:..arges 9 is ·che reaso21 why tf'_e 
I ,. __ :• 
\~ - G 
. (- ~) via -~ ~ ., 
f.:'..elds. 
energy-!'locen-c1:.:·.1 te:;.1so::c l:e.s 
(~v) also apec~:ias, 
Tl:e~e is i ~eat deriva~ic~ of all thes eque~.:'..c~s ~~o~ a 
0 
1,.(_ere 
( 
j - _ I_ R :i./(. 
- (M) 
.....J is 
,. -r 
_,. r' J -.- == C ( - . ) , ...:.. 0 '.) 
-· r'y 
Ar ~ but suo,jec·c ·-.:c ·c::.,:, 
I s,-7'; ctly _._,.,, 'C, -. • ._c.: ,-;:, .,., ,= __ ._,.., 
.\ U - - , U~~ ..... .)_ C:..l~"- . U - -
terms ::.n t_1e incegrai:d are ~:o-c 2.lways :£' prec:.sc:.y t~·~::.s i'o~:·:. 1 
v.:'..ewed from two complimentary 2.s:pects: ( -· ' a·-. ,::, 
- / ti -
..... matica s..,udy oi' a c rtain tyYe o:f' (in ·chis c,is,:,
9 
cc~·.:p =._ ._. _) 
space, or (ii) as an i:."'"'ves-cigation .:'..nto how far ·.:;:-_2 6 .:::.0:.-~.2-:;:..".::.cal 
properties of the space mir~or ~he be~avio~~ of ra~: ?hys.:'..csi 
fie ds. T~e mathe~atics oi such a theory :.s .:'..ths~ co · Tect 
or incor:cect; 
_ess ! ) than p ople gett .'...ng bDr d wi .:..h the tl1eo::.-·y 9 in t:1e lo:i.1.g 
ru:;_'2 a sure indicator of its inco:rrect:iess. ( Ci. W. 3::.2.ke 
'
1 Prov ~bs of Hell'): 
author ::..s aole to nake o: ·che ·c~-:eo::-y o:: comp::...ex s·.)s.,:;~-·c:..:_.:; C-~ 
physical grounds is, rirst 9 that (1. 4i) finds a vc:..··~· :."'2t:: .. r·2.l 
~ • , 1 .,_ h Cl - - ( 1 ~ ; i ) o8C0 _1...1 1 v~-~ v • '+-- and su::..""prisi~igly) 
-ro·--:--or--,z -?o- '•-",0-, (', .. -;- see ,,-,·.~ 0 u'-e-.... 
.l.J - ._.._ _-..,.:...J - - 1._,.._, VL-- V 'C, V __ .._.,._ (..i -4 
5); ov~rall 7 tnat the theory is probably ~a l s2 9 cc~si(ered as 
a clsss~cal field .,_heory, a~d ther ~ore also as a Cos=c:o~y 
of t~e prerogatives of theoretical phys::..cs :s 9recisely ~o s~y 
·
1 the world :-, ay be co::.s-cr-L,1.cted lil(e t~1.is" s.:."_G. ·cr_e:Yl -co s=-;:::,.::_ =._ ----u 
~he consequences. 
structin.g; and the current sc::..cn-c:.fic consens:i.s ~-~:egE... v~~ 
class:.cal UFT's to th.:_s class. So:rc.e :possib2-
will now bacons: ered. 
T!_e early years of ~he c _ass:.cal UFT pro le~ co:.n =-~ed 
_ s -c~-~2 :;= 
with a relatively primitive (by present sta2dards )/~now: ~dge 
~ 
-che z-..Gvances L .. phys.:_cs over t:1e dec2.des, the 1950 • s wers 
over t::is ha:f-c entu::-y is, howeve:"' ~ a sto:"y o:: t:n.: .. "e~-:-_:_-c·c :.. :-.. __; 
f a:.lu::.."e : Nature just does :ic-:; seem 
n,.. 
.J..v 
-- 1 ... 
V--'-' 
very ~roperly, :::..n ]hys:'...cists own attitude, one ~iGh~ asser~ 
is c2.se, such a 
arise c.ir2c-cly o .t of ·ci-~ei:~ cl2.ssical coun-:,erpe..::cts o _. ___ s :.s. 
true most o bv:'...ously o::.:· q_us.:Ycu1, elecc::coo.yna::-'lics, cat 2.lsc 
a:ppl:..es to the ( secor_ci-Quan-c:..z c.c) IClein-G-orc.:.o;'.l e _u2.-cio~:? -· J _ _ l, 
the classic _1 scalar \,Jave equs..t:..o~: wi·ch 'mass' t -::'.'.'l b :.::·c:··c-
theory wou:d nevertheless _ ... eac-c ' mr.ied.iately, and )::-esu.::r __ ·_~y 
., __ ,.. ....... - -
V--~V -., _ _ ,C. 
latter coul' be constructed satisfactoril y: 
~echniques th ~e would be big problems, as a U?: ~s ~ecessa~ily 
more CQnplGx t~an ge~eral ~elativi~y)~ 
(ii) The classical UFT problem is posed 
'CHO more (weak 2.nd strong) interactions hs.ve beco:·.0 lc:.:.C\ :: 
as are ~he two known classically, aLt there~or potsnt::..~: 
candids:·ces :t'or w:. tr_ cua ......... .: .,.. 'I,.._ ,-: - -u.:.- ~ - .... 
very properly? ..:..n physicists' own attitud , one might assert 
As is usua:ly ~~e casev ~owevar, such a 
wide a~ the ~ark. We shal_ ci:..s-.;in.guis:1 tb--- ee :r·2<:;:-_er n:ore 
Jreci s e remarks. 
< 
arise c.ire ·cly o .t of - hei::.."' c:__assica_ counterparts o ____ s 
true mos--'- obvious_y of q_us.n-cum elect:rcdynanics, bc.1.t al o 
app-ies to the (second- uant:..zet) Klein-Gordon equa~~o~, 
oe::...Y'..g relat..:..vely acc..:..de:1.ta..L -'-::2.-::; n.o-cn.e had '.Jot!1erec. .,_ study 
the classical scalar \-.rave equaJ-ion wiJ-h rmass' te:."".'2 be:f:"c:-·c: 
a posit · on ... Go claira I·i11.al tr .. -c11, a~:l i:-:-ip~oved class:..c2. :::_ 2-d 
theory wou~d nevertheless _ ...eac0 irmnediately, and. )::·esu:.T:_ ·. ::'..y 
benei'icially 9 o __ its q_.J.antize , version 
1 2.ssu:mir1:s ·,:;~:c. ·.:; ·.,:·_2 
~atter cou_ · be onst~ucted satisfactoril y: w..:..--'-h ~rase~~ 
-~echniques th re wo·1l be b..:..g proble!rls 9 as a UF':i.1 :..s :1ecessar·ily 
more complex chan ge~eral -elativicy)o 
(:..i) The classical UFT ~roblem is posed ~n t~e co~~e~~ 
o:::.· 6 eometrizing electromagnetism.. Subsequently~ \ 2.t 2.es.s ·c) 
-cw-o more we2.k and strong) interactions hs.ve beco::_2 lc.".cC\:_: · 
whic:'1 are quite as :'undamen-cal constituents o±· the ·c:iv2:.:-·se 
as e.re JtJhe two knovL classical_y, 2.r.:.d theref'or po·cent:.. .:.: 
can .idates for I geometrizati.J::.,.' wi-cl:. eq_ual a p:.--io:i. ... i :-:..:;r_-_; s ~ 
9. 
~lthough unde::-playe· comn~red \J:..th elect::-o~ag~~t=-s~, c ~tai~ 
·c:.rpes of sc2:::.2..:.:-- and ecto::- ' rr1esc1:.. 1 i':..e_c. s ~12.ve iri fact ::igu:::--ed 
:..te=-ature? prima~ily i!: con:'lect:..o:.'l i.,1i·c-t. mu.2... ti-
c. irr.er:s ic: ... a l 
. [5't] - [62] _ . 
theor1.es. W.het.r-s::c· o_ not these ps.rticular 
~ t ve:r.pts are deemed. success::ul ( and it seems lea:." "C!:.at they 
s.re cc best rt1dimenta:"y), the reco_;:c.::..tion of e: :r..c::-.-·.::.:1iauen ss 
o:::· ·e- ectromagn tic amor..gst no::-6 ::-avitatio:::al :fielc.s l".2.s oovi-
cusly made the UF problem more complex than \Jas o:_-.:_.;:.::1a2.ly 
Hopes for a sa~i ·ractory solutio~ a::'a t~~reby 
correspondL1gly dim..'...nished Q 
(.:.ii) Classical phys..:.cs o c:."'ates exclusively \::..·eh te:.1.sor 
f ..'...elds. Since thes are also the q_· a:1.tities wh::..c::-_ ch2.:::·2.c te:!'.'-
ize the structure of the spaces studied by differer_·c :..al _; eo-
rr..e ·cry, the for:nu _ation of ·Ghe c.lassica_ UFT :prob_ e::-:1. i. __ ·ce::·2s 
of so ,1e sor -'- of 'geometrization I seened emine:1.t;ly :..'l2.·cur·2.._~ 
i _e· _ a ' antu.,.111 mechanics uncove:.."ed a new kind o~· :t:ie d q_--2x.·c:::. ty: 
sp :..:.o:~s; and wr..ile te:...soz-s ea :..~ be con:st::-ucted f:."o.,. s:p::..:::.o:. ... s, 
·.;he cor:verse is not true, so that a geometrica:::. tl1.eory w::..'...ch 
was =ully adeouate to the .i"acts would have to oe .:,:·:.,.aned s~ 
::ni·c:..o n spinor form (cf. (77} p.,521) .. Al though, in t~e 
hanC:.s of' their discoverer (Cart2~'l) and of those wh:> d.elig:'l·ceci 
:::...n the olde:."-fashioneG. kind. of mathe:;-:ia.,_ics, spino1 ... s we:."2 s6:-::.2 -
...,imes presented .:..n terms· of conjugate points on rul e ·' q_·.::.c.C.:.":..c 
sur:races and so on, -:;hey do :1.0--c L1 iact appea:-c to be v --::.-y 
natural t~ in;.;s in terms of which to define a li::.'l2. - ele::J.s~:-::; 
9. 
-·- t::-_ough und.e:'pl2.yed comps.red w:.. th e ..L ectror:1s.g:.'2.;:..t::'...s:.-:i. 1 ce::.'tai:'2. 
-·1 ---,-r U1i''.J: ..,.,te.,...atui-·e p-r>-"nv -n .;,,., .,Y' con:.'2.ec-~:.o:.'l w..:..'.:;:C-. :r'lU..!...t i-
-- l)_... .... ..L- - 9 . - .... ,*Cl.- -...:.- 1.  .' ..... __ 
[5'£] - [G 2] 
c_:._:ne:.'lsic:.-:a:::. theories. Whethe_· o: not these :p2.rticular 
~ te::-r. pts are deemed success:::ul (2-nd it se ms cles..:..." t!:.at tl".:.ey 
s~e cc best rudimente.:"y), the recogr:..:.tio __ o:f t~;.e r...c::-~-::::1iq_uen s s 
o:..:' ::...ectromagne-'c ic arnor..gst i'lon- .;r-avi-'catio:::-~a :fie_C:.s ~s..s o ovi-
oasly mad.e the UFm pro blern. ri_ore cor.rplex than was o:...--::._;..:..::1a2-ly 
s::'l0icipated. Hopes for a sa~israc1iory so ut=-o~ a~a t~~r-e~y 
corr spondin.gly diminished ... 
iii) Classical physics op0:rates exclusively \!.:.:eh -'-e:-.!.sor 
f.:.elds. Since thes are also t he q_· a:.'ltities wh:.. c~':. ch2.::-·s.cte::--
.:..z e the structure of the spaces studied vY differe::.r_-._,::._a:::. :;so-
::r.e "cry, the formu _at.:..on of ·c e classical UPT pro ble:-1 in. -ce:...-·2s 
of some sort of 'geornetriza tion I seened ernine~1tly 112.-cur-2.:::.. ~ 
:.i::_en ouantum mechanics uncovered a new kind o:1:" fie _ ' q_ua::-_-c:. ty: 
sp i:_o::-s; and while te:o.sors can be con:str·1.:.cted i':."Oi .. sp::.~:o:..."s, 
-;;~e coLverse is not true, so that a g ometrica:::. -c~1.eory w:':.:..c_ 
\ra s ~u_ly adequate to the f acts would have to oe f::::aned sb 
:ni~:'..o in spinor form (cf. [77} p.521). Al~hough, in t~-
hands of' their discoverer ( Cart2.:..'l) and of those wl10 c..elig~~·c :;ci 
:'..n tl1.e older-fashioned kind. of mathet:iatics 9 spino2.~s we:"2 sc;:.-::.2-
--cin:.es presented in terms· of conjugate points on ::::uled. c_·:..sc:.::::::'...c 
surraces and so on, ~hey uo 
na-'-ural thin;;s in terms of which to define a l i :.1e-ele::::-1e:.::.-'-
exp:re:s~ion, and as th::s is w~at 211 U?::::1 s to date hsve cc::_.s:.c.-
10. 
ered 'geometrizat..:..on' to mean~ the class..:..cal UI·''.i: endeavour 
would s~em - o be balked (see 2 _ 1 however. ~er o~e sue~ atter~t) 
:nost obvio~s and u~:.ve~se urotons an ' ~ 
electrons, c..re oot·_ (qua.ffcized versions o::..:'). JiLo:..., fie:::_cts. 
:..nt:. oduced 1.'ields 01:· Hil · :...--··-:..;p1:10~ oper~tors o.o :i. i'u;,..~t~:.or 
de:partuI·e f1"om the relatively c _c,:_stered co:':!.f'ir_es c= c:..2.ss:::.ca_ 
ulation of the classical DFT p:::·ob_ e:n are s;.:;e::-. --~ ·.)e ve-..:-y :;res.t 
indeec. o Perhaps the only vaL:.. use oI· t?l p:1r2.s,3 u::.:..:::·:.ed 
field' is now in some s· c.1 co::text as that L1 whic~-: ::-ie_se:r:berg 
(for· exan.ple) uses it: a ·::-.. :..I·ied z·elativ ..:..stic q_i.;,_ · :'ltu::1 f:::..el' 
theory. 3eside t~e pro~ound mathemat:cal and co1:ceJt~s: 
o:t' a cla.ssica~ UFT pale in-':io insignificance . L1 t:::.as i ·:::.sldi{)..g 
pride or place, the classical UF~ probl ~ comes to ~a sa~~ in 
its proper lig:t: as an 1 :L~ernal' prob_e:n (in the domestic 
se~se) of classical ~ield theory 
per.:~aps not entirely irreleve... t or exhausted., 
_l. 
§1. 2 :;?·~_:1sle::· space theo~C':' 
.. 
_..., 
elec~ro~ag~etic (and possibly scalar) fie_ds iL te~~s c~ a 
metr::..c ma:1.if'old w~ich :..s r_ot 'loca ly ouclic.02.:". 7 1 :..:-1 ·ch-3 :se::s 
-naL 9 with respect to aL alloweC coo_din te sys~e~ the ~2c.:..cat -
~ix cf Ca:--a·c::eodo::·y (locus et· e:·_d - po:..n:cs o.:'.:· 1.,1 .. ::it vec-:ors 1 :.s 
::ielo. 9 ar.1d correspondiy; crly a non-va ·_isr.:.ing vecto:::- pcrce:-_·..:;:..s::... <?r , 
is preserrt 9 then this _a tt .,.. detcrmi: es a pr2:;:·e:.."'rec. di::·...:c..::..o:..: 
at any l)O:.::J:; of space - t .:.me; 
o::;::· :'.:ind:.i1g :..:_ :i.: cs stcucture a: yi'-hir...g resem ling ~=-cctro:::.a;;;.:: .. :, ·..::.s::-i1. 
The r;10~ 8.l see.ned clear: gene:.--al:..z the Rieri:an.:i.1.ian :.;1s:::·.;::·:....:; so 
as to dest~oy ·cs local :so~~opy. 
wisLes to recove2' the ?ychai;orea:.:1 l:..ne-el e:ne:a.t cx~: ... essic: I';:,:" 
vanishiri..g el ctronag .etic ±·:..eld., ·che simp_ es·::; c!"~oice see:::.2c. ·co 
be to :rnep the ind.::..catrix a quadric S' rface 01,,1,: ; r_c, 1 o::.,,_.::z;~--~ 
centred on·the ori~in i.e. to take as :..ts e~ustio~: 
1 ( 2. ... 6) 
The vec--'coz- ;.)' sp cify..:..ng t:1.e :.-:e.., pcs:.tion o:: ·.;t.2 cei:-c:r2 ~:.ol:.::.d 
·::;::-_e sym.,.'11etric tenso:i:- Sjv :~~:..gh-c ue expected ·cc ::.:-·e::.2.-ce -co 
-"che ~Jh.ys.::..cal grs.v:..ta·ciona.l ~)ote7"-·c:..22.s ( if Ai'' = O ·c:: ,2 n :.-c 
h 
coijcides w:.·ct. them). It is c ear t~at, besides the a~iso~~opy 
, dis·:a:':.ce is no longe:c eve!l a syam1etric function, i. G. d.( P p ) , 
~~ci~o-~, is L6t in ~e~eral ecual ~o '(P -;)' • ~ .J.. j ; 
:...s l ed -i;o co:'ls ide::- t:ie ~wt ion of 2. d.i:.·ect6d pat~1: 
n 1 ~rrov 1 on it . 1~ere is a ralev2~t }, ...... .., ..._ ....... _ '-' 
• .,. ...... ~ -. - ,::, _ ,,.,,r, -•-:.)..., .. ,, .·-~ ..., , -. 00"1-'· ,r.·-:.·'- ..;o·') (uh-:c·" ~--··-:-.· ·, p8.- v-1..,-~ ~---"-- c.•- 1.,_..,.L1.; --J "·-- _ .. w •• - .~ 9 ..... 1-vc~ 
· :.e sig. oi' c:1s.rge) ..:.s r ~res :;_·~ec. by reversL~ ~- _e c: .. :.--:::c .;:..o:: 
-·-h:..s s :..n a q_u2.ntum-t11eo=-e·c ical o:-:tex:t. 
the world-line of a charged, as opposer to unchs~~ed, pa~~:...c:e 
can be consid r d as be:..ng a directed. l ine :.n tne 2.bo re Ss:; ~:.32 
i s suggested 0y th for:n of tte Lore:a.-'cz force e us:c::..on, 
d..x.f dx" 
cl s tls 
e 
m f 
as r avers :...~.;g the 'direction' of tb.e world-_.:.ne? i s 6C).:.. vc.l-:.. .. :·c 
-·~o c~2.:~:..:.::i.g tl':.e sign 01· ·che c:.:ar·ge 
+ "10 v .... c; way -~he co:.::ce:pt 
via thE- z-equirem .:r..t that 9 f'o:"' a::i inf::..n:..tessimal d::;_splacl..,::~"e.:::c 
c..x r, 
= 
At ·:xt ± /[ (1 - 11.:A"')sr + ArAv]dxtJ. v 
l - Ad-A<). 
whe::-e The "-w0 - v2,:)_uedn SS of' the x :S c::· '. :. o) 
is presen-~ 2.lso but the:.."''"::l :r .. ::..s no 
particu:ar ~2uortance (one can a:ways work Wit~ 
how2ve:.:, char...6 iY-ig b::·anc?les o:: ,j =--·-.. - ,-.-- 0'" I ·'s I I;;; - -1..,1.., V -- I -" 
as cha:.1ging the s:.gn of A r ·che double-valued::1ess :."'e i.at :..~1cs 
13. 
to the exis~ence of two signs or charge. To maka I ~e ex~_ici~ 
the -. ( 0 I OI _ ~ u J 1 
!_t___ 
J- A"-A"'- ) 
so 
E-q_uati n ( • ::!..O) ::..s o:: -che :fo:::·:rn 
ds = 1 ( x.i. r/.:c") :,-- ' ) :o _l) 
A metric space of chis type is calle, a Finsle:.." space .::f-cer 
the man who o::'igins.ted such gemi:etries ..'..:.'! his st1:.dy of -c1.10 - d.:..r0--
e~sional sur~aces [P.Finsler, Disser-ca~io1, 
:·c is ..:.n-ceres ing, though 9 as Weyl re~..arl::s t [l~]) p.138)~ - ·· r · -....1-- C:... ..... 
func-ion o: t~e fort~ order :..n the dif~e~e tia s, c~ ev 2n a 
f ·net ion. builc up :..n some other \-Jay~ and t: at i-c nc::ed. :~o·c even 
c.epend ratio~1ally on the differe:~t.:..als". 
f7] 
u _ar_y L.Berwald~ bu-c t 
-'insler S::_)~.ces was give: [a] by E.Cartan .:..n 1934~ _t,,_ t leas·~ l::.'".!.t il 
-che 19~0's 9 Cartan's treatment becaree acceptea as the sta~aard 
02e, and many papers appeared o~ the subject . 
. , . [it , 17,1 8,:2.0,.:2.1 , 21.], 
were several a-c~emp-cs ~o bas 'uni~iec ~~e~d. -c~eori s 
on th::..s geometry. 3eca se of t~::..s, and because t~~ wo~k d.es-
cribed in t:_i s section was _ :'l large :r;-~eas1 re an atte.:n:;it -co ·:ce;:,:_2c.y 
came to regard as m st ements -'-" .... .; 0 I.J.1. __ ....; 
/. 
-,• 
wi ~ ~ow be brie~ly s~~Tiarized 
(cf. [8] 9 [9 _, [16])o 
spac e o~ 'l.:.ne-ele~ents' ( , ~ ' e e~~ ,::, ·~ --s _ 1 .• 1.::: •• u -, 1 ·:1.&--1· re 0 ' ...L--- V c.,. - ....., / c. .'. =-=-~!..s- .::. lem.ent 
"",') C0''"1S-'c-'- .-
... ? ...... - - ~_, V...::, ::_ 2 •• i'1 ) 
-- ? 
~oge~her v :'...~h a t:'...rectio: a~ tha~ ;oint , specifi-~ by ~~en 
a · 2:1-_ )- - i.r:ie~sional mani:::·old. 
group considered is, however, of the (restrictet) 
;drr :::: x/ ,; ( :x"') } ( _ .12) 
A 'contravar:'...ant vector field' definet on this rean:.=c:t :'...s then 
a set or functi ns of x,x') t::--nns:!:"orm.ing un er (.!.o - 2) 
2-nd analogous fo:cm.ulae d.efi._e o--cr-.ar rallirn o:t" ·ce:..:..so::.". 
'basic function' 
- ,-:-,0 • 
_.._,. 
; - . .::r, 
___ .._, 
characteriz i:r1.g -cr~e geomet:r.:.ca.l stI'ucture of the ,2.2'.:l.:..f olc. c::.=:-·e 
The argument of all tensor :f:'unc - .:..or..s is henceforth lE1de:r·...., -'cood 
+-o 'oe ~ x' ) u -"-9 - Q :Jeriote p2.rt i2.l c.erivat i ves by a cor,..~1w.. 
m~tric tensor is :ntroduced by 
3y ho!"!lo6 eneity (Eule::..") ·chis impli ~ s · f ;:;:;. J CJr :;.:'( x'y 
I ·c is assu:rieo. that (2.t least locally) ~::: det II (' II f 0 
'Therefore -che coritravar:2.nt in.verse c:c:ists: · c/r 5fv == E~ 
1:!:~ite 
(1 -~.L5) 
'.., ,.- ) \ - • - 0 
l.17 ) 
1 - - ' 
_ ,.,. _ ..._.. I 
r~ l ' 'i \ ~ • '-JI 
u~1.der 'pa:c-allel 'isplace~en.~' ~rom (x,x') to r y ·-al .. , " ' -· c'. x' ) \ -- ~ ·- ' ./- ' . 
a V ~C"'CO:.. ;J is :=:. ssur1ed to che.:'lge oy 
Al\ s . :::: ( T A Al I y c)..·t" Ar dx '" . ry o;x -1- ' ~20) 
~~e ra~uireme~t that lengths s ~sl- not cha~ge :nder pa~~:: c: 
- nd there ~s ~hG u s ual exte~sion ~o ~ig~a:r 
:-ar:k eESO::'S. Certain other postula""Ces, which wi:: no·;~ 
e:w. ·,_e:rats:d here, are now rr:.aci.e i:::i · o::." er to c.e-ce::-:r,.::..::~e ·cl:2 
'ar·f ine connectio:1' compcnents o 0:ce o b-cains ( using the metric 
tensor to pull indices): 
( ;, ;l. .,_) ). ' ' y / 
,:.+ . ) ,, f' ,, 
where 
3y homogene~ty, there is tie iJentity 
Observe that / is not sy:::...uetl"'::..C .:..:.-1 its last ·cwo .:..~:.C:.ic c.s . 
. .., ?J ) \.- · -
(- ~ 24) 
~his is related ~o the fact th~~ t~e BES OI::> (1 ·)Q ) .: S --~··- · nC'.:l ol , y • .._ - --U u - t.,::....,.. __ 
.; -~ th mos·;; appropriate ::or::n.~ Consider . ·cLe 
1~ which tne direct:on (x'+dx') .:..s such tha t the ~es~lt o~ 
parallel transport according ·co (lo 20) of' t l:e vec.;o:r 
x '( + d1c ' t 
f(' ··x - '\ 
._ -'" '; - I 
is just; th vector d ( :::: ... J ,,, z' + d"'') ., One finds., Ylo~:.ng 1 1.24) , 
that is cha~acte~iz coy 
= 0 : . 25) 
called by Cartan the 1 2bsolute [i~ferential 1 of 
t'.'.1.ere by o b·c5,L1s -~he fol l owL'1g exp::."'essio~'l for the a oso:..:.,:te 
· .:..fi'er·e:-~--cial ol t~1e vector ;/ : 
= 
/>- A\ ,t f"_, d-' [/-,,, , .. 1~:e:.~e If - -
A A 'r' >-- c\3! Af a::d - A .,r' + 
·~..:e::.1 ·cl:.e ,·i v s sre sy.rr_r:.e·cric, a:-_d are give:-i by 
Sty(~) ) . 
·:::he:!:'e a::ae t __ e id.entities 0 } 
=- 0 
c:.. 27) 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
(1.30) 
·c e second eing an analogue of t:'le co::::'respo:::idi:ri..g R::..e::na:-i::ian 
Cv.::-vature tensors are d ::·i:c.able by pa. allel ·crsns2:·:.:2 of· 
r A/ Y<T :::: C).v <rlf - C f vo-/>. + [ cfy,I. c"'.A c;-lf 
~~r "<r ==- c'>:u- <J c ~f y - c \~ C."' -r " 
(1.33) 
(::. .. ;) 
The :fi:."'st is the ana- ogue of t:1e 3ie:::.a::i:. te~:so:r· , a~:.-: sat:'...s~' ies, 
:::.n auc.ition to a1ri - sym.1.-netry iY-.!. its 12.st two i::-ld:.ces, ·c~:.e 
.:..dentities: R>,r va- = 
/<.>, {f YO') = 
. 'R\!,<tv<T"lr} = ?\,c1.{Y Rd.lfl?J x'f ( CI .• [11] , p. :::_:::_1) 1.37) 
whe::."'e { )'f Y} s::;..g::iii:..es a S"iL·;: over· 
~ha~ of a Riema _nia~ spac, b~~ ~--c _ very d.iffic .:~ tu g:::.v ~t 
1 7 . 
' . 
s.ny cor.c::_nete, 'intuitive' mee.r:..L:s at 2.11. 
vec-o~s, etc. derinec at eech po::..~t o~ space-~ime. 
·.:;~'le - i:.--2~a _e::1ent :tor.mal..'...sr.1 jus·c described a directio:..:. (x 1 ) :1,::.s 
1:-.!.. sc to be .:3pecir'i c. bef 01"'.e ·;:;he corresponding qua:'1t i ty :::.s c~e:.:'ine 
~~is is true ev i Tor t~e specia: case o~ what o~e ~ish~ call 
Vr '-• y.V .. ') -- µ.( \ • . a ' , - VI Y ' l 8 0 r :o. - ;r C ::.·-. """ -. e ,1-,-- -- / - v • --'-' - - .J.. Vl;'t;; __ ._ - - U 
(1.38) 
which is nc·c independent o:t· (x'), and (ii) its 'covo.:.."'ia~_-.:; deriv-
~tires' would also r introduce x'-dependence, 
value assi6 :r..ed. ·co the 2-rgnme:1t of -'.:;he fu:..1ct io:.._s 1 * ., C in 
/ _ .,27)? ( _ o20J • 
- :..:'.lg that the d..:..:rect i onal argU!'i:.8ffG (X 1 ) OI /;. (y in (1 .. 20) ::..s 
quite uncorre:ated wiLh the spatial direction dv i~ w~ic~ 
au-cho:. was co:1fir·ir.ed in his belie:.: 
approac~- \.-Ja.s both r..ecessa:"y 2.:'lc. possi.ble by E" 3use:r.an::. 1 s ·':)co!-: 
'~he geometry or geodesics' (1955). 
explains that the term '?insle~ space' does not appea~ :::.n t~e 
t it2.e because it 11 rr..eans to m2.ny ::.--~o·c only a ty:._oe of s:92.ce :mt 
also a der..:..~i~e ap~rosch: the space :..s co~side~et as a set 0£ 
:::..L1e-ele;_-j:ents to which euc_ide2..:1 r.:.e°t:.""ics are 2_t-c2.c~_ed. 
rr.ai;.,: pro o:::..e:-ns. are connec--ce wi:c _ p2..::-·sllelis:r;i. 
·che g::::-·eat success or· F::.nsle:."' s t:..es:..s, the later 2velop6r~.2~1t 
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· oubtec. n. 
2.ssu_;_:pt~ons o:.." 2.na.lyti.cal tools) he succe as i:.1 s?l<;;, .'-: .. :.:~g ·c:· .. 2.t 
ve;:::·y rr:.any I the cle.ss:.:.c r·es· .:its o:i::' (global) Riemanni8.n gco:-r..etr-y 
ca:r:ry over to Finsler spaces .1 r:.nd t ~s.t therefore 11 t:tere err.c::.:·,;-es 
o: the true re2.lrn or· RiemaY111i2.-n geon2try 9 ::'... .e. c::.:· :ce-:..og:r .. iz :..r..g 
the local u~it spheres be e _l ipsoi~s rather then arb~t~ary 
co-:-.. veY.. surJ:·e.c s with centre" . 'I'l:.e b o_,: i s however 9 r:a geo-
:;:etric approac~i -'co _,nalitati-e problem.s ..:..:1 :..ntr::..nsic di::'ferential 
6·eomet:.:yn (my italics), and -co get a q_i.; ar:. · i.·'-ati ve theo::.:\r 
suitab~e ror use ir:. physics _n particula~ 9 a sha~p r 
characterizat:on oi _ocal (ra~~er th2~ global). prop2:.:~ies 
i ~ woul' see:n thc.t sor. .. e · sort of a::12.lytical approach :..s ssen-cial. 
Such a treatment will now be ou~l::'...~ed. 
1:!e s"Gart -"'..... f 1 1 -, ' h.: ;") i ~ n ..: ' . ... d 1..J.. om . 1. • _.L ) , w~ __ c, _ _ ::; co .. ~s.Lae.L e : as giVL'l§:; the 
l :-its Gh of ·cr .. e ( :.rr'='init ssimal) Vector c.xr qua e leme:1.-i:; o:f.' a 
·:arige::t; Vector space, % {x) say, at the uOi:i .. ·c X(. 
t~.:.is s·ca.,:;em.en-.:; to a:pply to all other vectors v {:- V.., 
t:! e _ ow .::-;:; end 
n· - . 
.L_'llS lS 
just '.-:?1.s:c is dor..e i:'l the case or a Rier;iari..nian rnanifol '. 
~he x-depende~ce, for the presen~ ·:. .. e. consider oYLy o .. ~2 · 
1:.1e int~'oc.uce, there::ore, a scaler p2:od·· et , r:t::..c:: ::..s 
·.:;o be such ( v( V) 1 -I (v) . t h,=,--
--- V == 
19. 
\./hat can be said about the expression (ujv) for u ~ v? 
Various possibilities present themselves, depending on how the 
'non-linearity' entailed by (1.39) is incorporated. It turns 
\( out to be best t0 ret a in the concept of a dua l space v,. of 
linea r mappings v' : V,,, -? FR onto the reals, but to give up 
linearity of the · function G :_ V" ~ ~/ which associat es co - with 
contrq-variant components 0 1· the 'same ' vector \ in the Riemann-
ian case G is of course a linear mapping, with matrix g(y 
with respect to appropriate bases). We therefore require: 
( U / V) "" UI y( ::: " 3r ( u) U.v y( -.. ( 1. 40) 
( ) -;)'- [+ _i, 1 (u)] where j 9r u -= .:s;fiu-1 ( 1. 41) 
So th~t, in general (u/v), ;t (v luJ. (1.42) 
Th:i.s ~onsyrnmetry ;, of the scalar p~oduct reflects in t he present 
forma+ism a remarkable theorem d~e to Blaschke (cf. [lo] p.103) 
that ~fin a Minkowskian (i.e. flat Finsler) spac e of dimension 
great~r than two ,perpendicularity between lines is 
then ~he metric is euclidean. 
+ . syram.e vrlC, 
:j3y the aSSUI(led homog eneity Qf i , g rv ( u) is positively 
homogeneous of de8ree zero in the u~. · Make the requirement; 
(1.43) 
Then there is an :inverse set of f'unc tions gl"\ u) such that 
Vector indices c~n therefore be ~aised and lowered as in 
I 
Riema~nian g eome~ry, but it should be remarked that there is 
no cl~ar~cut ext~nsion of the op~ration to .higher rank tensors. 
fo construct a tensor calculus, we need an 'affine co~_riection' 
20. 
That the latter will involve a certain non-linear ity, as did 
the scalar product, can be seen as follows. \.le require that 
the two definitions of geodel;3ics a s (i) minimu.i."'11 paths and (ii) 
autoparallel curves shall coincide. The first says: 
s- fc{s = s- f i ( X / i) d.s ::: 0 . (1. 45) 
The Euler-Lagrange equat ions can be recast in t he iorm: 
cl (::) +- 2 r;r (x/ ?h) 0 c{s = ) (1.46) 
where ~ is the . same as in (1.23) , but with directional 
d.r. 
argument x' = ds. (1.46) is als o equivalent to lcf .[ll]p.52): 
' d~ (a::) + { tf 1 (t) ::,;_ rl.d:f ~ D ( 1 . 4 7) 
h { r- } (d.x) . f d f t h ( ~ ) W ere , cil..f ~ 1.S . Orme rom . e : gf" o<s by the Riemannian 
. 
prescription for . a Christoffel symbol. 
.- 'I I 
Now tie t his in with 
derin;tion (ii) • • As inspection! or (1 .47) shows, the change 
in a vector vr f nder parallel displacement from P (x) to P' 
(x + 9-x ) cannot rbe linear in both vr and d·xf'. 1:/e r equire 
it t o depend linearly on the components vf · 
' 
·it must therefore 
be a llowed to depend non-linearlr on the displa cement components 
we accordingly define: ~ 
~ 
s v >.. = . - ...,-.*), ,, (,<~) vr h v 
I '(:/ 
and thence the t~nsorial 'absolute difrerential': 
(1.48) 
;, J)v~ - == d/- ~v>, = rA.v'>. +- f*~fy(otx) v(d.,..''. ll.49) 
The 17~ are assu~ed positively homogeneous o! degre e zero in dx~. 
Similar expressi9ns hold fo r oth:~r types of tensor , in the 
usual.: way. In particular: D 'b~ = D. (1.50) 
An autoparallel curve satisfies:·· 
,, . 
) 0 = ]) ( ::5) = c;{ ( J:/) +- r<l'\.,,Jds) ~ :: y (1.51) 
ii :1 
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i.e. ~ (~ ) + --r7i'r ~ (1) (h./' J~ = 0. ( 1. 5 2 ) d.s oc, I 1v ."s d~ - ;,,s 
Compar i son or (1.47) with ll.52) restricts the f'~ , but 
does not completely determine them in terms of the metric 
tens or. 'v/e can get a stronger restriction by requiring t ha t 
t he s ame geodesics also arise from parallel displacement of 
. d.x,. . 
the covariant tangent vector -;z-;- ; we therefore requir e: 
]) 9r l t) = o (1. 53) 
which, i n turn, is equivalent to : 
[ cl9c Jc;~,, --f""lt.L x/3 " ..-;-"~.,( Cl rr1.,. o( J d.x.<r = o dxrr - ~ I · fir ....,. J <i-Y I fer - .If',,._ I . y,r (1.54 ) 
the directional arguments of the 
' 
g 's _ and 1* 's all bei ng 
Set ting (compare (1.46) and (1.52)) 
\ '"' ,..... 'A . 
_,-,ll'-1 x~ ' = oy 
I ·tv- c:,irr (1 . 55) 
and r equiring the square bracke_t itself . in (1 . 54) t o vanish, 
one can solve for the -r;y..- (i:) ; obtaining an expression formally 
identica l t o Car t an/Berwald ' s eqn.(1.30) , with x ' r eplaced 
by X . • 
As i s c l ear, this derivation has only provided £ (quite 
natural) de termination of the affine connection by t he metric 
other ohoic~s are possible . ~There ~s a correspond ing a~bit-
rarines s in Cartan's and Berwald ' s derivations . ) I t is not 
easy, however, t o see the sor t or add_itional criterion t o appeal 
to in order t o tighten up the deduction. So we shall work 
from ·the above particular solution. We also remark that 
although (1.49) and i ts counter parts define absolute different-
ials of tensors, 'covariant' derivatives are not defined. This 
seems unavoidable in the context of the pres ent treatment. 
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In spite of this difficulty i .n connection with different-
iation, it ·is possible to construct a curvature tensor. In 
Riemannian geometry there are 'three common ways 01· doing this: 
(i) commutator of doub~e covariant derivatives; (ii) parallel 
transport around infinitessimal circuit (holonomy group); 
(iii) geodesic deviation. . In the present case, method (i) is 
ruled out; and (ii) even more so, since the result of such a 
parallel transport will, by (1.49), depend in a very complicated 
manner on the precise shape of the curve; (iii) is available, 
as will appear. This situation was noted, from his diff erent 
point of view, by Busemann ([10] p.235): "In Riemannian spaces 
curvature has many different functions. It is not plaus i ble 
that in Finsler ~paces a single concept will suffice for all 
these functions; it is rather to be expected that different 
concepts,which happen to coincide in the Riemannian case , 
correspond to different functions. 
"The great majority of the investigations on intrins ic 
geometry exploit, or can be modified so as to exploit, only 
one of the functions, and can theref'ore be extended t o Finsler 
spac·es. n (his italics). His treatment is essentially in 
terms of definition (iii) which, via the C}auss-Bonnet t heorem, 
can be formulated in terms of the angular excess of geodesic 
t r iangles. 
The analytic formulation of (iii) we shall give is a 
precise parallel to the Riemannian case (cf.[12] p.90) . 
Definition (1.56): A vector v i$ orthogonal to a v ector u 
ir and only if (vlu) = o. 
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(As already observed, this is not a symmetrical relation. ) 
Consider a two-dimensional surface 
which is such that v = constan't 
' xr = ff1(u,v) (1.57) 
specifies a directed geo-
desic parametrized by its arc-length u, for each value of v · 
' 
and such that _there is a curve of the other system , u = u 0 say , 
to which all these geodesics are orthogonal. 
curves u = constant are not directed curves 
(Note: the 
according 
to defn.(1.56) it is unnecessary that they should be.) 
i, fr = . i.,r j oJ! =- a/ 
oU ,- ~v 
Write 
(1.58) 
By assumption, then: 
' ;)-L_ {r) 0 = (f l1,\.,u. = ~ r {~) ( <jJ' I U;:Uo = ir lu~ u, (1.59) ~ rr 
We first show that for any other value of u ( = u,' say) a 
Similar equation to (1.59) holds; i.e. that the geodesics are 
orthogonal to all the curves u = constant. For, define 
L (v) _ r·• ;l{x,r) d., = u,-u • . 
Uo 
This is independent of v. Therefore · 
0 = ~L = fu, :v [;t(x,r)J Ju = fu;[;i-1ol ~ ~r ~:t: ]ot ... 
= c)~ ~ \u,u" . (u, [" (~1.) :i] ~"'- du (1.60) 
of'~ U
0 
Juo di.t ~Iii- - ~;a:.,_ ~ 
~ecause the curves are geocte5ics, the integrand, and hence 
the integral, vanishes, as does, by (1.59), the contribution 
at the lower limit to the first term on the RHS. This proves 
t he result. Now consider two neighbouring geodesics of the · 
f amily, specified respectively by the parameters v, v + dv. 
Let P, P' be the points lu,v), (u,v+dv) respect i vely. 
-Then the vector PP'(u) has components (qfdv). By t he 
result just established, the two geodesics will both be orthog-
onal to this vector, for all u. The dis~inction between a 
flat and curved space is that in the former the vector wi~l be 
proportional to u. We therefore want to determine how PP', 
. . .. 1). 
or equivalently qr, varies with u. Let ~U . stand for the 
invariant derivative operator in the direction (pr). 
~ :: ;/-p .· +- ()~rr> i.,I. ; 
J)u ';)u .iv .l f" 
and the rate of 'geodesic deviation' is found to be 
~A == . [ (!f ;) <~> - ( ~tG~ }1> ] tr ro-
= 
R~ v r o- ( r > f '},., f.,. . . . 
Then 
ll.61) 
(1.62) 
where in fact a term in '])qi' 
. J)i, on the RHS has vanished, owing to 
a possible additional motivation 1·or the latter. 
is formally identical · to Cartan's expression (1.32), 
with x' = p. (,1.62) has the same form as the Riemannian 
result, except for the direction-dependence of the RA>'(~ 
so the difference is that a quactritic function or the direction 
of the geodeiics (p) has become a more gener~l function, 
homogeneous or degree two in the o( p • As in Riemanriian 
geometry, therefore, ll.62) is a quite concrete result: one 
which could in principle be investigated by clocks and measuring 
rods, and so is a suitable ingredient for a geometrical theory 
of physics~ - (As already indicated, this problem of 'physical 
meaning' is a persistent one in Finsler-space theories, and 
(16,Ji,2.0,:11,2.2.J . .· . ·-·- __ ___ . · __ _ , .. __ _ published attempts on these lines -seem _to gloss over<·,.,_:- -'-< 
it a remark (in'ccYnnection ~-with. e.g~ -d-e_rivation of I field 
equations' ) like "Let a direction-field x' (x) be specified ••• " 
giving the game away at once.) 
The theory just outlined will now be applied to spaces 
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flat and curved space is that in the former the vector wi~l be 
proportional to u. We therefore want to determine how PP 1 , 
or equivalently qr, varies with u. . D· Let ])u. stand for the 
invariant derivative operator in the direction (pr). 
J) q;\ _;_ ~"P · 0 </·rr) .,I. 
:______c_. - - ~ - '} ; 
J)u 'du ~v cl f' 
and the rate of 'geodesic deviation' is found to be {/ ~ [ (!f;),., - {~n,1,] VP~ 
Then 
tl.61 ) 
= R: v /' ..- { r > f ci/ p ..- . . . ( 1 • 6 2 ) 
where in fact a term in ~! on the RHS has vanished , owing to 
a possible additional motivation 1·or the latter. 
is formally identical t6 Cartan's expression (1.32), 
with x' = p. (,1.62) has the same form as the Riemannian 
result, except for the direction-dependence of the RA>/~ 
so the difference is that a quactr~tic function or the direction 
of the geodeiics (p) has become a more generhl function, 
homogeneous of degree two in the o( p • As in Riemannian 
geometry, therefore, tl.62) is a quite concrete result: one 
which could in principle be investigated by clocks and measuring 
rods, and so is a suitable ingredient f or a geometrical theory 
of physics. (As already indicated, this problem of 'physical 
meaning' is a persistent one in Finsler-space theories, and 
• (16,11J,20,1(,12.] • -. -· · ---· ·~- . ._:_ · .0 ,.··-,-.·-o·.~·-publJ.Shed attempts on these _lines seem _, to gloss over -·-·· 0< 
it a remark ( in.··-cohri.eotion :-Wi t~· e .g~ : d-e_rivat ion Of 'field 
equations' ) like "Let a direction-field x'(x) be specified ••. " 
giving the game away at once.) 
The theory just outlined will now be applied to spaces 
with basic function of the particular form (1.10), viz: 
i (1:;',) == ~t(~) vf . + lYrv{t.) vrvy 
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(1.63) 
The '+ ' sign has been chosen to make the .metric single-valued ; 
the opposite sign would lead to the geometry of a space (1.63) 
with the sign of ~t everywhere reversed; so that (1.63), for 
various vector fields ~r(x), in fact covers all cases. 
(Compare this situation with that in regard to the initial 
definition or sign of charge in electromagnetic theory: if 
every charge in the universe were reversed in sign then thi s 
would make no observable, dirfererice, in classical electro-
magnetism at any rate.) Here are formulae for some or the 
geometrical objec~s in the space. 
ir (v) = vr 
.(.(v) 
~r (v) 
remaining purely covariant quantity is (cf. (1.23)): 
2. G; - -f_{v) r{R) V.;. Vf - i(v} F: V,;. 
r jy.;-f v,J.v~ t"'f tcl 
+ o1. [ d.. v"-vf +- ~ Y .. e,• v.,J..vfvE] 
f ,.. "-'f J Y"-f V" v/1 
+ iv;, l rJ.."",f v.1. vf - -1:(Y,..~,E v.,vfv''XJ.>.. v)..) J 
<y ... , v"' vn · 
where 
i 
The 
(1.64) 
(1.65) 
(1.67) 
(1.68) 
(l.69) 
and where the su~erscript 
symbol rormed rrom the Yri . 
~) 
signi!"ies: Riemannian Christof1'el 
I 
I 
' 
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To proceed rurther, it is clearly necessary to evaluate 
t he contravariant metric ten:;rnr, g f'.,, ( v). A direct inversion 
of t he system . (1.66 ) is not easy, so we do it indirectly. 
Let ,r be the inverse matrix of Y;,,v tNB not its contravariant 
f orm). Then (l.65) yields the identity 
'fry ( 1Tvi -dt X ;1v) - d.v) ;:: 1 . (1 .70) 
Solving for i 
.j{v) == 
as a runction or the covariant form of v : 
- d.r Yr + J (1-.J..>-oi.~) yrvf Y.,, + (cJ..'>. Y>, )1" 
( .s;) (1 . 71 ) I - ol.~ °" 
where 
In calculations one needs the useful identities: 
j(I-J.>.J..") Y('v,vy + (oL~V~)'" -/._(v) 
=== 
;((v) ·. jy,1.~V""V/' 
and, (cf • . (1.65)):· . ~f(v) = jy,1.t!v"' vfl(v.r''A~,(v) .:._d-t) . 
· ~ (v) . 0 " . 
The equation ~1Y(v) == £ [-ki"(v>] 
oY/iNv 
now enables the g1v(v ) to be computed: 
9t'(v) ~ jy'lc~;vf [ yr - ( 1-<,1,~'W ~;- ~N ' - ~ ·~r] ,- ~n'. 
,1.72) 
(1. 73) 
(1 . 74) 
(1.75) 
(1. 76) 
One can verify that this is indeed the inverse of the s et of 
f tinctions (1.66). It is now possible to evaluate t he determ- · 
inant of gry(v), as foliows (again, the dire~t approach is 
not pract i cabl e). (1.67) and (1 . 76) give 
~ [ {"J 5(v)-] . = : <fl.f~ . ::::: 2 ff c-'ldf -:0 (ri-t1) ~ (v ) ,I. [J.t- cl.>,{" .e.r] 
ovr d'I/' r , Jy.1.fv vf . 
This differential equation can be integrated: 
~(v) = f{JC) [ -L(v) Jn+r 
Jy"'f vJ.vf 
where f i s i ndependent of v, and 
2- r ~ o{v)] 
o}.r L J ::::: f(f 5:l ,:: ( {~ y ] . 
'ox r )t 
' 
where y ~ oler // Yr II • Therefore 
I 
.. · ---'-·-- ..;...._ ---..:. 
(1. 77) 
(1.78) 
( 1. '/9) 
,1.80) 
. ---:~ ... -
. - ~~ 
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an unexpectedly s impl e r esult. 
:F'rom (l.6t) ) and (l.'/6 ) one find s , after a considerable 
amount of cancellation: · 
:2 GA (v) = , c~)~ fy v, yY - F~r vt j Y.ip vr vv 
).. ( I / Y E f j,____ J f { {v) l .2 Srv V V + d,..e F-r V Yr1.tv.1. vf (l.<H) 
where and Sr "S. d-v; t -1- c/..r; V 
-I' (R)) (semi-colon denoting Riemannian covariant derivative w.r.t. i • 
Differentiating (1.81 ) gives: 
1 o ~;.. ,_-r(~>). ( . A j f ~ 
~vK = 2 '· 1 K v - F.ic y"fv .t v - F'tvr '[;Jk. 
+ ,<_A [ s/K Vf + oLs: F~ I<. j f.tt v.i.vf . +- d.. € F~f vr W,c.] 
+ i-1 (g-~-.l~.(1<.)[ tSr v VfVY + rJ., F~i v(/'f.tt V"' Vf ] (1.82) 
This enables one t o f or m (cf. (1 . 29)) : 
, ~ f~ ( K) 
(1.83) 
One can now immed~ately write down th~ expression for f':,v (v) 
(et. ( 1. 30)), and· thence calculate the / ~~.,,( v) . The result 
1·or the latter is · considerably more complicated even than (1.83) 
(which has been simplified as fa~ as is possible) , and the 
explicit evaluatibn of the curvature tensor from (1.32) seems 
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out of the question. However, the computation becomes easy 
for what one might call the 'weak field, pure electromagnetic' 
case, viz. working to first order only in the D( 's, and 
setting Yr = constant. Then 
(1) 
. gf<T(K) T,i Cft (.A<TJ /(. + 'Z.r,,.- cJ...r, I( 
Yt"- Yd.. Fv .>- + Ou y"'- Ff). t- S,....,, Y). 
I 
. 1. j 'o.,.f v-- vf 
- f'v~,(7")'fr .. v.1. + fe',..,, Ya-... v.1. -F/',o· 'fy,.. yri- + F,<T,r v>-
2 J '( .. f v,J. vf I ' 
(1.84) 
(1.05) 
(1.86) 
which, it will be observed, depends on the ct. 's only via the 
· (1.87) 
where is seen to 
., 
be,symmetric (in a Finsler . space this is not a necessary result). 
A second contraction gives: R ~ R\, -= o . 
. (•) (1.88) 
· ( 
It is at this stage that the theory starts to peter out. 
For, the original aim was not just to compute ·a few geometrical 
quantities, but to show that the space manifests a behaviour 
resembling that of real charges and electric fields; and in 
this there has been conspicuously little success. There are 
two main difficulties. First, one wants some field equations, 
in order to restrict the space-time d~pendence of c1., (x) 
and YtY (x) in some meaningful way. In euclidean or Riemann-
ian manifolds a variational derivation of the equations has . 
decided advantages (compatibility, Noether's theorems, etc.). 
In the present instance almost the only natural choice o:t' 
Lagrangian density would be: R (v) -~ J (1.89) 
but its directio,n-dependence stands in the way of formulating 
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a sensible a ction principle. On this score the theoiies or 
[16] , [18], [22] must be adjudged as having little physical 
meaning. 
The second, probably fatal, di:t'ficulty arises in relati,?Jg 
olf to the physical 4-potential q)f • The former is dimension-
less, so that if ext = k ~r (1 .90) 
then k must hav.e dimensions (charge) Suppose k e mass = mo p 
where e i s the electronic charge, and m0 a mass of order 
that of the electron (or proto~). Then the geodesics of the 
space :are identical with the world-lines of particles with 
charge-to-mass ratio moving under the combined influence 
oi' the gravitational field .derived. :t'rom Yr and a physical 
electromagnetic field (1.91) 
This fact is one pf the motivations for . choosing the form of 
metric (1.10) in the t·irst place ( cf. [13] , [14]. , [15] , [19] , [21] -
which are the preyious occasions on which this metric has been 
put forward, in no case with much elaboration). 
' ' ' 
We shal l 
gloss over the qu~stion of what precise value to take f'or m0 
since it does not attempt to cons.ider strong interactions the 
theory is not likely to be correct in that much detail anyway. 
With such a choice of k , d...f << l for all macroscopi c fields; 
but at distances of order the classical radius of the electron 
( -13 = 2·818 x 10 c~) from a charge e the field is such that 
~t - l , so that deviations from linearity would be expected 
(of. e.g. the form of (1.71)) and therewith the possibility 
of a .sin,gular me~~ic at finite d~stance from a 'point' charge. 
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Now, we have just assumed that the world-J.ines of charged 
particles should correspond to the. geodesic~ of the space, 
whereas in fact for a non-llllear theory the field equations 
themselves ent<'J.il how the singularities o:f the f'ield ('particles') I 
must move. This is important in . the present context for, 
although field equations are precisely what is lacking, it 
seems that even if they existed they would be .unlikely to lead 
to the correct physics, as the fol.lowing argument, rough though 
it is, intimates: 
Although the curvature scalar has not been computed ex-
plicitly, it is c+ear from the form of (1.9), .(1.66), (l.~3), 
etc. that Yry t~nds to figure in conjunction with products 
o::t' two d... 's, and similarly when differentiated, so that (1. 89), 
in addition to the Riemannian R(Rl formed from the Yty , which 
must be an ingred1;ent ( consider the case cx.r = · 0), will. contain 
term(s) something .like Ffy Fty .Although prima racie just 
what is required, in order to get the correct contribution of 
the electromagnetic to the gravitational field, the Maxwell 
energy-momentum tensor, and thenc~ the .Lorentz force (cf. (l.4), 
(1.5)), neverthel~ss the presence of any such term is in fact 
disastrous, since by (1.91) it equals (~. r fr tt" ~ }D 3<t K fr ffY (1.-92) 
where K is Einstein's gravitational constant. This con-
tribution is there;fore 39 orders of magnitude ·too large. 
St h . · , [1q, :i..o, 21] • ep enson & K1.lm1.ster's theory is 1.n fact rendered null 
by this observation which, by oversystematically calling all 
constants 1 , they overlook. 
No obvious progress seems possible. 
could be scaled down by a factor :2.0 ..v 10 ; 
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Of course , k 
but, among other 
disadvantages, that severs the connection with the Hamiltonian 
formulation of particle electrodynamics which was the basis of 
the origi nal intuitive appeal oI· the theory. 
Aft er this work was essentially completed tl963) , a former 
[ 11 ] student of his drew to my attention the book by H.Rund. In 
this monograph he presents, inter alia, his own criticism and 
revision of the orthodox Finsler space theory 9 made i n the 
1950 ' s , from a standpoint and with results parallelling very 
closely those given here, though with much greater wealth of 
detail. In particular, he too treats the spaces as locally 
Ninkowskian ( [ 11] p .16 ) rather than as locally euclidean, 
which, by concentrating attention on the so-called 'osculating 
Riemannian space'.-, the 'line-element' approach manages to do. 
He also describes ([11] pp.111-9) the same construct i on as 
was given in (1.62) for the curvature tensor. The book is 
not concerned with unified field theory problems. 
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§1.3 Theories related to the present work 
[26] From the extensive literature on the UFT problem, and 
also on (f'lat) spaces more general than the Minkowski and trans-
rormation/symmetry groups more general than the Lorentz, we 
restrict attention to ideas having some aspects in common with 
the theory of complex space-time. 
a rather wide 1:'ield':· -·-tha-,theory has comple'x Hermitian metric [2.1](4.,J 
-.. _ , . - - ·- - - - [44-][H][5'ii-] tensor, and complex symmetric affine connection; it 
. 
, . . [s-0J[:;-1i,J[ss][S"' -6;2.J introduces extra aimensions; . and (the unimodular 
restriction of) its undeFlying flat-space transformation group, 
SU(4), is isomorphic with the real 6-dimensional orthogonal 
group and with the trans1·ormation group generated by (a real 
restriction of) the Dirac (Clirford) algebra in real Minkowski 
. [91] lq{l space-time, c~ and is related to certain 'internal' symmetry 
-
. . . [i~-'9ij groups suggested in the context of elementary particle theur} 
(see §6.1)~ 
Einstein's relativistic theory of gravitation is deducible 
from the foll owing three data: (1) a 4-dimensional real mani-
fold9 defined w.r.t. the group of 1 general (non-singular) coord-
inate transf9rmat~ons; (2) a real symmetric affine connection; (3) a real symmetric bilinear rorrn (or 'metric tensor'), with 
signature .( + ) 2 ~ A natural way to try arid construct a more. 
comprehensive field theory is therefore to modify either \1), 
(2) or (3) ,o; any combination), and all classical UFT 1 s have 
in fact proceeded in this manner. 
The best-known example of a theory changing (1) is the 
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5-dimensional or 'projective relativity' theory, originated by 
J.Kaluza in 1921 and subsequently develope~ and recast in 
various forms by a nuinber of physicists (see [25] pp. 254-79 
and [26] pp .156-241 f or surveys of' this work, which 9 apart 
from the extra-dimensionality, has no .very close bearing on 
the present theory). Although at one stage favouring and 
contributing to such theories, E~nstein himself' came finally 
to concentrate his attention on a theory which kept (1), but 
gave up the symmetry requirements in (2) and (3). Since, in 
. . 1 . [2.1] - [2~] ' . t . b t . the or1g1na version, the skew-symme~ric con ri u ions 
were taken t o be pure-imaginary, and therefore the quantities 
themselves Hermitian, a bri~f account of the theory will be 
given here. [Jl] (Schrodinger's 'purely ai'fine' theory, developed 
1943 onwards , is often lumped together with Einstein's as the 
'Einstein-Schrodinger theory', because it also - presupposes a 
non-symmetric affine connection; . however , it has no relevance 
to the present work.) 
Introduce as 'metric tensor' the Hermitian matrix 
= (1.93) 
Assuming it non-singular., a contravariant metric tensor is 
definable by: f'. 
= 1 (1.94) 
However, in view of their non-symmetry-, one do es not use these 
tensors for pulling indices ( D2J p.109). Introduce a 
complex affine connection J; 11<. • The Ansatz 
= 0 (1.95) 
goes into itself on complex conjugation (us ing (1.93)) if '-he 
I 's are Hermitian: .-r' '· ~;, (1 .. 96 ) I .1k = I . 1<; 
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(1.95) are then just the right number of equations to determine 
the / ' s as 1'unctions of the g's. This is the reason for 
the choice of stiffix order on the LHS. 
The f'a ct that the / 's are no longer real means that 
there are really two affinities[:i.ciJ_ in the space-time manifold, 
so that one has to distinguish two types of covariant derivative: 
(l .97i) A ~ · '-
-
A' .,.e + 1'; "''" A"" J 
A:.. i -< 
-
A' '< + ,:,..{ AM 
= A•, i + 
and similarly for .other tensor indices. 
,;£,., A"' (l . 97ii) 
(1.95) is the same as: 
-_.., s 
- 9 ,s I ·Jct = 0 
and has the quasi-Riemannian form: g;i,, .. if = 0 
(1.98) 
(1.99) 
-+--
Since ~" ~ il... -/ 0 , the operations 01· covariant differentiat ion 
+ 
and of contraction no longer necessarily commute. 
For any covariant (or contravariant) pair of indices write 
(1.95) implies: 
(1.100) 
(1.101) 
• • (:i.!?] 
so it is natural to define the IBS of (1.101) to be the 
covariant derivative of the scalar density J::g. The 
formula for the covariant derivat.ive of any tensor density is 
thereby fixed, via the product rule for differentiation. 
Since there are two kinds o:( covariant d~rivative there 
will be four kind~ of commutator .of double differentiation: 
} A • . (.. . ,... + I -1- J = - A; 'R. ~ u,,, - 1 l~t,.. k . s . V r' ;:; -A; Ri.;,,.. +- 2.1\,... A, ·s 
V +' 
(1.102) A; .J. ' . M 
+ J - J . 
A .. "' . I 
It. / ) 'l 
+ -. 
(plus two more equations which are obtainable by taking compl ex 
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conjugates of both sides), where the curvature tensor is: 
R 1 ; e,., = 
Define Rhd.... _ g 1h R'.d.., ·· 
th 1 tt t . -. . [ :ao] Then e a er sa 1s!1es: 
and also the Bianch-type identities P0J 
R ~Id.-. . ., + R L k "'" . ( .+ R;kr,.li"" = 0 
•+- + J - + ++ J -+--
Define Rid. R''.\t.-. 
'Mi 
. Ra.! ... 
-
= g 
This is not, in g~neral, Hermitian; . [l•) one finds: . 
where 
(1.103) 
(1.104) 
(l.105i) 
(l.105ii) 
(l.106) 
(1.107) 
(1 .108) 
(1. 1 09) 
Note that ;.'·k< i .El: a tensor, because . of the usual transformation 
v 
law . for affinities, so that 1-k , is a vector, and also the RBS 
or (l.10~) is, as required , a tensor. There . is another con-
traction of the qµrvature tensor . (identically zero in the 
Riemannian case): 
. - 1<,k - Ji,.,t (1.110) 
[2i] 
by vi;rtue of (l.101). Mult iplying (1 .106 ) by (g ..,, g kt) g i ves 
the doubly""".contracted Bianchi identities /
00
] 
g k{ ( Rkt ·,, Rk,,;-<. R{.,·k ) = 0 (.1.111) 
+- J ++ -- J 
From the abq;ve, in particular (1.108), (1.110) and (1.111) 9 
it will have been apparent that a considerable simplificatio~(:.zJ [J•J 
ensues if one postulates: 
~ = 0 (1.112) 
In conjunction with (1 .95) this is equivalent to (cf. [32] p.110): 
= 0 
36. 
(1.112') 
The most significant reason for postulating (1.11 2), however, 
comes r rom the search for field equations. Given suit a ble 
non-degeneracy, the equations (1.-95) can be solved for the 
~ 's although the explicit formulae are excessively com-['n] [11i-J 
plicated. Consider this done. Then we want 16 f ield 
equat ions for the 16 unknowns g•k, and by the general theory 
of such systems the equations must also satisfy 4 identities. 
In the Riemannian case (general relativity) the equations 
0 (1.113) 
were appropriate. , In the present case they amount to more 
than 16 equations, on account of the rion-Hermiticity of R;.k 
(cf; (1.108)), and so are not p~rmissible. If, on the other 
hand, one departs fro~ (1.113), then one has to ensure anew 
the existence of identities, sincEr the Bianchi identit ies will 
in general no longer fit the bill. . A neat resolution of thi s 
dilemma was indic~ted by Einstein~in [30] , where he showed 
that if one postulated 
and 
lk. = 0 
R ,k 0 ' 
then the Bianchi identities (1.111) reduced to: 
(l.114i) 
(l.114ii) 
gk~ Rlk'J).,1 = 0 • (1.115) 
There1'ore (1.111) constitute the pequired 4 identities not only 
for (1.113) but equally for the (less restrictive) set consist-
ing of (l.11 4i), (1.114ii) and 
R = 0 {IV,.,} (l.114iii) 
Discounting the Bianchi identities, the set (1.114) is prima 
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facie 4+10+4 = 18 equations for the 16 g;k • Closer 
analysis shows, however , that _ there exfst 2 1·urther identities 
among the LHS's there must exist such , since it is possible 
to derive the complete set (1.95) + (1.114) from a variational 
[28 - 32.] 
principle, _ which ensures their compatibility. One of these 
additional identities is ( · [28] p. 733): 
(1.116) 
The other one reduces the number of independent equations 
(l.114iii) from 4 to 3 acc ording to Einstein & Straus ( [2/j]p.735) 
but the justification for this a ssertion is obscure. 
The above i~ a representative version of the theory 
many variant f ormulations exist. Subsequent work has attempted 
to clarify the P1tYsical content, . if any, of the formalism. 
The i~itial expe9tation was that L the anti-symmetric part of' g~k 
should somehow relate to the electromagnetic field: (1.112') 
would then be like a Maxwell equation. However it is not 
even clear which of the two it should represent ((l. 4i) or 
. _, 
(l.4ii)), i.e. whether the physical Fik is (proportional to) 
\:'H.] b' t· f qr even . a corn ina ion o the 
two. Still oth~r identirications are possible : novel light 
was cast on the ~tru6ture of the theory by Sciama's Vierbein 
~]~~ A 
reformulation, which tended to implicate R- .. ~k as the 
elect~omagnetic field (and correspondingly i'i: as vector pot-
entia::\.). However, none 01· thesf;; assignments mitigates what 
['3'-39] 
was discovered - to be the main shortcoming of the theory: 
to provide something like the Lorentz i'orce. Of course 9 with 
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[3'1] extra terms added to the Lagrangian a Maxwell-type energy-
momentum tensor can be made to appear (cf. (1.5)) ; but the 
theory thereby ceases to be a UFT in the 'deductive' sense 
originally envisaged, and has less to recommend it than the 
conventional Maxwell-Einstein theory. All this applies 
equally to the real non-symmetric or the complex Hermitian 
versions or the theory~ The former seems to stand very little 
chance of being a solution of the UFT problem for a further 
reason: it is probable, as argued by Sci·ami"0J and others , that 
non-symmetry of the g .. k is connected with something quite 
dirferent: the Eresence of spin in the matter field. 
Another UFT psing complex tensors over a real manifold is [4-1J[H] Moffat' s. . ( G.f. also [4 7] · · :- a more rudimentary theory. J 
Moffat assumes (~sing here a notation in which pure-imaginary 
quantities are e~plici tly displayed as .such): · 
= + (1.117) 
with both tens ors on the RHS real and symmetric. A symmetric 
compl~x affine cq.nnection l~r is introduced w .r. t. which 
(1.118) 
Therefore: 
.I 
(1.119) 
...-r--' ), Und er t he (real) transformation ~.roup being considered , I C•> '(v 
transforms like a Riemannian conn.ectio~, /c ... i ~v like a tensor. 
No explicit reso.l.ution of (1.119)· into real and imaginary parts 
is obtained in the general case, though in the linear approx-
. ·t . ( b 1 ) d f t . 1 1 · . [4-t,J . t · ima ion see e ow an or par ~cu ar so u~ions 1 is poss-
ible. 
;.. 
The curvature tensor in formed in the standard way: 
There is the decomposition: 
).. [17./rv ,a- I, A I ... ..<?A.,.,...-,,;..~ [v-a-] R <1> 1 vrr = - /1) .o/.\1 /1) t,r + j (~/ . ,I.V !1~1 f,r -
R >-{•). rv ,r = [ ,r;l) ~(''/<r ~ >, - I (1} .,J.V 11~, r~ -1(./~v t 1 ~,r]- [ v-a-] 
The usual Bianchi identities hold: 
>. 
R -r£v~;r} = 0 
Define R1v .; R ~ (vo1. R = R~ c1.. 
Then there are the four complex ~dentities 
(l.120) 
(1.121) 
(1.122) 
(1.123) 
(1.124) 
Field equat~ons are derived from a variational principle. 
Since the most natural choice, R F"i, is not suitable, being 
compl~x, he chooses, as Lagrangian density for the 'free' grav-
itational + electromagnetic fields, the real part ot· Rn 
if a matter term is also added to the Lagrangian, the field 
equations become: 
= + i 1;~ ) ( 1.12 5 ) 
h T 
( 1) 
were r" 
. (L) 
tensor, and . Tr I 
is po.pt.ulated to be the usual matter energy-momentum 
ttrepresents the charge-current distribution11 
( [44] p.478). 
In an atte.mpt to tie these field equations t o physics, 
Moffat looks at the weak field approximation: 
+ 
( 1) h/>J 
hrv . + i (" ( 1.126) 
where 1rv are the Galilean values, and square s and cross-
products of the h's are to be neglected. Write 
(~ I l~ 
h 1v _ hf" 
- . {•) q/. 
1 1r h°'. 
and impose the 4 ('harmonic') conditions: 
I 
h (.) y - 0 r ., v -
The imaginary part of (1.125) then says: 
As for the 
4-veloci.ty 
D h (>-) I (>-) fv = 16 TT T(v 
RHS, he postulates that 1·or a point-charge E. 
d.!/ it shall have the form: d.~ 
T (·>rv = c.. 
By considering the case of small spatial velocities , i.e : 
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(1.127) 
(1.128) 
(1 . 129) 
with 
(1.130) 
elf a "" 1 , ol ___ t « 1 ( k = 1, .2, ~) J ~ J s (1.131) 
(2) I Moi'fat identifies h "I' with the _electromagnetic 4-potent..:..al 
and - 4 T ~~ with the current vector; four of (1.129 ) are 
then formally the same as the equations of Maxwell's theory in 
the Lorentz gauge: = (1.132) 
(Howev:er, an ant~-syrnmetric tensor Fr , which , ai"ter all 9 is 
the raison d'etre of (1.132 ) in -she Maxwell theory, does not 
appear naturall y in the formalism, though of course it can be 
I defined by ( h 1·; 011 ,)r 
set 
Returning now 
d 
/l) I ) ) h of .,)I • 
to the full (non~linear) fielg equationsv 
(1.133) 
almost everywhere i.e. with the exception of discrete sing-
[1;.i,.] ['fS] -
ularities. Then Moffat has shown, using the version of 
the EIH approximation method which is appropriate for slowly 
, varying fields, a.nd therefore for slow ·motion of the singular-
ities, that a Lorentz force term ,does occur in the equations 
of mot,ion. He claims ( [4 4] p. 487) to have also shown that 
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the restriction to slow motion nan be removed; if so, this 
would obviously be a very important achievement of the theory; 
but no published proof has appeared. It seems to the present 
author much more probable, in view of the 'quasi-Riemannian' 
structure of the whole theory , that th~s result is essentially 
restricted to low speeds; and that for high speeds 7 instead 
of remaining a linear function as in the Lor@ntz eq,uatiGn, the 
force would be seen t o depend quadratically on the 4-velocity 
as in the geodesic equation of general relativity, for as is 
well known and re~dily verified ·the latter also reduces o an 
expression of precisely the Lorentz-f'orce type to first order ' · 
. in the 3-velocity (for weak,. s lowly-varying fields).. But 
this' is only an 'intuitive' remark; the question could presum-
ably be decided definitively by an appropriately refined EIH-
ty-_pe calculation. There is, however, a further difi·icul ty in 
that, as pointe<l out by Kerr,[H] the IJ-IS's of (1.125) and (1.133) 
satisfy the 4 com~lex and theref'ore 8 real identities (1.12 r), 
so that 4 more fi~J.d equ.ations are needed if the gtv are -co 
be properly deterrqined (i.e. up to only 4 arbitrary functions). 
It is not easy to _,see what these additional equations should be. 
The two · theories described so far "are exposed to the 
obje'ction that th~y are in disagre.ement with the _ principle that 
only irreducible quantities should be used in field theorie s.~. 
Therefore, I believe that cogent mathematical reasons, (for 
instance invarian~e postulates of .-a wider group of transformat-
ions) have to be given why a decomposition of the reducible 
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guantities used ih the theory (for instance R,.:k , g ,k and / ~,k ) I 
does not occur. 1 This has not been done at all in the earlier 
literature. Einstein, . however, was well aware of this object-
i on , which he weighed carefully in his later work. " ( [3} p. 2 26) • I 
This remark by Pauli expresses succintly a feeling one has 
about the desiraqility of constructing theories out of ' homo-1 
geneous' or in so~e sense 'unified' objects; but perhaps, like I 
other group-theorretical arguments of an a prioristic nature, 
should not be wielded too indiscniminately (after all, k Ri.. 
a reducible objecJt under the 1·u111 coordinate transformation 
group ~ - R trans:t·orms as a scal13.r but no-one objects t o 
its p~aying a ce~tral role in gra,vitation theory). However, 
this t,s not -po be!ittle Pauli' s q1bservation, put to emphasize 
that such points ipiust be "weigheq.1 carefully". ~ 
is 
I One could a~~o make the poi~t that the '~etric tensor' is 
in al+ these theo~ies singularly :pivorced from its origi n in 
the notion of a spalar product : indeed, the refusal (in the 
Einst~in theory) yo use it for inter-converting co- and contra-
varia~t tensor co.:rnponents is rat~er like ending up with the 
grin and no Chesh~re cat. II . 1 
ve turn now ,to a second gro~p of theorie~ related t o the 
presefit wo;rk; t ~Q§ e alteri ng tn@1 datwn (1) ot gepe;r~l re:J,.at;i.v-
i ty . ( :;,Jee p. 32), 1zy enlarging the ,,transformation group and the 
dimem::lionality of1 the manifold. }, In his discussion of t he UFT . 
. 
probl~m in [49] ,: (pp.88-90) Eins,tein remarks': "Die g esuchte 
Struktur muss eine Verallgemei nerung de s s ymmetrischen Tensors 
sein. r Die Gruppe darf nicht enger sein als tlie der kont inuier-
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-lichen Koordinaten-Transformationen. Wenn man nun eine 
reichere struktur einfuhrt, so wird die Gruppe die Gleichungen 
nicht mehr so stark determini'eren wie im ·· Falle des syrnmetrischen 
Tensors als Struktur. Deshalb ware es am sch6nsten, wenn es 
gelange, die Gruppe abermals zu erweitern in Analogie zu dem 
Schritte, der von der speziellen Relativitat zur allgemeinen 
Relativitat gefuhrt hat. Im Besonderen habe ich versucht , die 
Gruppe der komplexen Koordinaten-Transformationen heranzuziehen. 
Alle derartigen Bemiihungen waren erfolglos." He does not 
appear ·to have published these investigations. 
The first reference to complex spaces in a physical context 
. ~~- . that I have found 1 in the literature is by N.N.Ghosh, in which 
he applies his rather peculiar matrix treatment of the dynamics 
of rigid bodies to the case where they are extended in and move 
in a complex space, with complex velocities, a·ngular momenta, 
and so· on. 
The next reference is 'nearer home' as far as field theory 
is concerned is in fact closest in spirit to the present 
work. It is a very short account by ~!Crumeyrolle rs-sJ of some 
aspects of his doctorate work (1961-3) on the geometry of a 
kind of manifold which is precisely analogous to a complex 
analytic manifold (see Chapter 2), but defined instead over 
the number field generated by { 1, d , where £2. = + l . 
The following account of his results is based entirely on this 
summary article, as I have not obtained access to his dissert-
ation. Introduce the coordinates, and their conjugates : 
. 44 • 
zr I xr 
.. } = :i.''-.. ( + E xr ) zr· I £ X r.,.) (1.13 4) = 1 'IL ( xr 
Then v,.., is the manifold parametrized by the coordinates ( zr) ' 
with transformations of the form: 
z r' = fr ( z"") . (1.135) 
He defines "la sous-variete diagonale", w"' t by: 
zr = zr* (1.136) 
(of. the 'real limit space' of -Chapter 4). Let there be a 
non-symmetric affine connection in V,.., , with components L\k 
·_i_n_t_h_e_c_o_o_r_d_i_na_t_e_s_.y._s_t_e_m _ __,_( x_O(__._, x_o1-* __ )_, "le rep ere ass O C ie 11 • (Cf. 
--r-7 ~ '" c. the t ~r~ of Chapter 3.) He puts: 
= 
., 
L • k* : 
. '.) (1.137) 
where 'starring' a Latin index means add or subtract n, as 
. 
appropriate. for the components when restricted to Wn write: 
} (1.138) 
Then the former transforms as a connection, the latter as a 
tensor. v,.n has a metric tensor g . . ', which is symmetric but 
. •1 . 
otherwise arbitrary. He now supposes that a (real) non-sym-
metric tensor Sr1.f is given on the subspace W" · , and requires 
that when restricted to W"' g,j , shall have the components, 
still in reperes associes: 
, g,,,.f = 0 gO(f" = ra.f } (1.139) 
grJ.."f = §fol g<l-"t" :, 0 
Requiring the covariant derivative of g •j w.r.t. L' ·k ·1 to 
vanish "pour tou;t chemin de w " n (p.2123), he obtains: 
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ob 
~d.)I i".'ta- - c; !"" j_~<TV = 0 o.x <r 
§r· A°' Y<r + §vol A~(,,_ = 0 (1.140) 
. 0oli _A~ .rv +- § d-V A~ (Tt == 0 
"c'est-a-dire le systeme d'Einstein-Schrodinger et des equations 
nouvelles susceptibles de decrire un champ•inconnu" (p.2123). 
(There is no reference, however, to the curvature-tensor equat-
ions of the Einstein-Schrodinger theory.) He concludes by 
It 
noting that in "reperes adaptes", viz. (zf ,zr ), the components 
of the affine connection, W'. 1·k. say, are: 
W~fY =, 2Y~ ( L~ a_ + £ L~~ ) 
W~tr" = 2~ ( L~ 1.:f + c L~~f/ ) (1.141) 
(using the Einstein-Straus notation for symmetric and anti-
symmetric parts), · so that the 'torsion vector' in V,..., , namely 
W '. ;; , vanishes; but that the Einstein-Schrodinger theory 
V I 
assignment, which would be 
context 
dition. 
;:::: 0 
0 ' becomes in the present 
O), a rather unnatural con-
It remains to consider two contributions, which both 
appeared in J.Yiath.Phys. 7 early in 1~66, i.e. almost at the 
time of, but slightly after, the ' present author's investigation 
(which was begun .in Dec. 1965, a~d completed in all essentials 
[5"0- 5'1. J by Jan. 1966). The first is a set of three papers by A.Das. 
In (I), he looks at 'semi'-class~cal (i.e. un-second-quantized) 
field theory in flat complex space-time, coordinatized by 
and z~-: = z•+ , with: · 
ds 1 = 
•+-z 
(1.142) 
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He· does not consider the full group leaving ~·i invariant, 
namely U(4), but only .the 7-parameter subgroup L! x U1 , where · 
1* represents the proper Lo~entz group, U, the phase group: 4-
le± t;,/} k-4-z ~ e z -
"We shall physically interpret jzhl 
(1.143) 
as what we usually 
measure ror positional coordinates, and arg zk± are the 
electrical or internal coordinates." (p.46). He writes 
= 
where 
Consider the linear wave, 'equation: 
+ °" Jr.- -~ . - i "" I ) lfl · ::::. o 
. ~cl<- . . 
ol kt ol. l+ + d.. l+ ol. h ::: ol k-_ oL .(- + oJ.. .f..- J}·~ _ O ,. } 
·. olh c:J..t- + oil- olk.+ = r/-< I 
(1.144) 
(1.145) 
Das writes down what he _claims is an irreducible representation 
of the rx. 's but, as will be seen in Chapter 6, it is even 
reducible under U(4), so that under his restricted group 
L4* x U1 it is certainly .not irreducible. ·. (.The present §6.3,. 
_may well have been suggested by Das's work, and is an (in this 
respect) improved treatment of the 'spinor' equation in complex 
space-tiine.) He inserts a:n el·ectromagnetic interaction into 
(1.144) via a prescription which resembles · the usual one 
(dt' -'> "c)f _+ i c Ar ) , though it is not entirely free from 
arbitrariness (he should, strictly, have complex quantities Ak:t 
and, by choosing a particular form of f)k -dependence for 4-' ' 
arrives at equations containing ?.'terms which reveal slight 
anisotropy in the physical space spanned by the rour rk's". 
Also given are expressions for energy-momentum tensors and 
conservation laws appropriate · to the wave equation · (1.144), 
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and to the Klein-Gordon equation for a complex scalar field. 
His paper (. II) falls outside _the scope of the present work. 
In (III), he restricts att'ention to ··the subspace (.with 
real dimens ion 5) defined by the oonatraints: 
arg = e (k = 1, •• 4) , 
so that 
On this subspace, the line-element (l.i42) becomes: 
(1.146) 
(1.147) 
ds'" = ?;k. ( dr" + i r•de )( dr'i i r'id6l ) (.1.148) 
He now generalizes the trans1'ormatio.ri group, L! x U, , of (I) 
to allow position-dependent phase transrormations: ' 
. ' } (l.149i) r• = a'.,; r1 e' = e + :\ (r:) (1.149ii) 
The line-element (l.14~ )· is not form-invariant under this 
group, but becomes so if (d@ ) is replaced by (de + Akdrk): 
ds :1 = 
~·i dr'dr1 + r rt. t (dt9 + . k )" Akdr , (.1.150) 
with the new quantities Ak (r ·) peing required to transform 
as a covariant vector under (.l.149i), and as 
oA 
= Ak - d~ (.1.151) 
under (l.149ii). "For the equation of motion of a particle 
in complex space-time we shall postulate the geodesic principle" 
(p . 62). (Actually, the motion would have to be in the 5-
dimensional subspace just de1·1ned.) The Euler-Lagrange equat-
i on resulting from variation w.r.t. e has the rirst integral : 
m 1•f r' r1 ( fJ + Akrl<) - constant :;; q 
The other rour equations are: 
(1.152) 
(1.153) 
where F· · 
'1 
He interprets q as the charge 
of the particle, which according to _ (1.152) "corresponds to 
the sum of angular-momenta in cortlplex planes 11 (p. 6 2). (He 
does not remark that the RHS of ll.153) is singular everywhere 
on the light-cone through the coordinate origin.) 
· He next allows the a '. 1 in (1.149i) also to depend on the 
r". By de£ining covariant derivatives in a certain way he 
arrives at a contracted curvature tensor of the form: 
p~k P".' .k,., = + i E F,k (1.154) 
where R.k is the Riemannian Ricci tensor formed from the 
g. . (;r-k.). He says (p. 63) : "The electro-gravitational :rield 
'1 
equations should be derived from any one or linear combinations 
of the square Lagrangians 
L' = P'" Pa:. · = R.1c. R.k + e'"' F;k F
1k 
(1.155) 
L' I = = 
He points out that either of these lead to field equations 
which have as a particular case the Schwarzschild solution, but 
he shows that for F.~ i O they do not contain the Nordstrom 
solution. (These Lagrangians will figure in Chapter 5.) 
Das remarks, in conclusion, that it would be possible to 
consider the full transformation group: 
k' . k' 
z = z (z,z) conj. (1.156) 
and that the corresponding metric tensor would have 36 comp-
onents "and may consist of many o.ther .fields besides electro-
gravitation" (p~63). (The theory we shall present stands in 
fact half way to this most general geometry and has a metric 
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~ensor with 16 (real) degrees of freedom.) 
Th ' . . b E .H B [s"tt] d b . 'th e remaining paper is y •• rown, an eg1ns wi a 
deductive 'proof' that space-tim·e must be · complex. Ignoring 
this, and putting aside the axiomatic and mathematical para-
phernalia (which can be employed to make complex ideas simple, 
or the other way round; this paper seems to be an example of 
the latter), his theory runs as follows. Consider the line-
element expression (using a notation which is essentially that 
explained in Chapter 2) ~ 
2 ds 2 = g~1 (z~) dz ' dz 1 (1.157) 
= (g~fdz~dzf + g.,.1 dzo1.dzf) +. (go1.tdz
11 dzf + g~fdz~dzf) 
He points out that the two bracketed terms on the RHS are each 
separately real, if g,1· is .self-adjoint (see Chapter 2 for 
this concept), and that "mathematical simplicity led Kahler to 
choose g ;. 1 = { g iif , g "'t} , with go1!1 = g-;i.f = -0. , as a metric 
tensor" (p.420). However, he then becomes guilty of "mathemat-
ical simplicity". Rightly saying that Kahler's assigrunent 
implies (after a few extra assumptions) the existence of a 
real scalar function -~ such that 
(1.15b) 
he then 'deduces' that this implies g~f = 0, since he has 
previously 'shown' that ·all real scalar!=! must be . 01· the form 
~ = cp (z"') + .4> (zo() • Al though his proo1· is invalid, it 
is obviously permissible to choose to start from his line-
element: · 2 ds~ = g.,F dzo1 dzi9 + g "J.f dz;;. dzf (1.159) 
where the go1f are assumed to be analytic functions of the z~ 
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alone (i. e. independent of the z;;- ) , and vice versa for g;;f • 
There is the block decomposition for the affine connection 
,\..,._ = { 1\., (z"") , l~-dz;.:) '} , and·· similarly for the 
curvature tensors. In this respect, and in the (complex ) 
symmetry of the metric tensor, the theory has parallels with 
Moi'fat's. Brown's Axiom 5 says: "If the unit vector 
w'(zkJ J~· = rJ.s = i wo1(z"') ,,· w<i(z.~)} is the ·· complex four-
velocity, the equations of a geodesic (the equations of motion 
of a particle) are then 
Jwi 
+ 1 .i,k w1 wk 0 II (l.160) ds = • 
wr 
-
ur + i vr } r~r /(,J~Y . r;: >. (1.161) 
-
+ l. (~} ·t"' 
Write 
Then (1.160) splits into: 
Ju.1. 
+- f;.,""fr (uf uY - vf vr) - 21:,1, ufvY =- o (l.162i) ds 
rJ.v"-
ol.s +- ,;., ~r ( utur- -vfvY) + 2 fl.1 ~Y ut'vY = o · } (l.162ii) 
Now, w~ is a unit vector: i 1 ... V,. Voc. • W;.W = = uo(u 
Neglect powers or vr. Then (1.1621) is like the Lorentz 
forc e equation and "sugges1is that e ,I.. ;;;;_l F . f is a classical 
approximation to r;:~ y · 2 , , ·/Yv and that V,:1.. (or, possibly, only 
its time-like. component) is related to charge" (.p.421). Again 
echoes of Morfat~ (Of course, he has assumed in Axiom 5 that 
'geodesic equation' . and . 'equation of mo·tion of a particle' are 
synonymous, which begs the most difficult question of all in 
these UFT's.) I am not able to summarize with any confidence 
of having underst ood .it the rest of his. :paper. 
CHAPTER 2 
Kahler Spaces. I 
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This chapter is an account of those aspects of the existing 
theory-of what are known as 'Kahler' manifolds which are 
relevant to the theory presented here. The latter was 
developed independently o:t' the Kahler space literature but, 
where there is overlap, is identical with it in content 
though there are dirferences in method of derivation, notation 
and motivation~- _- -. Parallels and divergences will be noted in 
the sequel, as occasion arises. The exposition is based 
primarily on [67] , [68] and [69], which for ease of refer~ 
ence will in this chapter be called respectively S, YB,Y. 
One first introduces the notion of an 'analytic manirold'. 
Consider a set of points parametrizable, in ·a neighbourhood, 
by continuous values of 2n real c.oordinates (x ") • 
the 2n indices into two groups of n, by writing 
Split 
(2.1) 
Define zr _ xr + i xP . (2.2) 
Given a set of n independent (non-zero functional determin-
ant) analytic (therefore infinitely differentiable) functions -fr / 
of the ( zr)' we can define an analytic coordinate transform-
ation by: z( = -fr{zcl) } d~r11 (2.3) det /} .il~" # 0 
Then the original set of points together with the group of all 
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such analytic transformations is called (a neighbourhood of) an 
n-dimensional complex analytic manifold ( YE p.118). Call 
(It will prove a convenient notation to denot e, 
throughout this work, complex spaces by curly capital letters, 
real ones by ordinary capitals.) 
Introduce a new set of complex coordinates by: 
i. f = C./ 
where the .bar on the RHS signifies complex conjugate. 
(2.4) 
Then, 
as (zr) ranges over the permissible coordinate sys t ems for 
C'n , ( z F) will define a new complex analytic manifold, C .. 
say, called the c on,juga t e manifold of C., ( Y p. 50) • 
Tensor analysis is constructed in the product manifold 
Ln X L,. ( Y PP• 51-62) • (Schouten calls this the ttauxiliary 
x,.~' of the original X,. .( S p. 390) ~) Tensors are defined on 
this manifold, as objects transforming appropriately under the 
coordinate transformation group: 
zr' = } (2.5) -, zr = 
where fr is the complex conjugate function of fr, viz. the 
f unction of ·the n complex variables fo1. which is such that 
t r c rol) _ fr ( r-.. ) . 
A cont ravariant vector field on C .. x t. ... is a quantity 
(v r' vr) transforming under (2 . 5) like : 
v(' - ~, v.i.. 
- d~--
vf' ,: ~, vd- . 
;;;.~;;: 
(2.6) 
Extension of the definition to covariant and higher-rank tensors 
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is made in the usual way. 
The vector with component.s (~, vr ) is called the 
conjugate vector of (v:r' vP). ' A vector is self-conjugate 
(or self-adjoint, or real) if it is equal to its conjugate. 
The quantity with components (iv1 , -ivP) is also a 
contravariant vector. ( This fact is worthy 01· remark: it 
pin-points the distinguishing feature of complex tensor analysis 
relative to tensor analysis in a real manifold of twice the 
dimension.) Going back via (2.1) to the Latin-index notation, 
the above vector is derivable i'rom (v r' vF) by multiplication 
by· the matrix ( ,YB pp.154-5): 
~ &fv 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(Eqn.(2.8) expresses the defining property of .what are known 
as 'almost complex spaces' ( Y passim)~) 
( 1-/ 1 ) ( 
-.~t) - ,. 0 V 
which satisfies h'. 1. h '.
0 
k = - r~ 
Consider the submanifold of C.i\ X t" defined by 
2 f = zr. ( 2. 9 ) 
When restricted to this subspace, a vector field (vr, vP) is 
only a function of a single set of n complex coordinates, 
and is said to be a vector field over C." 
law (cf. (2.6)) becomes: 
vr' = 
vf' ,:;: ( -a=t.f') v~ 
.;,i" . 
Similarly for other tensors. 
} 
. 
' 
its transi'ormation 
(2.10) 
Introducing 2n new complex variables by ( Y p.53): 
-zt = 3( + ;. t f 
if == V - ;_ sf } (2.lli) 
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with inverse: 1 (2.llii) r f "" ;, ( er - "t f) 
the restriction ( 2. 9) then says: rr and rf to be real. Yano 
calls tfr, tf) . a 'real coordinate system'. This is rather 
misleading, as (2.11) is not an allowable (i.e. type (2.5)) 
coordinate transformation (cf. S p.390). However, it is 
often necessary to make the transition (2.11) , so, to avoid a 
logical hiatus, it is perhaps best to supplement Yano's expo-
sition by explicitly de:t'ining the behaviour of (say) a contra-
variant vector under (2.11) by (cf. y p. 53) : 
. vf' ~ t' ( vf +- vf) } -, i, L vf - vf) (2.12) Vf == 
where (vr', vf') are the components of .the vector in the 'real' 
coordinate system. 
where 
(2.12) can equally be written: 
y•' -.a . T',1 . vi (2.13i) 
. (2.13ii) 
( Ir.,> being the unit matrix). (Cf. [64] p. 464.) 
Introduce a metric tensor g~i satisfying the conditions: 
'j 1 • ,;a ~., (2.14i) 
(2.14ii) 
(2.14iii) 
The second says that it is a so-called 'hybrid' quantity, the 
third that it is self-conjugate, the first and third together 
gf'v "' ~f"v "" 0 
qry 
"' 
9fy 
imply 
i.e. that (grv) is a Hermitian matrix. 
(2.15) 
(2.14) characterize 
"' 
what Yano calls a 'Hermite space', Schouten an R". The 
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tensor is assumed non-singular, at least in some neighbourhood, 
so that it can be used to raise and lower indices. For example 
h .. 
' '') 
has matrix (cf. (2 .7)): (hid = ( O -~
0
'1t-:,).· 
''1rv 
Covariant derivatives in ' et,. X c... are construct ed 
,, (2.16i) 
(2.16ii) 
y 
means of Christoff el symbols formed from the g,1 according 
to the Riemannian prescription. Because of the restricted 
form (2.14) of' the metric, one has: 
..,.-,:,._ I ),ii: ( ) 
1 I'/ == "i: 5 ·. · 5 .: t. y + 'j ; Y, r 
-r;,.. ,,..,-.>. ), ; ( 
I .f'i "" I · vf = f j · 9t;;;:,)i - (2.17 ) 
1\~v :: O 
and three similar equations 1·ormed · by replacing unbarred by 
barred indices and vice versa, an operation it is customary to 
[61;.] 
abbreviate ' conj'. The 1i: 1·k :transform under (2.5) like a. 
Riemannian affine connection, viz: 
,.-.-, '· c,'2' ' o~ ~ d~(" Tf Oc:' o"'c~ 
I '.ik-== ;n.r o~i ' ~k ' .'V t- dt'r cc:-i' ·hk' (~.18) 
The special form of (2.5) means that 
c? ... 2.i 
= 0 . 
·' 
conj • (2.19) 
so that the second term on the RHS of (2.18) vanishes for 
connection components of the form T>-.tv , fj y ; conj. The 
specification: conj. (2.20) 
is there1·ore invp.riant under the group of allowed coordinate 
transformations. A Hermite space equipped with a connection 
satisfying (2.17) and (2.20) is a 'Kahler space', and will be 
denoted by J<n • ,..., (In Schouten's terminology it is a V~ ( S 
p.397).) This _geometry was first explicitly isolated in [66], 
J63] -[6s] although earlier work by Schouten and van Dantzi0 had 
dealt with closely related (in certain features more general) 
geometries. 
Denote covariant derivatives w.r.t. the -.--, <' I .1k by a semi-
colon. Then it is a simple matter to show ( Y p.65) that 
the condition (2.20) is equivalent to: 
h~j )k ==0 . (2.21) 
(2.17) implies that in a Kahler space: 
gr:;,, a--
which in turn implies l S 
= gr~Jv ; conj. (2.22) 
pp.397-8) the existence of a scalar 
function cp (z~, z ;;) such that 
giy ~ ~,r,v (2.23) 
Since in a . . K... the only non-vanishing components of 1\·k 
are those of the form f"~/Y , conj., the curvature tensor 
formed ;rom the 1' \k by the Riemannian · formula has as 
.,, 
its only non-vanishing components: 
R'>-ty"q'- .- - R. '.i cr-y } (2.24i) . conj • (1~ry ta= ' 
- (2.24ii) 
It satisfies the relations, to be expected from its genesis: 
R.).r v~ =- - Rf~ y~ } (2.2Ji) . conj • 
'R.;-:rv ir 'Rvi>-r ' -,::: (2.25ii) 
It is noteworthy ,that in a k" the cyclic identities (R,1ik<} ·=o) 
give no more information than the already-known (2.24i). 
Because ( 2. 24) a:re the only remainir..g components, the Bianchi 
identities reduc~ to ( S p.399): 
conj. (2.26) 
[63] -[6s] 
although earlier work by Schouten and van Dantzig- had 
dealt with closely related (in certain features more general) 
geometries. 
Denote covariant derivatives w.r.t. the t\k by a · semi-
colon. Then it is a simple matter to show ( Y p.65) that 
the condition (2.20) is equivalent to: 
h~j )k =0 . 
(2.17) implies that in a Kahler space: 
(2.21) 
gry, "? 
which in turn implies ( S 
= g1 ;-J~ ; conj. (2.22) 
pp.397-8) the existence of a scalar 
function Cf (z~, z;;r ) such that 
grv = cp,r,v (2.23) 
Since in a .K... the only non-vanishing component s of 1\·k 
are those of the form f"~/Y , conj., the curvature tensor 
formed from the 1'\k by the Riemannian formula has as 
... 
it~ only non-vanishing components: 
R).t y q- . - - R \. cry 
= 
It satisfies the relations, 
'R~rv~ ~ -Rf~y~ 
R5'rv-; -== 'Rvv' >:r 
} 
to be 
} 
. 
' 
conj • 
expected from 
' 
conj. 
its 
(2.24i) 
(2.24ii) 
genesis: 
(2.2Ji) 
(2.25ii) 
It i s noteworthy ,that in a k... the cyclic identit ies ( Rilik<} = 0) 
give no more information than thE; already-known (2.24i). 
Because (2.24) a:re the only remaining components, the Bianchi 
identities reduc~ to ( S p.399): 
conj. (2.26) 
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This identity can also readily be derived directly from (2.24ii) 
whence it appears as a kind of tensorial version o:t' the 
3-vector identity: curl grad ' _ O. 
From (2.17), (2.24ii) and (2.23) one obtains ( YB p.125): 
(2.27i) 
(2.27ii) 
The latter demonstrates that, in addition to (2 .24i) and (2.25), 
R-~fY~ possesses the symmetry property: 
'R_Af yq- = i<..yf >.' . 
The Ricci tensor R .. ,,, (opposite 
- R . '"'1 . • J 
Rrv = 0 } R r'9 R" -= . ro< V 
Using (2.28) etc. one obtains: 
sign to 
conj. 
R1 v . _"'" - R \ .. y ol. = - R ~"' v 1 = R ~ .. r v == , ~ rJ. t) y 
. = ll4 .ff ) I r I y 
where g det JI g ,; // = [ det 
by c~.14ii) and l2.14iii). 
(2.28) 
Yano) has: 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
Suppose the Kahler space is of constant curvature, in the 
sense that: R, ,jk~ = K ( g.b g.k - g .kg.b ) • 
L<. 1 . ' ') <. 
There is only one independent non-trivial relation: 
R ..\pv~ = K g:._ii gpy 
The symmetry property c2.28) implies: 
K g")..q gfY = ,K g)/V" g/>-
(2.32) 
Multiply by g a=A gvf to obtain: n'"K = n K (2.33) 
so that l Y . p.69) a J{,, of cons t ant curvature is flat (if 
its dimension is greater than 1 ) . 
I 
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Finally, subspaces. Let (zf) be a coordinate system 
for a complex analytic manifold en . Consider the equations: 
(2.34) 
where the ur:J.. 
parameters. 
zr = zr (u"') ' 
( ri = 1,2 •• m) are a set of m < n complex 
(2.34) derines a proper subspace or Cn , and 
(u~) is a particular coordinate system for it. I:t one intro-
duces also the set of all other coordinate systems derivable 
from (u~) by analytic transformations (cf. (2.3)) 9 then, by 
definition, one will have an m-dimensional analytic manifold, 
C.,..., , which Yano ( Y p .104) calls an analytic subsnace oi' 
the L.-.· • (This assumes that the .s?t ·, of functions in (2.34) 
is non-degenerate, in the s~nse that it specifies only (n-m) 
constraints; if the contrary, then one will have an analytic 
subspace C.,. , with r < m.) 
Now suppose the original C... is a 'f<-n • This means, in sum: 
(1) There is a metric with g,1 satisfying (2.14) 
(2) g.:1 ;k = 0 w.r.t. a symmetric connection i\k 
(3) h,1 , with components as in (2.16;i.i), satisfies h,1,)<= 0 · 
Use the f~rst few Roman and G~eek letters !or qomponents in 
the subspace . t 
"' 
' e .g: (a) = (o< , ~ ) has range (1, 2 • • 2m). 
Define . " 01!' oi-i 9 «fr == du .. 
~--
:J ;1· 
,:'. <'r; a~; h,.'-
~"' ~r ~ i; (2.35) 
A<>'- A b: 9 ~Ire. = 
A . 
--y-' 4 / /' c;.e ( A A , A ) 
I ·6-.:.. '=' l j je6,c + '1e.c,~ - :}t,.c,e . 
and denote covariant derivatives in c('I w.r.t. by 
• 
Then, because of the i·orm of ( 2. 34), one can verify ( Y pp .104-6) 
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that with these definitions CY>'l is a K ... 
' 
in that 
( 9 «fr ) = 
( ~f 
9,,) 
with /\ /\. ) g~f = gol.1 0 ' 
( ~A~) (.~'f A ) 
(2.36) 
:::=,: 
_, 9.,l 
0 . 
1' and n a. 6-,:,. C ,,= o . ) 
CHAPTER 3 
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§3.1 Complex numbers 
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·The method of treating complex manifolds which is developed 
in this chapter and the next works entirely in terms of quant-
ities which either are or are closely related to the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex numbers and tensors occuring , 
almost all the resulting formulae involving only real numbers. 
The motivation ror this is primartly that it facilitates the 
study of the 'real limit space ' (Chapter 4) which was found to 
be peculiarly intractable in the formalism the author employed 
in a first formulation of the theory (essentially the (zr,zP) 
notation ot Chapter 2). It also turns out that the nature of 
the geometry as that of a part:cular kind of ·2n-dimensional 
real Riemannian space is particularly transparent in this form-
alism. There are, however, disadvantages. Some of the 
formulae, in part:J..cular those for the curvature tensors, are 
considerably neater in the complex-number formalism outlined in 
Chapter 2. ·.Also, a rather odd 3-index symbol is introduced, 
for doing complex~number multiplication in terms of real quant-
ities; this is the content of the pres-ent section. 
(Of course, the formulae arrived at in this chapter can 
be deduced from the work of Chapter 2 by making the appropriate 
changes of variable ( cf. s 3. 7). However, it was thought 
desirable to give a more unified presentation by developing the 
mathematical theory ab initio in terms of the formalism in 
which the 'physical' theory of complex space-time is actually 
expressed.) 
Consider the complex · number A := A, + i A:z. • It will 
be written ( A~), where, as throughout this work,. small Latin 
indices always range . over . ( 1 , 2). Introduce a matrix: 
= (b ~) (3.1) 
This will be used to raise Latin suffices, so that (A~) has 
for components the real numbers 
ha s the same matrix, (3.1). 
(A, ,-A-i.). The inverse, Ca.1r 
If two complex numbers, A and B, are mul tip_lied together, · 
the product is a third, C say, where: 
C1 + i C.1 = (A 1 B1 ...: A.2.B.2.) + i(A 1 B2. + A.,_B 1 ) (3.2) 
To reproduce this fundamental property of complex arithmet ic 
• 
we introduce a quantity p,/~ , and write: 
(3.3) 
where summation over repeated indices at opposite levels is 
understood. Comparing (J. 2) with 
_(3.3), Ere P ..... must have: 
11 1'2. 1 } ,.1 -_: p 2.1 ~ P, ~ ! P1 .. = plL . . = 2. .. = = (3.4 ) p I ~ ~ = l. I = p,. ~ ~ = pl.~~ = 0 P, . . 
Symmetry in its last two indices corresponds to the commutat -
ivity of multiplication. We shall also . need the form with the 
middle index in the covariant position: 
I 1 2 I 1 } P,,. = p,,.. . = P:u. = - P:i.2.- = .I I (3.5) p II~ 2 0 = P,.2.- = p,.,. = P21.· = 
Two special cases o::t:· the general rule (3.3) are -worth 
i , 
separate mention. 
li) Multiplication of any number z by the unit complex 
munber I = ( 1 ,. 0) can be written: 
( I>< z ) ... ~c I'" zc S~~ = pd. . . = Zc. 
where the quantity introduced by the definition ., 
c c _ p £re I 
o... ::: .. . . b-
is, as the notation implies, the Kronecker delta symbor in 
the 2-dimensional 'Latin-index' . space. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(ii) Multiplication by i = A = c o , 1 ) also :1.as 
an alternative 2-index symbol representation: 
\ i >( Z )4 : (3.8) 
where the quantity introduc~d by e 4 ~ _ has matrix: 
( e / ) = (~ ;,1) = -' ( e • • ) (3.9) 
,_, ,: 
§J.2 Complex vector spaces 
This section deals with .the question of equipping a 
(finit e-dimensional) complex vector space with a Hermit ian 
scalar product; it involves only elementary aspects of the 
[7o] [71] theory of such 'unitary spaces'. 
Let v.:- be an n-dimensional vector space over the 
1·ield o:f complex numbers. Let i E Cfl] be a set of n 
linearly independent vectors oft 
' 
and therefore a basis for 
1/; . ( Greek indices always run from 1 to n, except where 
otherwise stated.) Consider the set of all linear mappings 
f : 1(-----,. t from 1t to the complex numbers; With t he 
usual de1'initions of addition and scalar multip+ication, this 
set of mappings is also an n-dimensional complex·vector space, 
· · 0~ 1t* the 'conjugate' or 'dual' space. Call it v., • There 
certainly exist n · elements 01· f* , call them · { F~)}, such that: 
* S'\I (3.10) F <f> ElvJ = f 
They are linearly independent, and span 1l 1• They will be 
-11-.. 1, taken as the canonical basis for V.. , the . basis 'complimentary 
t o' i El(!} ; 
Introduce a scalar · product into 1t · 
.. · 
each element v e 1( ·a~sociate an element 
, . ,,: 
as follows. With 
v*= G(v) E- f,i-, 
where G ; v.; ~ 1lit is e,n anti-linear, . or conjugat e :u.n~~:r;- 7 · 
mappibg \.lith inverse; · then the quantity 
(v\u) = v*u = G(v) u 
is defined to b_e the scalar product of v with u • 
,J.11) 
It will 
be required to satisfy in addition the Hermiticit:z condition: 
(vlu) = lulv) (J.12) 
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(An equally possible presentation would have been .in terms of 
a linear mapp ing, G say, from V., . to the space of anti-linear 
/\ll- ' 
mappings, ~ -say. It is relatively immaterial at what stage, 
the presence of the operation of complex conjugation in (3.12) 
is allowed f or (of. [70] p .102) .) 
We now want a repr~sentation of the mapping G. Let ·v 
,, 
be t he vector: V = ~ l V ~ + i V ~) E <r> ( 3 .13) 
It will be said to have the components ·v~ w.r.t. this basis. 
Writ e its image under · G as: 
v"" ·= G ( v) = L (v f -
. ,,. (3.14) 
. Then the anti-linearity of G . is found to entail the existence 
of a matrix relation of the form: . 
(3.15) 
with summation over repeated indices of both kinds. The I' 
' ', ( 2n.. x 2n) , real , matrix will be called , more particularly 
in the context 01· the next and following sections , the metric 
tensor. Its properties follow from those of the scalar pro-
duct. By 
(vlu) 
the preceding equations ·, we have: 
= v*u = [ ~ (vr - i v,;).;F7rJ[ 4 (uY + 
= (vr ur, + v; U~2 ) + i(Vf' U~ 
Using l 3. 5) ,- this can be written: · 
C /, r P ... &-. vr u C 
(3.16) 
(3.17) (vju)a. 
(Compare the formula (v(u) = vr u/ 'for 
scalar product in a real vector space~) 
the case of a real · 
Combining (3.15) and 
} (3.18) 
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But these must be identities in v and u, so that: 
D " ~ I 6 · 
frJ. J. fr c. } gry = P,J. g..,r (3.19) g/rcl. . cl glrc. 
ry = - P.d·. yr C P 1 f. 
Defining: g 1 1 yv - Yr and I l. grv - or ' ( 3. 20 i) 
the content of the 8 equations (3.19) is:. 
'.L I {,J? - (,Ji"" } gr. y = = 
. 1l. Yr Yvr g rv = = 
(3.20ii) 
In other words, ( o./J, g yv ) is symmetric: 
a'- g Ira gfy = Yf (3. 21)' . 
and can be written in the 
(3.22) 
We shall call any (2nx2nY' real matrix, .,.fr ' Hrv s ay, with these 
properties 'Hermitian'. Correspondingly, an 'anti-Hermitian' 
' matrix will have 
A I I Ai 2. Al I 
rv = f >' = - yr 
I 1 A').. ' A;J..I Arv = - r" = - vr 
} (3.23) 
(and so will be anti-symmetric). .Prom any Hermitian matrix 
we can form a new matrix by the pre.script ion: 
= ' ( ''f-h,) /-Jp.2) ) 
- HM - Hc,2J 
., 
, ., 1'. 
(3.24) 
which is readily verified to be anti-Hermitian, corresponding 
to an analogous result in the cont-ext . of a more conventional 
use of these terms. 
Using (3.15), (3.17) and (3.20), the scalar product can 
be expressed in the form of one complex equation: 
(vlu) (vlu), + i (v/u) 1 · 
< Yry + i (;;r )Cvr i V: )( U ~ + i U ~ ) (3 • 2 5) 
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By definition, G is non-singular. Thererore the inverse 
matrix exists: 
One can solve (3~26·) in terms .of partitioned matrices (cf. 
(3.22)), obtaining: 
= ( yr -t.Jt" ) wrv Y( \I 
where (.)r = ( y-· (.) -r -· )r , with 
Define 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
• 
(J.28) 
There is the following simple relation between the determinant 
of this (n x n) complex (Hermitian) matrix and that of the 
( 2n x 2n) real symmetric matrix ( 3. 22 ) : 
det I/ g;: I( = [ det ll Gr II ] 2 . (3.29) 
' This result is readily established by taking determinants of· 
both. sides of the matrix equation: 
T 
)( 
0 1 r: J T · T ) - l 'ir - . -
-, T { c;,r• 0 · I _; I (3.30) 
By .Hermiticity, det Jf Grvl\ is of course real. There are 
the following formulae for it, in 2, 3, and 4 dimensions: 
2-D: det I! Grv II = y - {,.) 
3-D: det II Grv II = y [ 1 - (y-·)t·(y-yt {Jolt £'.JrJ . , (3.31) , .1 1: 
4-D: det . )I Grv II = y [ l - ( y-· Y" (r')"f {.).Lf Wry J + {,) 
where y 
-
det )I Yr,11 and lJ =· det II {,Jrv II • ·rhese results 
on the determinant . of the metric tensor have practical utility 
since, as will · appear, a certain curvature tensor which plays. 
a central role is completely specified if 
known. 
is 
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§3.3 Transformations 
We shall first look at what happens when ane chooses new 
bases in the 1( of · § 3. 2. This will then be related to 
coordinate trans:t'ormations in a certain type of manifold. 
Suppose, then, that a new set of base vectors· for 't: , . .. 
1 E;r>}, is related linearly to the old, in the sense that .there 
is a non-si~<:,Ular complex matrix A such that: 
~ I } Ecr> = A vf - EtvJ . )I (3.32) I . L i.-' . with inverse: .. Ecr> = E(v! )I )lr . 
·rhis change · of basis induces a change in the conjugate basis 
i F~i} of 1/n* to ~ome new set of vectors, l F~I'~} say, which 
must satisfy ( c f • ( 3 • 10 ) ) : 
*' 
I s)) F CrJ E cv, = r (3.33) 
From this one can ,·deduce that: 
~ ~ _, *I :, F CrJ = A r11 F (Y) )I 
. ,.., ~ ,f 
F. iri = 7 Ar.y F{Y) } (3.34) 
These .:changes of basis · cause the components of a (fixed) vector 
v to change, in the following manner: 
I V fir L (v ~ vt) r vri . + i = Ar o£ + i .1 i: cl. (3.35) I I l. / ~ _, (v ~ v,!-) Vy , ,... i vt' = Ao1.t' i 
where dashes represent ·. components w.r.t. the new bases. Let 
us determine the new matrix of the mapping G. 
split (3.35) into real .and imaginary parts. 
We need to 
Suppose 
( ,) (>.) (3.36) Ar 
-
Arv + · i A t'v 
( ( ,) A,,, ) and write: (~;:) Ary .- r (3.37) - A (~) A c., ,Y. r 
Then equations (3.35) are: 
I z- CJ2._ 4. s ~ } vt = r cl. Vs ol., s a l ~ (J{' s s a. vr = .,. r Vc1.. o1., s (3.38) 
Therefore (3.15) holds also for the dashed quantities , with : 
jat 1 == L L GlJ;@-;:t 5;; (3.39) f J.,s f',,f I 
It is readily verified that this is still a Hermitian matrix , 
I I 
and that its Yr ' lJ(" are determined by the equation : I I =~~ A-~r ( i C,J"'f ) -I Yrv + i l.) (' y "-/> + A f'i!. (3.40) cl- f 
We can now construct a theory of complex metric manifolds. 
Let Rl~ be a real 2n-dimensional manifold, parametrized by 
coordinates (zt',,_) J with (at present) the group <?f general non-
si~o-ular coordinate transformations: 
(3.41) 
Consider a point P with coordinates z(, and a neighbouring 
point P' 
' 
z ra. + .i .dzfa. ' where the dz t are infini tessimal. 
As P' varies ( always in the ne.ighbourhood of P), the quant-
ities dz~ span a 2n~dimensional real vector space , the 
tangent vector sp3:ce at P. We now require that it shall be 
an n-dimensional qomplex vector spag§,' ·11: (P) 1 .tn t ~g .~ Jn§~ 
that the quantiti~s (ctzfi + i dz~) shall be the components 
01· a vector of ~ :(P). 
Consider the effect of the cdordinate transformation(J .41) . 
~ For fixed P, P', the relation between the components of PP ' 
in the two coordinate systems is: , 
/JI ~-zf/ ol dz rA = dz 
I 
- 0 2~ S (3. 42) 
Compare this with (3.38). It is clear that the change in 
components which (3. 42) signifie s is more general than that 
of ( 3. 38), since the transformation matrix in the 1·ormer does 
not in general have the partitioned structure (3.37) , and so 
is not equivalent to a chan,£;e of basis in ~ (P J (in fact, 
it 'mixes up' the vect ors of 'lt and those of the' complex 
conjugate ve.ctor space V::-- ) • We shall accordingly restrict 
the allowable transformations (3.41) so as to ensure that the 
matrix in (3.42) does have the structure (3.37), i.e. we require: 
cl "2 r.' 
~ 
'd?..f,' 
-de~ 
de( I 
oil i 
d-c Y,.' 
-;)c~ 
} (3.43) 
These Cauchy-Riemann equations, however, just say that (zr,' + iz~1) 
is to be an analytic function of the (z oL1 + 1· z:)' only (i· e ~ ~ . 
independent of ( z i . - i z r)). Under these conditions, (3.41) 
will be called an analJ~ic coordinate transformation, and the 
manifold R:ll'\ with its transformation group thus restriet--edc-wi-l ~l--·c:, c,,.- 0 
be called a complex analytic manifold' denoted C,, . If the 
------~-:.:._-~- ~. 
-
-
tangent Vn ' s are .furnished, as in §3.2, with Hermitian 
scalar products, the L-,. could be called, following Yano_, a 
.,.I Hermite space, 1-.L I TI) n • We shall henceforth restrict atte'r1tion 
exclusively to such spaces. (It would be possible, as suggested 
by A. Das ( cf • . § 1. 3 )., to try and construct a field theory in 
terms of manifolds supporting transformation groups not rest-
ricted to analyticity (of. also [67] p.389, note 2); the 
resulting theory has, however, little to recommend it.) 
We can now say: that the analyt_ic coordinate transformation 
induces the change 01· basis in 1t G~P) · given by: 
; 
et"& ?n .. ta. ' rv = o I "6- . 
or: Ary = 
0 t=.f. I 
+ i ~ c..f,_ I 
0 ~; -;;i '2 y 
Using the relations: -air..' a:ii rr ~c ::::: 
d 2: "6- 0 a-I <1" 0,. '.2.e 
together with the Cauchy-Riemann (C-R) equations, 
---aif, "oif.,. 
~/ + i ~/ 
J?. I oc 1 
= 
70. 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
one finds: 
· (3.47) 
These equat ions together with (3 .39) or (3. 40) determine the 
metric tensor 1·ield in the new coordinate system. 
, 
• ' ,: 
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§3.4 Affine connection 
A tensor cal culus will now be set up, in a way which 
corresponds a s closely as p ossible with the Riemannian theory 
(of. e.g. [25]). Again we start from 'first principles '. 
Let · v ro_ ( z ~) be C1 functions of the z~ in some neigh-
bourhood, and transform (cf. (3.38) + (3.44)) as : 
V ( - d7-f_ ' 
Ii. - 'd 2t 
)I 
VfT . 
under the analytic coordinate transformation (3. 41). 
(3 .48) 
Such a 
quantity will be called a contravariant vector field on J=( • 
(N.B. it is not necessarily an analyt ic 1·unction of the (z~ + i z~) 
only. ) Consider two neighbouring points 
. 
u P ' ~ 1=L. 
-'- , , OI JU"" 
\ 
, at 
which the 1'ield hqs the values v r,,. , v r... + dvt r.espectively 9 
with: dvrr. = " s , o< V1 4 rJ.. QZ 5 ) (3 .49) 
to first order in the coordinate differentials. dv~ , is not 
a t e nsor, sin ce the transformation matrix in (3.4~) in general 
differs from P to (3 .48) 
gives : ( vra.~~ / ;;::. (3. 50) 
So we define a vector v t:,. + a v r.,. a t P' which is said to 
., 
result from the parallel displacement ~ f the v ector v~ / from 
P to P' , with ~ v t bilinear in the vector and displacement: 
\ µ ' --r7r tr c • y <[" 
OVlo. = - ( o.Y<rVGr dz c 
(vt + dvt ) - (vr,. + f vt) .' is a vector ' (at 
(3.51) 
P ' ) , and the limit 
P'----+ p yields the covariant derivative: 
·, µ,_ C 
·v to.. i a"' = 
I,< c · ")'rlr c y 
V I<>. , v- + I o. y <r" V 6- (3.52) 
The LHS will be a tensor only if, · from (3. 50), the / 's trans-
form as: .I 
(3.53) 
The covariant derivative of a covariant vector field can 
be defined by means of the following requirement: scalar 
products, in the f'orm of (3~17), are unchanged under parallel 
... ' displacement o:t· · the vectors. If the result of parallelly 
transferfing from P to pt is v; + rv;' this require-
ment translates into: 
p IL I,~ ( V; f Ure = 0 (3.54) 
Taking a= leads to: 
-r'A 4 C (, 6Vf - + I &-ro-V>. dz; 
• 
(3.55) 
so that the corresponding covariant d$rivative is: . 
(3.56) 
Taking a -2 lead S. t .O a restrict ion On the /'s: 
c;;;; = = _7;}:~ } (3.57) 
The affine connection can be related to the metric tensor 
via the following requirement: : (v; + ~vr) is the covariant 
counterpart (in the sense, of l).15) J of (vr. + bv() .w.r.t. the 
. ' 
metric tensor at P', This translstee into: 
= 
· Q(,<-d .,.)( Y r ") gf >', ir . Z c. VI, + () V fr 
which in turn entails: 4 fr C. gr y ; , = o . 
, 
,. 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
The metric tensor is symmetric (see (3.21)), so that (3.59) 
only determines the / 's uniquely if they also are symmetric ~ 
..,-, /,l (,. C . -.--,J r C. I, 
I 1o.l'ir = o.o-v (3.60) 
The solution is then: 
(3.61) 
. 73. · 
satisfying (3.57), (3.59) and (J.60) is a Kahler spa ce , 
From now on we shall restrict ~ttention to such spaces, 
, , . 
, , . 
mainly on the grounds of simplicity, and because there seems 
to be no physical motivation for considering more general poss-
ibi lities. (J.21), (3.59) and (J.60) imply that ,the . R.2n is 
now inter alia a (real) Riemannian space. 
Becaus.e gpt ·· . has the ps3,rticular structure (~.22') , . it 
. 
might be thought that (3.57) are consequences of (3.61) ; but 
t hi s is not so: I ,c;hey entail certain restrictions on the 
derivatives of the metric tensor, as will now appear . When 
combined with (J.60), (3. 57) :i,mply that there are only two 
. .:\ ·. 
distinct r Is' /c.,, Yr sa~' where : 
,::,\a- ~ 1;~ ~ :: 1; !~ - 1~ ~ ;- . = ] (3.6 2) 
A pr ecisely similar set of relations call t~em (J.62 ' ) 
exi s t also for the completely-covariant quantities 
(3.63 ) 
] ' i' (J.64i) 
with the inverse: 
,,,-. A y~i :,,(" rt,1 V - . ':..r -<' (t} 
/ crJ . vir "" r v .f- lJ , I f1'r 
[;,., ~ vr = y').I' /~11.r · - r)1i r;.Jv r } (3.64ii ) 
Inserting (3. 63) into (J.62 ') entails: 
Yr r, ~ - y,, <r, r 
Yr..-,~ - Y.~, ,f. 
::: , - Wt',r I ~ + lJ..,tT,; 
== lJra-, ; - CJv,r, f } (3.65) 
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An n;,.. satisfying (3.57), (3.59) and (3.60) is a Kahler space, 
}<,. • From now on we shall restrict attention to such space s , 
. . . . . . . 
. 
mainly on the grounds of simplicity, and because there seems 
t o be no physical motivation for considering more · general poss-
i bilities. (3.:n), (3.59) and (J.60) imply that ,the . R.:in is 
now inter alia a (real) Riemannian space. 
Becaus.e gpt ·· has the pi3,rticular structure (3.22:) , . it 
might be thought that (3.57) are consequences of (3.61) ;· but 
t his is not so: f,r;hey entail certain restrictions on the 
derivatives of the metric tensor, as will now appear . When 
combined with (J.60), (3. 57) · imply that there are only two 
. A 
distinct r,s /c., -v, 
. sa:r' where : '. 
r;,\~ 1>-,, 7;!~ />, I l. /.)..2. :2. ] - ' y a- == - .'I. V <r = - 1)'<T" /c1,\cr -::: 17)..2. 2 1>-11. ~), 1 I . /).1 I (3 .62) 
- "1.)1,r ::: I 'II <r ::: 
· ' 'I ,r - . - l ,, v-
A precisely similar set of relations call them (3 . 62 ' ) 
exist also for the completely-covariant quantities 
fc,/v,r Y:xr // (,) . ">-r ,<>(z) ""- r f v ~ .J- lJ . If "r 
~I ~ 
(1.J • v er 
. X --r-7N 
= y'>-r 1 ~., 0- - w r , r v '" 
Ins erting (3. 63) i nto (3. 62') entails : 
Yr .. , ~ - Y1 ff: , r 
= 
l) ~ ; -f , 
} 
] 
} 
(3.63 ) 
' f 
(3.64i) 
(3.6.4ii) 
(3 . 65) 
By cyclically permuting indices and adding, one obtains: 
l)j,v, * f- l)V<r,l . +- {,)<r/, ~ := Q (3.66) 
(cf. Maxwell's equation (1.4i)) . (3.65) + (3.66) imply: 
} 
... . 
(3.67) 
so that the derivatives of · CJ(., are in fact completely deter-
mined by those of fv • In terms of· the latter, one has: 
/
{A.) ' 
= 1 I. ; V .:. 
. rv-r 2 \ lf'Y,ir - Yv,,r. ) . 
One may note that in a J,<'.4 , for example, there are 
(J.68) 
( 2 X 40) 
distinct components 01· the connection and that the (10 y.. 8) 
different derivatives of the · {rv , alone, are su/f~cient to 
produce just this multiplicity. However, there. is in fact a 
single function, · · Jl ( z/!) say, which determines not only the 
derivatives of both l,)r and Yrv but also these quantities 
t .hemselves. Th~ .~xistence of this 'basic function' is not 
so immediately evident in the present formalism as .· it was in 
that of Chapter 2 ' (the ~uthor onl,y tumbl~d to it in the course 
of explicit calculations of the 2-dimensional case), but can 
be demoristr~ted as follows. Mul tipl;r 'the second equatio·h of 
(3.65) by i . and subtract from the first, giving: 
Write 
Then 
so that (3.69) 
2 c) , d . id . 
~r = dcr, - o~r.i. . ' 
can , be written: 
d4to- ·== d~ 
a2,, 't!Jct' 
(3. 69) 
,(3,70) 
(J.71) 
(J.72) 
·This, together with the complex conjugate equation, leads, by 
75. 
steps as given in [67] pp.397-8, to the existence of a real 
· function f'L(z , z) such that: 
. o ... JL 
= (3.73) 
Clearly, ]L is uniquely determined . up . to addition of the real 
. No . 
part of an arbitrary analytic function, i.e • . JL .. ~fl , where 
JL*· = Jl + i [f (z"') + f (z"' )] . (3. 74) 
Using ( 3. 71), (3~73) 1implies: 
·r;.v ; ·Jl,f) } (3.75) ~ 
. . n ' , JL t ' (;.)fy = . .Jl-,f1Y . ,f,>I 
One can show, · by comparing this equation with the corresponding 
' ' . . .' ' . ' 
one in the dashed' coordinate system, that under, (3 ~ 41) JL 
remains unchanged in value .(at. a ' given point of ·Kn ) , i. e. 
transforms as a scalar, within the latitude allowed by (3.74). 
It is interesting to note that. a necessary and suff.icient 
condition for (3.57) + (J.60) to hold is: the r's ·Can be 
made to vanish at any one . point of Cn by an analytic coord-
inate tr13,nsformation. This is closely parallel to the corr-
esponding Riemannian result, and throws extra light on the 
nature of the Kahlerian requirement' (J. 57). We shall demon-
strate only the sufficiency proof of the converse is almost 
as straightforward. Suppose, then, that in the new (dashed) 
coordinate system the (rt~~y all vanish at the point with 
L 
coordinates (zt;.'). Then in the original system the J 's must 
have had the values, at this point: 
0 r. d1, ,/,. I 
r( t ~ = ~ ?_:, : ~ ~ 
o'ls di!~ 02., 
-~--- - -..!.~':·-·- - -
(use (3.53), with dashed ancr-und.ashed indices interch9:nged). 
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The RHS is obviously symmetric in ( t, ~) (condition (3.60)), 
while the C-R equations (3.43) ensure that it also satisfie s 
(3.5'/). 
We note, finally, that the theory of geodesics goes 
through ·precisely as for a Riemannian space. By, ( 3 .12) , the 
scalar product of any vector with itself is real: 
(vjv) = (v\v) 
Putting a= 1 in (3.17), this real number is just: 
< v I v ) , = v; v r ... 
Take v to be the infinitessimal displacement vector dz 
(3.77) 
( 3. 78 )' . 
and call the corresponding real number ds 1 • 
the line-element formula: 
Then there is 
ds 1 = dzrdzr.,_ =, g ;,t dztdz~ 
= Ytv(dzr,dz~ + dzr,.dz~) + wr(dzf,dz: - dz~dz~) 
= Grvdzrdzv. 
(3.79) 
Either by auto-parallel disp1ace1\1ent o:r the · unit vec t or a:: .. , 
or from the variational principle: 
b J QS 0 1 (3.80) 
one arrives at the geodesic equation: , , ,. 
d.1.~r. + /~; ~ J2t ,U~ _ O . 
· ds~ Js Js (3.81) 
§3.5 Curvature 
The following few equations are completely standard, and 
will be presented without comment; · they hold for K., qua real 
where 
Now utiliz.e tne sp'e9ial form (3 ~ 62) of the· / 's. 
. (3.8f) 
( 3. 83) 
(3.8 4) 
(3.85) 
(3. 86) 
(3.87) 
To 
do this, it is simplest . to work in a geodesic coordinate system 
(cf. [67] p.156) for the point of f'(" under consideration (we 
have already seen (p.75) that this is possible). Then (3.84 ) 
o. lrs-l: -,"',d-s t --r-7'11,-t r · ( ) becomes: R r 1 11f = I f v "-, f - I ('if ; d. 3. 88 
Inserting (3. 62 1 . ), one finds just three distinct types .of 
tensor component: 
( ,) Rr-~~r - Rr~~f ..' 
(2.) R 1 I I I ( 8 ) 
· R,rv.t.f - · 1vd.f 3. 9 
R;3; ~ f - Rt! J f 
all others being ~xpressible in terms of one of these, e.g • 
.2. 1 I l {>-) 
Rrv~f = ~ Rf.;./'~ • 
...,-, (q_) . 
Inserting into (3.88) the values of the I (vrr from (3.68), 
and using (3.67), one can obtain the following formulae: 
! ( {.Jt"'i~) 
i ( Yt.,y )) 
i c YrY,~) 
These entail the f ollowing symmetry properties (valid in all 
coordinate systems): -, , 
(,) (,) (,) (,) 
Rrv,;.f = Rfvf~ = ~Y,~f = R~ftv 
(L) (1) (1) 
R (v.;..f = Rfyf.;.. = + Ry1.;.f (3.91 ) 
(3) (3) (3) (3) 
R f'""'f = + Rr.,,f"" = + Rvr ,l.f = R,;.frY 
Also , the content of the 'cyclic' identity (3.86) is: 
( ,) 
."fl r f V .,I. f} = 0 
(>.) 
0 Jl rt Yol-f t = (3.92) 
(3) 
R (f '/ d-(,) 
(3) 
~rv°"f = R(.1-vf 
(which could also have been deduced from (3.90)). , 
How manylin~arly independent components of the tensor 
R 
tl ~St (1) 
rv~f are ther~J The third of (3.92) shows that RfY'f 
' 
which has. all the. symmetry properties of a Riema.nnian curvature 
tensor, can be eliminated from the count. 
restricted by (3.92), arid so has 
N . = * n{n+1) .·rh(n ... ,) + I] 
3 . - . ,,., ~ , ·. ~ , , 
, . • . I • 
is then not 
different comporients., · · ·The symmetry conditions (3.91) give 
.. , 
N,. n {t'1 +1 ) n {ri-1) -1- . -:J.-
a s the number of different components o:f 
(3.94) 
there 
remains ohly the ~ec ond of ( 3. 92). to take into account. If . 
cJ. = f or f =V : or V = q.. , it. ·gives only the (known) anti-
symmetry of R~> in its last two indices. So V , o< , f must 
all be different, , which totals 7i n( n.:..1) ( n-2) possibilities, 
and for each of these r can take on any of its n val ues. 
I : 
I 
ii 
ii 
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How many of these equations are linearly independent? If 
n ~ 2 there is no · problem because there are then . no equations 
If r = V the equation is: of this type; so take 
(1) 
R rr<,<f + + 
(1) ( ) 
R rf r ~ = o 3 • 9 5 
(no summation), and none of the three components' on the LHS 
appears in any other of the equations, so the particular one 
(3. 95) is certainly independent of all the others .• The same 
is true if ·r =~ or if r = f . Equations . of this type 
total tn(n-l)(n-2). The remaining equations, of which .there 
are N = ·tn(n-:l)(n-2)(n-3), will have all four indices 
different. Con~ider any particular one, toget,her with the 
three others formed by cyclically permuting all· four indices • . 
Then it i s readily verified that these 1·our equat·ions contain i . 
. 
,,• . · ~ 
between them six of the components of R each repeated twice 
. 
( ' . . 
( 4 x 3 = 6 x 2), .arid further tha~ rione of these. components 
figures . in any o:£> the other lN-4) . equations. In other words, 
the set of N equations splits up into 1 disjoint subsets. 
But in each subs,r: t only 3 of the A equations are linearly 
independent, . sim1e the 1st minus I the ~nd plus the 3rd mi'nus 
the 4th give,s idf~ntically zero. ~ So, finally, the second of 
3N · (3.92 ) amounts to . !n(n:-1) (n-2) \. + 7; - in(n-1) (n-2Hn+l) 
linearly independent relations among ~he components of RC:iJ. 
Subtracting this number from N(3) + Nc2.J, one obtains 
[ ! n ( n + 1 : ) Ji. (3.96) 
as the number of ·independent components of the curvature tensor 
R ... lrs t V t 11 .;.f • ( In a ,J'\.4 , for example, there are 100. ) To the 
author's knowledge this simple result (3.96) is not in the 
literature. 
Just as for 
of component of 
, there are only three distinct kinds 
A R,\, I I I 
R(1J. v,1.f _ · · 'J. v rJ. f 
R A 1. I ·2. ,Y"'-f 
(3.97) 
The remainder of this section will be concerned with 
contractions of the cur:vature tensor~ Use the p-symbol . to 
ft;sc 
contract (of. ( 3 ~ 17)) Rt A y otf over its first and third index-
pairs, giving the two tensors: 
B·(.,-)yf % <t r, /r S t 
' - P,.,- s R a Y r f . (3.98) 
Contrac.tion, instead, · over the first and second indices does 
no·t give identic'?<:liy zero, as · in ·; the Riemannian case, but 
nevertheless yie: ds no new tenso:vs, since 
~ t:, . 
P-r~/r . 
r,6-st-
R ar ·~( = . a. . P-r- fr ( r,s~i: R <lrJ.rf - Rr,.p ~; ) 
= 
B c~!s i-d,f . B{T)h; . fcl- (3. 99) 
(3.98) says: 
B c,JH . (r I 6 ~ /,-"J. ( r. " ,d: 
-vr = Rrivrf + R 1Yl ~ - · R ,v r f 
B C1> ~t- r, /,- r t . ~ I:: 
~f = R ).~ rf Rr,vrf 
} (3.100) 
By .utilizing the :relations among the components of the curvature 
tensor which have, just been deriyed, one finds that the quant-, 
ities in (3.100) _all derive from one symmetric and one anti-
symmetric matrix, in the followi.lfig manner: • 
R (S) rv B(:J 11 . B (,! 2.i Bll) I '2. + B(1J1 r 
-
, f'II = . . r)I = f )I = f'" 
R(A) fV B (1.) I/ B £1> 1 i Bf•>, i. B (1) l. I = 
. r" = :· + r' = r,,, - . . f"' 
} (3.101) 
author's knowledg~ this simple result (3.96) is not in the 
literature. 
, there are only three distinct kinds 
(3.97) 
The remainder of this section will be concerned with 
contractions of the curyature tensor~ .. Use the p-symbo:l . to 
contract (cf. (3.17)) Rro.t!f over its first and third index-
pairs, giving the two tensors: 
B:(~)yf % . A R t lr s t , - Pi'".· s (1 )I rf · (3.98) 
Contraction, instead, · over the first and second indices does 
no·t give identicaTly .zero, as in -, the Riemannian case, but 
nevertheless yie: ds no 
,# .~ •• 
pi"~lr , 
r,6-st 
R o.r ,~f = 
= 
(3.98) says: 
B
(,) { t )IF = 
B (1J H .· )' f = 
new tenso:vs, since 
p.,.~ '- ( r,slr& R Cd-r f - rt6-s) Ra.pyo1 
B c..-Js& d,f . B{T)f i; f~ 
} , .. 
(3. 99) 
(3.100) 
By .utilizing the ·irelations among the components of the curvature 
tensor which hav~ just been deriyed, one finds that the quant-
ities in (3.100) .all derive from one symmetric and one anti-
symmetric matrix, in the following manner:. 
R (S) rv B b>' I B (IJ n Bl2J ''2. + B(1J11 
-
, f'" = . . . rv = f" = r )I 
R(A)fV 
B (l.) I I Bc1> :i.1. B f•>, 1. B' '>'l., 
- r . = . r = ,· + r1 = r)I } (3.101) 
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B (1) a 6-Comparison with (3 . 20) to ( 3.24) shows that r>' is Hermitian, 
B {2. ) a lr . ( r )I J.S anti-Hermitian, . and that they are related by cf. 
( ) ) · ( · B(I)) a. Er - B. (2.l q_ l:r ( 3 10 2) 3 • 24 : . J. X . f )J - f y • .· 
So there is essentially only one contracted curvature tensor; 
and it is completely specified by the complex Hermitian matrix 
( Res) fv . + i R (A.)I I'° ) . 
metric tensor. 
just as ( Ytr + i {.)f..,, ) specifies the 
The shortest route to · an ,explicit .f ormula for the contracted 
curvature tens o.r is ·via (3.99) which, with r = 2, gives: 
Bci> s t 
' d. f 
., 
• • R(s)rY = B c1i :i., , ("' 
= 
B{i) I I p..,, 
= 
= 
= 
l,I 2 St ) 
R1,f "'} (3.103) 
} • (3.104) 
R(A>r 
But (3.64ii) 
'17' ). 
I (,J ·~o- = 
and ~3.67) lead .to: 
i C /'r Y>-r1; + c,/'-r.w1l,~) = J.. g ">-r, g '- fr C = ( t log g \~ 4 o.lr Ar,r;r 13 .105) 
Write (3.106) 
Then, combining (3.104) and (3 .105): 
Res) rv = lJ!,,f,, ~ + W;/) } (3.107) 
R (A) fJ w I 7. ~:,. I = ) f1 y ) r ,/ v_ 
' 
, 
The behaviour of lf under the analytic coordinate trans'form-
ation (3.41) -is worth noting. (3.40) and (3.47) imply that, 
in terms of the complex coordinate notation introduced in (3.70), 
the transformation law 1·or Grv can be· written: 
/ ' I 'i;)roL (crd) 
G(Y = ~er' o~v· Gd,.~ 
.. W1 = y/ + ! [10g (detJ/~~,//) + log(det// ~:;,;pJ 
(3.108) 
(3.109) 
B,- ('r>a. lr • If the first . index-pair of ry J.S raised, the resulting 
mixed tensors satisfy relations p'recisely similar to (3.101) 
call them (3.101 1 ) with 
). y),r 
· R cs>r11 + l)'f R(A>(I } R Cs). v = (3.110) RcA/ ,. y>-r .·. ), ·. . - R (A>r-11 - c..J r R cs> r -v 
Defining the possible contractions of B (-rl).. 6- . o.'I by: 
B C'j,,-r) Q. . B {TI). lr 
... • (3.111) 
-
Pi. 6- . . o.).. 
B (1,,) B C2.,,1 R csl ,\ } one finds: = = 2 (3.112) (, ,l) 
. B. ci,,) B . 
- = ' 0 
so that there is essentially one, real, curvature scalar·. 
Various cont -ractions of the Bianchi id.entities l3.87) can 
be mad·e. 
. I 
Tn contrast to the Rieman:niari case, it is possible 
to get identities involving only the contracted 1 curvature 
tensor by a sing1e contr~ction (namely, over the first and 
second index-pairs); when writtep out, however, these have 
precisely the structure (3.66) + (J.67), and. so are equivalent 
to a statement or the existence of a \f' such that lJ.107) 
hold; they theref'ore tell us nothing new. The doubly- · 
contr~cted identities are a fortiori already ,contained in (J.107); 
they -t,ake the quasi-Riemannian form: 
( B C•>rJ. 6- .. i e;.i bfr B<.J>. a. , ) s j
1 
s Y . - 2 )I s , a). · .,; o1. = 0 J ..' ( 3 .113) 
which can also -be written.: 
ol. I >. I R .I. l 0 } R (S) ,·V; c,( - Rcs>·A)ll - (A) · V jrJ. = .,J ,I. 2. ~ l. R o( I 0 Res> , v; c,( - Res>.~ j )I + , (A) ·V jol' = (3.113') 
11 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
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§3.6 Subspaces 
This section is concerned with placing in a rather more 
general context the theory of analyti c subspaces to which 
[6G] Yano' s discussion (cf. Chapter 2) is coni'ined. The 
purpose is to emphasize and make explicit (with a ,proof which 
is the author's) the fact that choosing the imbedding functions 
to be analytic does not give the whole class of Kahler mani-
1'olds which are contained in the original K r1 A theorem 
[7:z.J due to Calabi which complements and is more profound than 
this e~sentially straightforward point is given at the .end of 
the , se~tion. (it should be added that in [68] p.176 Bochner 
I 
gives examples of , manifolds not imbeddable complex-analytically J ' 
.· . ,~. . 
in a flat manifold of any finite q.imensiori; . and that, from 
its .authors' diff~rent standpoint, a related remark occurs in 
[7l] p • 5 3 4 • ) ~ . 
We work primc;trily .in terms .ot .complex coo;rdinates, defined 
as in (3. 70). ..AJ;~rn, ' :only local imbedding is considered (global 
questions are of course much harder). Let · a J<n be given, 
with cdordinate syst~m ( zr,J. Inti-oduce the constraint~: ' 
= frc tot, tol-) .. · (3.114) 
where the fr are ' n functions of the m < n complex variables 
' ·, 
to1 anq of their qomplex conjugat~s · tot. (As in Chapter 2 , 
let 
to 
o<. , f . . rang~. over 1 to m, · \:(hile . r , v •• 
n.l (3.114) defines a certain ~ubspace of 
range over 1 
the X.,, of 
real dimension 2m provided that ,. the system of constraints 
,' 
has it~ maximum r E):nk (cf. [67] p.7,5); call it S~"'· Under 
what conditions is · S:i_,., · a J><.,., ? The question is not as it . 
stands well posed r since the method of ,equipping the s,.m with 
a metric has not been specified·. Let the J,<.,, have basic 
I 
:function Jl_ (zr ,zF )' so that its metric is determined. by the 
complex ·equation (3.73). Write ~J . l 
and oonside r the following possibility. 
' 
. 
Definition I: The metric t_ensor ·for S2,., is ( ~ 
~,l.p) ( Ast ) = Y--f g df . 
-tJ.,t y .. f ' I\ I\ /\ I\ o'-J'L where I y ... f + i l)"'f G cJ.(3 = 4 ~r"' d V .. -
It is clear that, 1with this definition, S~,., is 1 a J'<~· 
(3.115) 
(3.116)' 
(3.117) 
How-
ever, ·this is not : in fact .a very useful way of de1'ining the 
metric ', since if . P, P' are · two neighbouring points of 'fa<. ... both 
lying in s~,., then the . distance (pp,( is, by (3.79): 
[ 6- ': 11,. [ . - ] ~l ds = grv dzt:..!dzt = Grvdzrdz)) 
·= [ 4- -;,'JL _( 'd+~ on"-+- 0 +t ds"" ).( 0 £v c1.ff +- af" £sf)]'/.,_ . 
~-z.( Jr" 0 ~ ;,;o<. o}f d}f (3.118) 
qua displacement in }'(n, and: 
.I\ [ /\. t cJ. t ] Yi. [ I'\ ,I. - ] '! ... ds = g;f ! f s ds f{; =
1 
G"'f d~ ,d sf 
= [4 ?>._JL dii,( cl.sf ] t,. 
a!o1. 03P 
qua displace~ent tn S2 M, and in general 
/\ 
ds z4 ds. 
fore abandon this definition, and ~adopt 
Definition II: The metric tensor in S.2'" is: 
/\ ~ ~ 0 2t.. d .~r aa. ~ gsi: = L L - J pl.f .•' f', 4 Y,tr d 3~ J'Jft rV 
This epsures (cf. '. (3.118)) that the distance[~,{ is 
, .. (3.119) 
We there-
(3.120) 
the same 
in the 1 two spaces: the manifold / S2.., is said to be imbedded \ 
isometrically in ·.J<.~ • S:i.rr1 is however no longer necessarily 
a k,,,. I!' the ~o{ are analytic functi ons of the s only, 
then, using the C-R e·qu.ations, (3.120) · c·an be translated into: 
t~:;) (~f ~~f ·) (3.12li) 
r . - - l).,.f Y"'f . 
d'2r A A. A d '2v -;)'l.jl.. 
where Yett .+ i l);f = 
' 'J sf Gf)I = 4 - ·· I (3.12lii) . d r"" ·, 
~!"')sf 
so that S;i.,., is a . -:Urn ~ This is the case of analytic subs:eaces , 
mentioned in Chapter 2, and first treated in · [65} pp.33.5-8. 
However, one can readily show that. for S:i..., to be a }(.., it is 
not necessary that the fr be analytic. Proof. Consider 
any J<wi , ( t ~ ) ' with c6ordihate system and metric tensor . 
( ~s t ,) 
b cl f • The latter is a Riemannian metric in,a real 2m-
. 
dimensional space, Rl.., say~ This R~m can be'imbedded iso-
metrically in a real ~uclidean space, say, where 
(cf. [67] p.268). 
as eigenvalues (+1) 
Let the metric tensor of the latter have 
r times, (-1) (N-r) times. This 
EN can in t~rn b~ imbedded in an EN, which is such that it 
has eigenvalues (+1) r' times, - (-1) (N'-r') times, where 
r', (~!-r' ) are the smallest even integers not less than r, 
; , (N-r ) respectively, EN, is a f'la t :k.N, 
' 
with basic !'unction 
.. -
H'/'J. y 
_Jl = l ~ EA[(d?:~)1 + (dzi f'-] (3.122i) 4 
,1.1 
where E-;. = { +1 : 1 t A ( !r' (3.122ii) 
- 1 !r' < A~ .!N' 
We have, therefore, a k,.. which is imbedded isometrically in 
the sense of Definition II 
of what is to be proved~ 
analytic function~ of the 
., 
in a 
Then 
f'-' 
J<_N, 
'i' 
there 
FA( ~o() 
: 
-
• Suppose the contrary 
exists a set of !N' 
say, such that }( .. is 
I 
I 
the subspace of 
ZA 
= 
determined by: 
( A. = 1 , 2 •• iN' ) (3.123) 
Therefore the metric in J{., is derivable (cf. (3.12lii)) from 
the following basic function: 
/\ -JL( ~.i., r') = = 
"'h. 
t I c: IFAC rt )\ 2 (3.124) 
But the initial )'( ,.., was arbitrary, so it can be chosen so as 
to have a basic function which is not expressible as the sum 
' 
of squares of moduli of 1N' ( which is { m 2. + !m + 1 ) 
analytic functions of the }~, thereby giving a contradiction. 
Reverting to, analytic imbedding, a beautiful result of 
L.Calabi[nJ should be mentioned. Define l o0 to be the 
, I . 
infinite-dimensional euclidean Kahler space with metric derived 
I •• 
from a basic function of form (3.122i) but with the summation 
over (- oO ' + oO ) ' and with EA = { +1 ' 1 i A < oO 
,. 
-1 -oo< A ~ -1 
Points of t~ are those with 
' 
finite norm in 1the sense of 
"° L I z A \:lo < o.() 
- c,,O 
(so the E c,I> is a Hilbert space) ,. He proves that any}<,,, 
can be, i mbedded i~ometrically and a'nalytically i n C-..o .,-' 
(There · is also a 9onverse result.) 
. , 
•' 
... 
' I 
§3.7 Formulae. relating formalisms I and II 
Write the change of variaoles (2.11) as: 
zr = z ri + i z l:z. } zP z f, z f,_ (3 .125) = - ' i 
and apply it t o the quanti t .ies of Chapter 2 to cvnvert t hem, 
using essentially the matrix ( T" 11 ) of' (2.13), t o their 
oomponents in Ye.no ' s 'real coordinate syetem', i$ e~ int'o the 
formalism 01· the present chapter. In the f ollowing f ormulae 
'conj' means interchange -barred and unbarred indices on the 
LHS and i and 7i on the . RHS •. 
·-
- . 
vr ,,-- v~ + i V f<,_ 
' 
conj . (3.126 ) 
I I I 2. 
conj. (3.127) vr = T VI +~ vf . 
' 
gt y = ! C Yt" + i (,Jr" ) . conj. (3.128) 
' 
g t' = 2 c yr + i wt' ) . conj • (3.129 ) 
' 1pyq-
= 
l ( /(1) 
2 t",r . r(,.J J. ~ f"<r ) 
' 
conj . (3.130) 
/). V<T lr ~ . . )& A 
· (3.131) 7 (1) ' y.,-- - ). ("- ' ' y q- . conj. 
' 
R(v;,,.f ),_ ( (,) (1) (J.) . R /21 ) (3.132) -· 4 Rrv.1f - R r11~( - i R f'" .. f - 1 oJ,f r v • conj • 
' 
There are also the relations inve:;rse to (3.132 ): 
R >. 1 ( R» - + R>. + R""i' ' R-x - ) ' .l c,1 .vc1.f. = 2 .v.;...f .-.,;:f . v~f + . v.;..p •. 
R >. B ' · r R). - + R.:\ - RA R")"; ) ( 3 133) (,J.Y,l.r = .2< \ ,YJ.·-f .V<l-f ,"iiilf . vo<f • 
Re}/:-.,.,/ = 1( R~v c1,fi R\,~f + R~v~ f R'>: ~°'f ) 
By combining this ,~ last equation w;j.th (2.24ii) .+ (3.131) one can 
obtain the follow;i,.ng expressions, " alternative. to. ( but also 
deducible from) tnose which result from (3.83): 
). 
R e,> .v,,1.f = 
Rf:•>\,.if = 
R(3 / .v.Lf = 
t 
! 
1 
2 
er;:), I ~ ). I 
. (1) , •)'J.. 'f -:- I (1) .vf ,,,i. 
;, . '2 ( r;,, -yo( J (' ~). 
. - (,> Y(J, ! 
( 17./,yc1- , f . ), + '/i,) ' "f I~ 
~ fr, >, z 
~ (,i-Yof.,f 
- T7~1\f) ) 
/(, A 1 7 · 1) , VJ.if ,<1 ),. I ) + I r,, . .,f, r;1.. 
.(3.134) 
t 
lr, ). . :i 
{~) · Vol I f . + 1;./vp,J) 
' 
t' 
I 11 
. I 
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CHAPTER . 4 
The Real Lirrli t Spa ce Mn 
§4.1 Definition 
Let . 'J><.n be any Kahl .er space, a:nd (zr,J a coordinate 
system for it. Consider the manifold, Mn say, of real dim-
ension n, defined by the constraints: 
zr:1. = 0 (4.1) 
Let (z~ 1 ) be a new coordinate system for J<n , derived from 
the old by the analytic transformation: 
z( + izf/ = t'rc zt + iz~) • (4.2) 
Then the .l constraints: 
zt 1 = 0 ( 4.1 1 ) 
~ 
do not in general !give the same subspace, Mn . 
•. , The latter 
can therefore onl :r, be studied mea1:ingfully when the coordinate 
transformation grqup in J,<.n is s~itably restricted, as will 
now be shown. 
Theorem (4.3): A :necessary a.nd sufficient condition for Mn , . 
to be an invariant subspace under the transformation (4.2) is: 
= (4.4) 
.(.!!'or the definiti~n of the complex conjugate of a f unction see 
the remarks following (2.5).) Functions satisfying (4.4) will 
be called real analytic functions, and correspondingly (4.2) a 
-- . . 
real · analytic cborjdinate transfori;nation. 
Proof: · To prove 1tecessity, suppo$e that · Mn ·is invariant. 
I . 
Then .z r,. · =. · o 
. l . ~ ·z/;_ 1 = 0 
f'r(z1) ' ... = ft'(zt) = fr(z ~) 
, . 
I I 
! . 
The . two analytic functions fY and fr therefore coincide 
when all their arguments are real~ ·By the fundamental theore~ 
on uniqueness of analytic continuation of :t'unctions of several 
complex variables (01·. [74] . P.34 ) , . thisentails that fr and 
fr coincide everywhere in their domain of anal:y:;t;ici ty. This 
argument is reve ::..,si ble, which therefore proves sufficiency also. 
For the remainder of .the chapter, only real analytic 
coordinate transformations in p<_ri will be considered, so that 
M~ is well defined~ 
If Q~ · ·· .f1; (zt) is any (tel'\sorial or otherwise) :t'ield 
defined over some. domain of J<... , then the value of the quant-
t 
ity Q · at any po;int of M"' will , be distinguis}:led by enclosing 
it in ,angular brackets, ( ot ··-4) ; and will be called a 'real 
limit'' value of Q • , An equatiop which obviously holds ident-
ically is: 
Define: 
<zr,.> = 0 
xr - <zr> = (z~) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The coordinate syi3tem (zl) on J:{.,, will be said to 'induce' 
the cqordinate sy~tem (xr) on Mn. 
inate system indu9ed by (zt') , ~hin: 
xr1 = _<zr'>=<ff(zo()) = 
I f' (xr') ... is the coord-
' .. 
(4.7) 
which is a real c~ordinate transformation in M~ 'induced' by 
the real analytic , transformation (4.2) _in Xn ·· Mn , a real 
n-dimensional manifold with this transformation group, will be 
called the rea~ limit space. (A preliminary study of this 
space .appeared ea:i;-ly in the literature, in [65] pp.344-6. The 
connec,"j;ion with C:rumeyrolle's 'sous-variete diagonale' has 
90. 
alread y been noted in §1.3.) 
At any point P = (xY) or Mn. there is a real n-dimen-
sional tangent vector space, Vn. (P) say, spanned by any n 
- >-
linearly independent int·ini tessimal displacements PP ' = ( dxr), 
P' ~ Mn • There is clearly a (1-1) correspondance between the 
vectors t:" V n. (P) and those vectors · G Vn (P) whose comp on-
ents vt s at i s fy vl,. · = 0. Us i ng this corre spo ndance , one 
can define in the following way an 'induced' Hermitian scalar 
product on Mn. Let dxf, dy t be any two infinitessimal 
displacements in ,_ Mn. , at P. Then, distinguishing thi s scalar 
product in. M,.. by using square brackets, ,3.::::5) 
• I 
impl ies: 
[cty i dx] = < Y,v + . i CJr.,> ctxr d yy . 
If the two displacements coincide, we get the line-el ement 
expres.sion for M:n 
ds" = <Yr"> .p.xr dxy . 
(4.9) shows that lelli;ths are det~rmined in Mn., as in a 
Riema~ian space, by a real symmetric matrix. The anti-
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
symme~ric <~t~> , however , does not only enter into the geo-
metry ,of Ml\ via its influence o~ 'curvature (see below }•; 
(4.8) :Shows that even when undif~~rentiated it will affect 
angular measure in the space. 
The trarisfortnation properties of real limit values of 
quantities .under (4.7) will now be exhibited •. ·For any quantity 
Q, differentiation· w.r.t. zYi cJ.early commutes with the 
bracket operation-: . 
,. d <Q~ ·-··fe). ,:::: 
"oc/i (4.10) 
I 
I 
I 
I . 
I. 
I I 
I
I 
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( 4 • 5 ) , (4. 6 ) and th~ C-R equations ther~fore imply: 
<~'> < "c,2/;_'> ~ o:;,; . - .. 02r - d:t" 
< ?J ~!,./). d?; 0 } (4.11) = < °)'i!C'> . = . ';};:._ . 
A real limit Value, · . <{ Qr ) say, transforming under ( 4.7) as: 
<Q(> = ~, (oo() . , O' ;c. c< ·(4.12) 
; ;"' 
will be called a r eal contravariant vector field in Mn. , with 
analogous definitioris for 6ther tensors; The metri~ t~nsor 
in xn transforms under ( 4.2)' as - (ct. (3.39) + (3. 44) ) :, 
·g· a.fr' . ...:. ~c~ ;;~fi, .a- st: (4.13) J,L'v - '\ µ' --;"", Oo<.f.3 I . 0?1., o'lr; I 
Taking real limits of both sides one finds, using (4.11), that 
a.nd <wr..,> each transform separately under (4.7) as real 
second-rank tensors. In a ·. similar way one finds that 
<RCA)("') , · and (i ~ 1, 2, 3) , are all real tensors 
of the appropriate ranks (2 and 4) . 
and use of the C-R equations give~: 
,. < o'"z~' ) 
~. µ V =- 0 
- '?!~; .. dt:,_ '· 
Differentiation of (4.11) 
(4.14) 
From this? and th~ transformation law (3.53) for the f':t~ , 
one finds that < hi"'. Yer> transfor~s like a real Riemannian 
affine connection, and < /c..J ~ vir) .; a~ a ' ~eal third-rank t~nsor; 
1·rom ( 3. 64i) t;he transformation behaviour of the quantities 
can also be found. l. 
(It is perhaps worth remarking that · there is no inconsist-,, 
ency between the tensorial character of <1c1/Yr) under (4.7) 
--r7).. &- C-and th13 i'act that ;all the / ,..y er ~an be 'transformed away' at 
any one point of }(n ; the resolution lies in the realization 
that to accomplish, the latter it will in general be necessary 
to make a non-real· analytic coordinate transformation.) 
I 
. I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I . 
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§4 . 2 The s tructure of Mn. 
In this section the geometricial structur~ of · Mn will be , 
approached from a rather different .angle, thereby complementing 
and extending the results just obtained. lThe method of 
analysis ind the conciu~ions drawn do not appea~to have ant~-
cedents in the l 1 terature.) 
It ha s been a ssumed throughout the preceding work, usually 
impl icitly, that the basic function Jl( zi!.) is 'su1·ficiently 1 
differentiable - upto , fifth order, occasionally. In some · 
neighbourhood or .rhe real limit. space there therefore e_xists 
the fqllowing Taylor-type expansion: 
fL : a(O) + a (r,) z µi I (1) . I' V I (3) /'_ V ir il + 'if a(y z 1,.Z,,:2. · + 3T a fv<r Z 2 Z 1 Z,z. ••• (4.15) 
where .the ('r) < > a are functions 01· · iihe zt _ xo(., given by: 
(-r-) < c)(rl JL > 
ar.v· -~ G = d2r,.'dcI :1 . . ~e~ l 4.16) 
. 
totallf symmetric in their indices. (J.75) implies: and so are ,; 
< V > .. (o), I ' 0/f o/ = a)r,'I 
<I\ > (t) I . WfV : 8 Y,/ } (4.17) 
Now, SL is only determinate up .1to the addi t~on of the real 
part Qf an arbitrary analytic fu~-0tiori~ so th~t a comple't ly 1 
equiv, lent . basic }'unction is ( cf • 1 (3. 7 4)): 
.fl"' ·'= SL + ! [f(~o() + r(zo!-)] . 
Jl + 
if f(zot) f 1 (z~,z;) + 1 i f;i.(z~, z~ ) . 
l 4. 18) 
l 4. 19) 
By expanding f 1 ; in a Taylor ser~es at 
,I z~ = . O, and us ing the 
C-R equations, i~,, is readily esta.bli'shed t .hat the expansion of· 
,, 1,.-
:~\' 
is such that: 1 
,. 
I 
(o) * 
a '· = a 
(o) 
+ (f1) 
(,) -it (,) < f,_) ,,r (4.20) ar = ay 
(l-) * (i) < f >II a rv = a ry I / r) y 
and so on. lit fi. s readily verified that 'starring ' t he RHS 
0 1· ( 4 .17) leads to just the same metric, as it must.) Now, 
< f 1> and <f2> are two arbitrary and i ndepend ent 
f unctions of xf . Oh.Co · ing < :f , > = - e. (o) ensures the.t 
<K) = O· 
' 
such a choice of basic 1·unction will be called 
: 
' canoni cal' • The possibility of this choice immediately 
dampens any hopes 1 that Mn. might~contain a scalar f ield 
suitable for 'geometrizing' a physical meson field ; this i s ~ ' 
rather ironic, in view of the fac~ that the whoie ge ometry is 
der ivable f rom a :J' calar , JL • g:'he freedom impl i ed by t h e 
second . of ( 4. 20) ·~s a precise coupterpart of ~he gaug e i nvar-
iance ~f el ectromagnetic theory. J J 
Wp now ei amine more . closely the nature of the coeff i cient s 
up to ,t he fourth . order . in the pow~r series . ( 4 . 15) ; so, r ename 
' . I . . . 
t he.s e f i r s t few a pd (choosing a canonical . basic functi on) write: 
. 
~ ' 
() . A µ I µ )I I . s . . ·r.· ,Y ,r . . I H . I.I y <r K ( ;j 21 ) 
JL = , /"Zl1. + "ifgfyZ/:i.Zi. + Tf f'va-Zlz .... z ... : +4f · tv'rrK.Zl 1 Z 1. Z :1 Z :i. ;; . · .-. 
The relation .of . the iirst two coet'ficient ·s to the metric tensor 
of Mn. i s ( cf . ( 4 . 1 7) ) : i 
1 :( .Y1v) 
;i<w,") 
= gr 'I }: 
= A..,,, f I"' . Af-, v 
' 
(4. 22) 
It is 1?- . reasonabl~ presupposition that the third and f ourth 1 . . . 1 .. 
coeffi~ie~ts in C1t.21) will pl ~y ~ part in determining the 
affine I connectionc and curvature t~nsor s of Mn. ; it is. the 
I I 
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purpose 01· the remainder of the present section to elucidate 
this remark. 
Under the (real ) analytic coordinate transformation (4.2), 
inducing the real transformation (4 .7) in Mn, one finds, from 
the defining equation (4.16), that the coefficients in (4.21 ) 
transform as foll ows : 
~h ol I I Af = 'in(' AO( dl< "' ·~ . I gr" - J:r( dXV' . golf · 
: 
ox~ ~ · ( d XJ "d'x f A ~3 .. d)( 
<;; -'-f E X A = c)xf' d Y' ~~ - d" 1r· dX' 'jj,c<r'} J/f . ): . 'd.x.f 'i111:' ' Jx<r' ol 
-
I = ~ ?.!.l =o .x:~ 'i7~8 H . . ox"' ' o':x.f . Ht'"<TK.. .., r',, y' i' ~· .t.B£8 -l~ } a., .i ox. 17:,c eh dJ: · . ( . . '°d.r r dX v'7;1<a' dl<I'-' J / 
_ ( d.i_.. 7):,::/l . · )1.J<.E + . d.i:"' . c>xf d.._-",: ) ' j 
1: 'c)icf"' f:;j}7:. [v ' dX.,.,dl<I('} d .JK' d.l<,r' dX.~'} d~f' 9:• fJ t 
where the curly bracket notation, as introduced previously, 
• . . . . . . L. . . . 
. . . 
indicates summation over the terms obtained by cyclic permut-
ation of the indices~ 
. I (4.23 ) only hold for canonical basic 
functions. The l ast two equations show the non-tensorial 
nature of sf; <T and. Hrv1rK • It is , however, p ossible to 
associate with each of them a closely related totally symmetric 
tensor; and these t ensors, Tr-r ,. and KrvrrK. say, can.,then 
be u~ed in conju1ctio~ with A1 ~and g rv and their derivatives 
w.r.t. the xr to provide a covariant descri~tion of the ~ . 
geometry of M,.. .iUP to the level of the curvature tensors 
one wquld need i~ addition an infinite .number of other tensors, 
of i'ifth and higl?:er ranks, corres,ponding to the infinite power 
I 
series (4.21), to characterize the complete geometry in terms 
of quantities acqessible on M" ·!; alone (cf. the remarks in 
§1.1)~ , 
11 
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In the rest 6f this section the <.) signs will be 
. . . . . . 
omitted, since all quantities ·will 
correspondingly "oJ2t, · (written · 'f 
a notation anticipat ed in (4.22) & 
be real 
) and 
(4.23)) 
limit values; 
0 
' 
ox( (written >( 
are int erchang.e-
able; arid 'tensor' will always meah tensor under. Mn's real 
transformation group (4.7). 
Introduce the following quantities formed f'rom 
< Ytv) as if it was a Riemannian metric tensor. 
>-r ,>.y The inverse matrix: g gfv = o 
r {fV). 1 . >-r ( . . ) 
·, 
gf)I = 
( 4.24)' 
(4.25) 
. y ,r = ( 2 g g r y , <:r + g f <r, y - g '>' rr., r 
(R)A [-,.'(/I.I). . ...-,'(R)). .,.-r'(/1.),9 ] [ J • ( ) R ·'>'cJ.f = 11 ·Y"-.1f - J .-p.J. I ·Yf - ,"'~f 4. 26 
We sha}l now find ~ Tfy~, in subs~ction (i), and Ktv~~ in (ii), 
the procedures inr the two cases being closely -parallel. 
(i) By (3.7P, ) etc. it is clear that S/v,r will only 
figure ,. in (real l~mit) expressions which involve first deriv-
atives
1 
of Yrv W1,r. t • the o{ Z2 . /{i.) 11 . f'"r is ont,i such: 
1(2.) i ( A I I + A I I A ' I + - s rv 0- ) ( 4.27) rv~ = y, r, fT' <T" { V 1 - r,.,,,cr , , 
but it , is not a t :~nsor. From the transformation properties 
I 
of ~~v,;r (cf. §4.1) and of the ~R-iemannian' .object /r~:,\ a" it 
followp that '( 1;/'.-Yr ""' / (1i'\.r- Y is a tensor. Therefore so 
~). --('7(R.)).. 
is i6.Jt'>- ( lr,l .yrr : - / ·va-). Therefore, by (3.64i), we can 
introdµce the following tensor: 
I 
---("'(1.) ..-,7 (R)). . 
Jfvf ; I rv~ {,)f'>, I . . vo- (4.28) 
J is symmetric i p its last two indices, .so we can define a 
totally symmetric , tensor by: 
. I ( 4.29 ) 
. ( 
1. 
J. 
I 
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Comb~ning ( 4 . 27) (4.29) gives : 
S E:.. T I A · 2 LJ rr7(R)~ ( 4 30 ) f"'o- = 3 ("',, - 3 £,>~er} - 3 >.it' I. ·Y<T"} • 
Combining ( 4. 27) , (4. ~8) and ( 4.3 0) g ives the ( surpris i ngly 
s impl e ) re sult: 
= ( 4 .31) 
where a vertical stroke signifies covariant diff erentiation 
r (·R.)>.·Y- • w. r .t. t he a f r ine connection v 
In spaces for which A f = 0 , Sf.,, rr does transform a s a 
tensor (cf. (4.23)). (4.30) sho~s that t his t ensor i s jus t 
l Tr>/ ,cr , which i 9 justification for considering 
tensorial counterpart of s. 
T a s the 
A r emark on the form of (4.31). 
I 
Its 'gauge- i nvar i ance' 
( t he ~act that the Ar's only appear via the combinat ion ~1.,,) 
i s noteworthy, and is connected with the existence of j ust the 
'right :' number of '.: derivatives of CJ('., w.r . t . i;;he xr, in t he 
following sense. The tensor on 1the LHS of (4.31) has ~ n .2. (n+l) 
( = 40 i n M4 ) :r linearly independent components , because 
,f"' (2) 
I 1.,,o- has . An;[ totally symme4;r-ic third-rank tensor , and 
theref~ore T, has 1 only f n (n+l )( n+2 ) · ( ;;; 20 i n 
that s ome quantitiY other t han T and with at least ~ n(n2 -l ) 
,j 
dif f er ent componen.ts must also enter into the RHS . 
I 
Now, t he 
number of derivat ;Lves of the CJ/v,, w.r~t. xr is i- n2..( n-1) , 
but these are connected by .the 'M/ixwell' -type . i dentities : 
(,Jtf"'~rr} = 0 ( 4 .32 ) 
of which there ar e } n (n-1 ) (n-2/; so that t he number of 
l inearl y i ndependent '. derivati~es of the · · (,,)t.,, is I 3 n (n~ -1 ) 
( = 20 
I 
in 
( ii) It is clear that Hrv <TK will only figure in express-
ions whi ch involve se cond derivatives of Yrv w.r.t. the 
"1' c.J 2 is one such: I f"<r,K 
...-r-' {>) 2 -
I .f",r, K -
-k- ( \/ I I . . V I I y I I 
-< l t.r K 'r ·1 ),' + . 0 y K, /, v- - f I<, y, ,r 
(,) 
but it is not a tensor. Neither R 1.,,,r~ nor 
this quantity (cf. (J.90)), but from (J. 84 ) we 
+ Hf Y<r K) 
(1) 
R ty<n 
find: 
,'(""' {i ) 2. ;('"' {I) I rf' (, ) ...-r-' o/.. 
I fYirJI< + I ('v1<,.r - I "'-t'K lr,> ,vct 
oJ. z .... 
(4. 33) 
involve 
.,..,, (1) ,'(""' r/. . _.,...--> (,) ..-("' ,,( --r7(2) ,<7 ,;. ' ) 
- /(j../1< I ru·Yr - . I t1-(rr /c,r ->-'K - / "'/o- /r,.J .VK (4.34 
R 
('.!) • 
is symmetric in its last two (and in its first two) ' indices , ' 
so we can define~ totally symmetr,ic tensor by: 
(3) 
:,K rvrr,<. = R rfY<T"i<l 
Combining (4.33) ~ (4.35) gives: 
' ·. 
i I · I: r y er K = 3 \K t' y .,.. 1< - 3 Yrv 0-; I<.}, r 
4 ( ,;("' (,) ,<? .i. ,,,,, (21 ,.<? r/. ) 
+) 3 , "'-ttK , r,,.ycr} + , o1-r{1< lc1) . y,r} 
Combining (4.33), (4.34) and (4.36) (or alternatively, 
• r I 
ious use of (3.911, and (J.92)) gives: 
[3) _!.. 1, 
R /YrrK = 3 Krv a-,< 
I 
+ 
I ( ( I J 
""i R f-,n/K + (,) R I" 1<. -V<r) 
(4.35) 
(4-.36) 
judic-
( 4. 37) 
In spaces fo~ which 
a tensor (cf. (4.23)) . 
. \ 
gr" - 0 ; H ;na--K does transform as 
(4.36) ert~ils that this tensor; is 
just -y Kt'Y<rK . , which is justifi9ation for considering K as 
the tensorial- counterpart of H. 
A ·remark 6n the form of ( 4.37). The tensor on the LHS 
has in(n+l)(n2+n+2) ( = 55 in f M4 ) · linear:ly independ ent 
compon~nts (cf. l3.93)). Any to~ally symmetric fourth-rank 
' 
tensor , and therefore K, has only -&,n(n+l )( n+2)(n+3) 
( = 3 5 . in M4 ) , so that some quantityother , than K and I 
J'I 
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I 2.. ( l. . ) with a t least · T.i n n -1 different components must also 
enter into the RHS. But this is precisely the number of 
linearly independent components of (i) Rtv u-K since (of. §J.5) it 
has a ll the symmetry propert i es ·of~ Riemsnnia n curvature 
[:tsJ tensor and the latter is well known to have t h i ,s number of 
components ( = 20 in M4) . 
The section concludes with formulae from which all geo-
metrical quantities up to the .curvature tensors can be round 
in terms of the set: 
Tensor 
Ar 
gr>' 
T rY(T 
K rY<rK 
(; 
Number of components 
In M" In M4-
n 4 
!n(n+l ) 10 
! (4.38) 
tn(n+l) (n+2) 20 
I, 
.2
14- n ( n + 1 J ( n + 2 ) ( n + 3 ) 35 
( 4. 31) , gives Jru-'J in terms of tliese (it is independent of 
K1v<t-K. ) . From ( 4:. 28 ) , and by use of the identities: 
'I yf/ Yo1y + {,.)("t.u.i.v 
= 6~ } wf'." Y~v - . yt,I. {,J.L y ' (4.39 ) 0 .. ..,,. 
(which are a transcription of (3.26)), one finds: 
--r-7(1) = ___,.--,(R) 
I fV (T I tY <:r 
'17 (z) ,'("7(~)). ' I rV<r = {,Jf). I :vo- + Jfv<r 
-<7 ,\ . 
..-<-"1 (IV> . , , Ar 
· (fd · 'y1J = .v a- + w Jt'Ywrr- (4. 40) 
(The fourth equat:i:on is in agreement with a result established 
,r'1 A • in § 4~1 : J (::.> : v.cr .is a tensor.) ' . ~Contraction of the t hird 
::: 
I 
I 
I 
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(cf. (3.105)): equation over (A~ v ) 
ri:,I:. 
/(1)-ol.<t"" = 
gives 
1 d 
2 _ dx.o:- ( log det II lr + i ~ 1v)! ) - (4.41) 
Contr a ction of the f otirth equat ion g ives: 
,<'"l ~ , .. I • I < .. , : .L .,.. 
= 3 T.,.. - 3 J<r 
(4.42) where T,,.. 
-
Y"l T <1"olf .,_ ' 
and · j.,.. 
-
yJ.f {,,)crol.1 I 
The followi ng formulae f or ·the f irst two curv~ture' tensors 
are valid throughout K" (not just in the real limit), a nd 
come from (3. d3): 
R(/Y.Lf :: [ r.? Y.L, f. - J<}f .t 1;,/ Yf +-~/'f"' f::l ~f] - [ex~ f] 
R(._J\olf =[-1c./v .. ) +-f;,,\~.1.1:ifvf +-/c1J>oLr./vf] - [ Dl-/] • } (4.43) 
Inserting (4.40), . these two tensors are t herefoI,'e obtainable 
l 1, ' 
in terms of Tfv~ , a n~ their derivatives w.r. t. c/.. X • 
The third curvature tensor depends in addition on Kr v~~ 7 and 
from (3.97) and (4.37) is : 
Ftnally, the .contracted curvature tensors. 
and ( 4. 42): 
(4.44) 
From (3 .104) 
RcAlfY .. = 1 (Ty,r - Ti)~) - 1 (jv,r j r,v ).! ( 4 . 45) 
while from (3~104) and (4. 44 ), with the help of (3.92) : 
Rcsirv = ; Krv + t (R(/f.i.Y - woLf Rrv"'f ) ' 
where , Kfo' =- y"-f Kr·'.;,.f . 
(4.46) 
It will be c9nvenient to divide all these geometrical 
quantities into t w;o classes: 'self-conjugate' (not the same 
as Yanp' s use of t ,he term, et'. Chapter 2) and 'anti-self-
conjugcj-te'. The_ distinction arises as follows. Consider 
,· 
I 
I 
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the chang-e: 
JL - Jl (zr., zr2) ( 4 . 47) 
Under (4.47) a self-conjugate quantity goes into itself , 
wherea s an anti-self -conjugate one changes sign. All the 
equations in this section (with t he exception of .t~e series 
expansion of JI_ itself ) will be observed to consist oi' sums 
of homogeneous terms (i~e. ail self-conjugate or all anti-self-
conjugate). The classification is: 
f'7(R)), R (fl.)~ V"f Self-conjugate: gr,, ' Yr . ' HrvcrK. ' K/"Y<rK. ' I .\l r , ' 
f;/: ycr ' det /1 Yrv + i ~),v ll ' R;./·. v,,1r ' R 13/~Y°'f ' Rcs>r v • . 
. ..·. I .. ; 
. ,..?;, ) · Anti-self-conjugat e: ' ·Ar , Wr , .Sra-, Trvcr ,,J(v..- , / 12.J -v<r, 
A j r ' Ff. c~J. Y"'f ' .R(A.) f">' •. 
. . 
It is natural to l ook on the latter coll~ction as the 'eledtro-
magnetic' quantities , · the former. as containing the · 'gravi tat-
ional' , (and perhaps some other) field. 
1· 
1· 
I. 
.;, 
., 
, 
.. 
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§4. 3 Analytic continuation 
The preceding section has provided · a description of Mn. • 
In this section, and the following chapter, the problem of the 
relation of Mn. to its 'parent' J(,, .will be investigated. 
l!'rom the standpoint of physical theory, the event~al aim is to 
discover the nature of the 'Uberwelt' ( 'J=.<4- ) with, as data, 
only the known fields on space-time ( M 4 ) (cif. fl.l) . . The 
problem is not entirely dissimilar from that faced by the 
cosmologist who, from da-i;a on a very 'thin' null shell, .· must 
try to reconstruct the whole universe in space and time (cf • 
. 
[83] p.330). In the present case there · is no precedent, and . 
few hints as to how one should pr<:>ceed; so the remainder of .. 
this work really consists only of suggestions and experiments 
no solutions are · claimed .• 
Let Xn. be any given real n".'"dimensional .Riemannian mani-· 
told, with metric tensor . ~,~ - v affine connectio'n 1'1t?,,g-, 
.· . . lit)~ . . . . 
and curvature tensor ' R . Yd-r G '. Then it. is possible to con-
struct a Jc<,.. whQse real limit space · :·Mn . has the rollowing 
;_./ 
properties: 
(i) All anti""'.'self.-conjugate quantities vanish 
. < > - . (R.) ) ' (ii ) fr1 = gr~ ; <yr' = grr0r · 
<.,--, ,X "' ' ~ .{,t),X ' (iii) J (d . v~ / = I . v,r 
(iv) 
This real n-dimensional manifold -M~ is therefore very simila r 
geometrically to the original Xfl , but it should be noted 
that .it supports also the fourth-rank tensor Rci'.v.,i.f (and 
therefore R(s),V ) ' which .has no counterp~rt in Xn• The 
102. 
Xn will be called an analytic continuation o.f Xl'I , the name 
deriving from the method of constructio.n, .which will now be 
given. 
Let (xf) be a coordinate system for X~. The latter 
can be imbedded in a euclidean E,,;. { in ~ tn(n+i}) (cf. [67] 
p.268). Let the line-element expression for E,.. be: · 
' m 
ds'" = L £ ,(duk( · 1 .. kcl k . 
Ek - :!: 1 . · l 4. 48) 
and let the imbe&tling be: 
Uk = fk(xr) (4.49) 
• 
These two equations give, as · line-element for tµe subspace Xn: 
.1 · ·r"' ·. c)fk ~f"- . d -- C' oh .. r dx"" s . . . ck . ~r '• ,, ko:: I . . ' l: d"'- . 
so that the (real) functions fk · are solutions of: 
. d fie. &f"-
~ . Ck -:;;:,- ~L" 
(R) 
= . gr.., 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
·. For each k, let fk(zY) 
complex variables which is the 
be the analytic function of n 
analytic continuation[74J o:t' the 
function fk(xr) of n real variables (and restrict attention 
• to some domain of analyticity in the neighbourhood of the real 
axes). We now show that the k" ·with basic function: i' 
Jl(zt) = t ~ El< j fk(zr)J'- (4.52 ) 
k . 
satisf'ies conditions (i) - (iv), and so is an analytic contin-
uation of Xn • (Being so coordinate-dependent this construct-
ion is unlikely to be unique, but the extent of its non-unique-
ness has ·not been established.) Split .the functions . k f into 
their real and imaginary parts: 
fk(zr) - f~(zf.,z~) + i ft(zr.,zPi) ( 4. 53) 
From ( 3. 75 )' and ( 4. 52) the metric in kn is ( using the C-R 
equations ) : 
Yr, = 
w,v = 
·~ · . J:k ~ fk IJ. rl k L. f, t .. · + ·· 
) . 
~ E_k.tft 1 r f~)~ . 
fk I f k I ) } '".) r 2. ) )I· (4.54) . fk 2. f k ' ) . 
I ) r 'L I V 
But the fk are . real functions (cf. (4~4)), so: 
.. . 
<f~) = 
and there1·ore <. k > .. f I ·. -
( As previously in the. chapter , z r, arid xr are used inter-
changeably. ) S0- the real limit of is, using (4.51) : 
<Yrv> = 
·. <0r,> = • (4.56) 
The vanishing of <(;Jr> ,entails .tha t <Yr'> is ju1st the inverse 
of the matrix <Yr> (cf~ (4.39)); so (ii) holds. By diff-
erent iating the first .of (4.54) and using the C-R equations : 
ic·> 4 Ek (f~)r f k I I. fK I ik I I ) } rvcr = ., ,v, a- + 1,r 1 ,Y,q-/(>.) 2 E fk • k r I f k I \,; l I (4.57) = f,, .... ,"" - I I r f,., )I, O'" ) i",r I< k .t 1, r 
Taking real limits, the second equation shows that <1c}v<r) , 
and therefore < Jr,,r> ' vanishes; (i), (iii) and (iv) are 
now immediately verifiable, using (4.40) and (4.43) . 
.. 
No particular value (e.g . zero) is to be expected for the 
third curvature tens or. One finds, .from (4.34) : 
<R{rv<rK'> = ~Ek( <f~>;r,>' (f~),i,,<r + <t~),t," <f~),,,,,ic) 
..,-,(p,) r (~) .,t ..-r"(R) .-r'(R).I. 
- I tJ..r I< . . Yer ' - I .. , <r I . YK (4.58) 
whence <Krv~K> can be found. There are also the relations, 
from (4.44) and (4.46) respectively: 
<Rc3? v.•f >= ~ i/:'•r < Kr,,•f > + ; (Rr~>\x11p + ~(fl.)~ f v.J. ) (4.59) 
j ·" 
+ 
.2. (R) 
3 R fY 
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(4.60) 
The prescription just .given enables a 'complex environment' 
to be constructed · for ·any of ·the space-times of interest in 
general relativity (for example), but the resulting Mn.'s 
suffer from the disadvanta.ge, · so far as electrom..:i.gnetism is 
con·cerned, that all the anti-se11·-conjugate quantities are 
zero. Their vanishing is, in fact, a direct consequence of 
the first of equations (4.55). In order to construct spaces 
• 
which, in the real limit, have non-vanishing 'electromagnetic' 
fields, one could therefore give up the requirement that the 
fk be real analytic functions, by (for example) allowi~ some 
I 
of the constants entering into the expressions for fk(x1) to 
. .. ' 
become complex. This could be called ' 'generalized analytic 
continuation', and will be exemplified in subsections (ii) and 
(iii) below. But first, in (i), we present a simple instance 
of analytic continuation proper, yielding our first concrete 
example of a non-trivial (non-flat) Kahler space. 
(i) 2-dimensional surface of sphere~ Parametrize the 
surface, Xi , of a sphere of radius a in three dimens~ons 
by the polar a.ngles (8,4>). An imbedding of X.2 in E 3 is: 
X = . a sinB cos 4> 
. . 
y = · a sin& sinip (4.61) 
z = a cos e 
Therefore its analytic continuation, 'k_;_' has basic function: 
JL = .J,_ a.1 ( / sin@ coscp 11 + / sinc9 sin<\> 11 + \ cose I'- ) 4 
.l :l ( cosh ~ sinh:.i. tp1 ) (4.62) = ·;r a . 2 e,. cosh 4>.1 - cos 2,:;, 
Treating 8 as the first coordinate, . ~ the second, the metric 
in K:i. is: 
°'' 
= 
a:i. ( cosh 282. . cosh:i. cl>.i + cos 28, , sinh14>.2. ) 
Y,1 = y;:, = !a1 sinh 2(),. • sinh 24'2. . 
Y,.1. a~ ( sinh:I. e:z. . ,. e ).' cosh 2 <V:i. = + sin , .. ' 
(4.63) 
CJ,:i. - lJ:i.., ta 2. sin 2e,. sinh 2 cp,.. 
- = 
By inspection, the real limit values are verified to be those 
f X Th ...,.-,:u-c · d th RAlrst- b t d .c· o .2.• e 1 ~v<r, an ence . avrit.f , can e compu e . ... ror.i 
(4.63). The res.ults are rather complicated; but in the 
>. real limit Re,> . uf reduces, as it must, to the curvature tensor 
of X2. , . while: 
< R ,(s) 11) = 2 
< Res> 12.) = 0 
These may be compared with 
(R) 
R II = 1 
(I!) 
R ,:i.. = 0 
the 
( Rcsh:i.) = 
(Res>> = 
2 . 21:J sin':"• 
4-
? 
Ricci tensor of X.1 
(R) 
sin1 & R.12.. = 
R(R) 2. 
= . - ? 
So ( Kfy > does not vanish ( cf. ( 4. 60)). 
• 
} ( 4 ,,. . ' • 0£,- j 
. 
. 
} (4.65) 
Although X~ is a space of constant curvature,),(~ is uv~ 
( the curvature scalar is a function of e, ' -e,. ~n~ <P~-f; ·;; tu't ,-. . 
in fact it could ~otbe 'lC ifpa-ce-. Of_: constant _ curvature · (see 
Chapter 2 for a proof). 
(ii) de Sitter universe. Consider the spatially flat 
Robertson-Walker line-element expression ( [76] p.102): 
d s 1 = S 2. ( t ) [ t. ( dx' )1 j d t 2. (4.66) 
These universes are imbeddable in the 
3 
ds1 = ~ (dx 1 • /· + d(1 
·~, 
E5 with line-element: 
(4.67) 
by means of' the constraints: 
I i Xi S(t) X = 
~ + 1 = s (t) 
t 
- ri = F(t) [~tx~/] S(t) 
(4.68) 
provided that ~ = -1/~. eH .. ' (4.69) 
.(This imbedding is obtainable as a simple generalization of 
the work on pp.346-7 of [75].) The Riemannian X~ with 
line-element (4.66) therefore has as analytic continuation the 
}>(4 with basic function: 
SL = .1. (SF + SF) + t sS [ tcx~J'] 8 (4.70) 
.. 
where ~ 
-
S(t 1 + · i t :z.)' and similarly F • 
We now specialize to the de ·Sitter metric,. viz: 
S(t) i:/R. } = e 
and (cf. (4.69): F(t) R
1 
e 
-t/R 
= 
(4.71) 
where R is a real constant. The corresponding P'(4- has, 
as non-vanishing components of the metric: 
y..; = e :Z.~;!R. . (no summation) 
- cos i~ + ~ .. e ,.~ [ ± (x~ )'] 
E: 
... , 
2.. • . .2 '/iR ;JC:z. . p: e 
(4.72) 
.' 
The real limit values are as expected. The real limit of 
the 'anomalous I object R(s)rv is as follows: 
< ) 2. 2.~'/R R(s) .. · = ? e 2 - ? (4.73) 
which may be · compared with the (.Riemannian) Ricci tensor: 
(~) '3 2.t/R l R) 3 R .:i. = 'p:1. e · R .(I.if. = - R2 ( 4. 7 4) 
Therefore (cf. (4.60) for this ca~e 
If we make a generalized analytic continuation by taking 
I 
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the constant R · in ( 4. 71) to be complex . then, al though (lJf"") 
is found to no longer vanish, . at the same time <Yt") ceases 
to be of the de Sitter form: a sinusoidal oscilla.t ion appears 
in the t 1 -dependence of the real limit metric. However, the 
de Sitter metric can also be put, by a coordinat.e .transform-
ation, in the time-independent form: 
f.·1 
r.')c.1 
g ~i · ~ . · + R~-. .,..2 
g 4-4 -· - 1 + 
1'""1. 
R1 (4.75) 
g.·4 = 0 
and in this form wiil be amenable to the metho.d given in (iii) • 
(iii) Stat:i'.c, spherically symmetric space-times. 
' 
• Consider 
the E6 .. . 
3 . 
ds.2. ~ 2 dr· · dfl. 
- · 
· (dx i.) + -:- ' d 'l. ± (4.76) 
"" I 
with the constraints: 
k = E(r) cosh(at +. b) ' 
ry ·= E(r) sinh(a.t + b} (4.77) 
.. ~ = F(~J 
1 ' 
where r :z._ 
-
L (x~ ) 1 
.• There results the X with metric 
.... , 4-
(R.) S\ +[(JE t .t (JF !] :x.'x1 . . gi1 = ~r .lF:" -r-.t . 
g -~R) 
= 0 (4.78) 
·~ 
(R) E:i.a1 g .. 
= 41, 
which is equivalent to the general static spherically symmetric 
space-time ( cf. [25] p. 200). As analytic continuation there 
is the J<.~ with basic function: 
Jl = i [ f (x{1. + /E(r)! 2 cos(2at 2 ) ± /F(r)] 2 J (4.79) 
A generalized analytic continuation can be obtained by making 
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the constants a and b _in (4.77) complex. However, if 
a 2 / 0 , a t , -dependence appears in the real lim
it metric, 
so we keep a real; . then (4.79) becomes generalized to: 
.Jl_ = t [ ~ l X i I :2. + 
(independent of b 1 ). 
such that: 
[E(r)\2 cos(2at:i.+ 2bl.) + jF(r)l
2
] (4. 80) 
If the functions E and. F are chosen 
. <·Yr> = · (4.tn) · 
where the RHS is any particular static spherically .symmetric 
metric in these coordinates, then . (4.80) implies that.at the 
same time there appears the following spherically symmetric 
'electrostatic' field: 
( CJ, i) = 0 ( i, j = 1, 2, 3) • 
<w;~> ' = ( ta~!6~ )( ;r<~~) ) ~· · 
In the case of the Schwarzschild metric _(i.e.(Ylfi,,.) 
the second of (4.82) becomes: 
<6J.~ > = . _ c~ tq: 2~~) ~ 
(4.82) 
(4.83 ) 
which suggests that this displacement of the whole Schwarzschild 
space-time in the imaginary .t-direction through a distance ( &~) 
has caused the pirticle at the origiri to acquire a 'charge' 0£ 
amount ( m · t~n 2b,.) .• 
In the . case of the de Sitter metric {cf. (4~75): 
r 
L< 
E(r) = (R 2 
F(r) = 0 
I 
a = 
. f< 
(4~84) 
Substitution in yields the following real limit metric: (4.80) 
<Yty> . -
( w,i) = 
< lJ,lj.> -
as in (4.75) 
0 
(t an 2bi.) X i. R · / 
f ., 109. 
which suggests an 'interpretation in terms of a uniform charge 
density f ~ 1- fan H,._ . · t · d . 1 1 t t t . . - . 4--rr .. R , .crea 1.ng a ra 1.a e ec ros a 1.c 
fie l d proportional to distance from the origin . One finds 
1·or the real limit. of the contracted curvature tensor the f oll-
ow'ing values: 
< Rcs)'i) = 
<(' Rcs),1t > = 
= 
( RcA) ;i > = 
< RcA)ilt) = 
where Gf ' 
-
.. ' 
(4.86) ( I - ~) 
. R.'- . 
.. 
0 
.. 
:2. 2 . -i • 2. 2b R cos 2b2 + r sin_ . ~. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Field Eauations for the Metric 
The field equations in (say) the Einstein UFT i'all natur-
ally into two groups: the first connect:j.ng the metric with 
.. ; 
the affine connection, the second being a restriction of some 
kind on the curvature tensor(s). In the present context, the 
first group is straightforward; the · second is very prqblem-
atic and no ·definite conclusions are reached. 
The first group of field equations is (cf. (3,57) etc.): 
(l lr c. 0 g ,rY j<T = .. 
/~~ C r>- .. c ,rAe 4 (5.1) (J = . l, )I Q'" = :I, IT y 
1A 1. C 
I ')I <, = 
. l>_ I C. .. 
"."" :,. )I <r. = -
/>, e I 
1 <T' y 
For c = 1 , the first of (5.1) implies, using the second and 
third, two equations which can be · cornbined into the single 
complex equation: 
G( v.,} - G~ y ( ~tf11 ~ i ~/f,;-) -· Gf'oL ( 17,/ Y(1" + i {c:/: ya-) = 0 
(5.2) 
At any· ·point ·P - f' ; ., o . (in particular) this equation relates 
the derivatives w.r.t, .the . xr of the Hermitian matrix/ G(11 
to the a!'fine connection components f;:_/ v<r at p • 
Compare ( the reai , l .imi t o~) ( 5. 2) , with the corresponding 
equation of Einstein's UFT (c:r. (1.98)). They are simil?,r 
in form except that Einstein's I 's are Herm:i tian, the· 
pre.sent ones complex symmetric. 
Compare (5.2) . with. the corresponding equation of Moffat's 
UFT · ( cf. ( 1.118) ) • · They are similar in f .orm except tha. t 
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(a) his g(.., are complex symmetric,: .the present Gfv Hermit-
ian, and (b) his ( in contrast . to Einstein's and the pres·ent .·. 
theory's) covari&nt deri va ti ves ar.e formed solely with the 
01· (1.119), the complex conjugate quantities playing 
no part. 
.. . 
Compare (5.d) with the corresponding equation of Crumey-
rolle's theory, (the first of (1,.140)). Given the difference 
in the underlying number field the two equations are formally 
the · same. However, his choice of · metric tensor on W4- is 
not analogous to the present . theory's, since (1.139 ) is stated 
in 1 r'eperes associes'' and in this coordinate system ou~ · 
equivalent of (1.139) is (cf. (3.20)): 
gp.f = yd-~ g°'ra,, - t.J,;.f } (5.3) g"""f = lJfcJ. g,1..·r = y ... f 
Only if (1.139) be holding in ' . / was to read as 'reperes adaptes' 
would his g·1 on W4- be (the real limit of) a Kahler-type 
metric. 
A result which ·follows from 1(5.1) is (cf. (3.66)): 
lJtr11,~J = o 
Like (5.2) this holds throughout 
; ,5. 4) 
, and therefore also on 
Mri• (5.4) does not seem to have counterparts in the theories 
just mentioned (see, in this connection, [28] p.737). 
If the l ast two equations of (4.40) are inserted i nto 
(the real limit of ) (5.2), then the real and imaginary parts 
of the latter just reduc~ to the known results: 
= 
} (5.5 ) 0 0 
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We now derive an identity which implies the existence of 
a conserved ( '.current' ) vector field in Mn • 
variant form of the first of (5.1) is: 
The contra-
. J).Y C 
g1a.~;1I'" = 0 (5.6) 
The equation with a _= 2, b - c = 1, and contra.::tedover (Y,cr-) 
is: wt'" I ) y rd-. ~ v · r.i ·.-<i y t- {,,J _ /. <,>, olY +- Y / (:i.J- ·<J.Y 
Using (3.105), this canbe wrii;ten: 
d- 1 /,'"'I r = o y . (1./ . r:J.'V (5.7) 
,Pf (R wf" \~ - - yt .. 1cz./ ~v + Yc{Yh)~d-" 
Take real limits of bot~ sides, and_ use (4.40), (4.31) 
(5.7') 
& ( 5 .4) : ' 
. <~> <M wr'), y - < (. -Yr,J. YYf + y~.v Yrf) Jf-,<AY > 
Define 
Then the 
= <Yt"'YYf(J~r:J.'jl J~fY )) 
< YI~ yvf (.),1-fjV > -. < Y f,J. 1.ct) = 
(1r> - <Yt°'j~) 
anti-symmet~y of wry 
J, <R1r>~r = 
implies that 
0 
So it would be quite natur~l to identify as 
being proportional-to _the _physical electric .current vector 
density on M4, ·, and correspondingly · . J j ~- /=-G · . di x' 
J;> 
as the total charge contained in .the region D or M4 .-' 
( 5 .8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
We turri now to the second group of field equations , those 
involving the curvature tensors • . Concerning the status of field 
equations of this kindi the philosoph1 adopted here is the 
following. A possible formulation of the relativistic theory 
of gravitation (cf. the EIH approach) is tb start from a 
general Riemannian manifold, X/ say, and then .require that 
= 0 (5.11) 
I 
( 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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almost everywhere, i.e. with the exception of isolated singul- · 
arities, which are to be identified with mate'rial particles. 
This is a considerable specialization of the X4 • Mutatis 
mutandis, we adopt the same viewpoint here, which is a less 
ambitious one than requiring the field equations. to hold every-
where, with globally non-singular solutions (cf. e.g., [ 28] 
pa 737) ~ Th e r ema inde.r of . the chapter . is concerned with 
investigating various analogues of (5.11), t~e goal being to 
find a set of equations for the various geometrical quantities 
· .. · . . .. 
and which· is complete, compatible, and at the 
, ,, I , ; , · . , 
. 
s ame time ha s solutions which may be expected to exhibit the I . 
Correct . 'physical I .behaviour (general rel?,tivity, as a lim~ting 
case, is a useful guide here). 
of all classical UtTis.) 
(This 'is of course the goal 
The strongest condition on ·the ·metric of J(4 would be: 
R <t 6- s t:-f V cl f :: 0 ' (5.12) 
Such a X..4- is euclidean, so there is a coordinate system in 
which its basic function is: 
Jl .l. <-4 £ E.o( (5 .13 ) 
where Ect. In an arbitrary (allowable) coordinat e 
system its ba·sic function is of' the form: 
4 [f 0)zf)j'" J'L = iZ::E. · (5 . 14) 4 o'-o/ ao I 
With the notation of (.4. 53) , the metric tensor which follows 
f rom ( 5 .14) is (cf. (4 . 54)) : 
Ytv ~ - E.r1, (f~) r:J. I fc,I.. I fcl, I ) } = f I I y + oL ~,r 2. I )I (5 .15) W(y I• ~ E,1. (f t,; f ,4 I fr,I. I = I , V ',r f o( I ) 
""-
2. , y 
( 
I 
I 
I 
[ 
( 
I 
I 
( 
[ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Now consider M4- ~ Suppose the. functional ' determinan.t •of the 
f~( xf) is non-zero, so that 
I 
xo< - . ±:1( x P) (5.16) 
represents an allowable coordinate transformation on .M4 • 
Treating the ff(xf) just as four scalar functiQ~s of the xf 
X B' ) ' ( or of the , write : · 
where ~c1.f _ Ec,1. bt1-f · ~no summation). · Then in the dashed 
coordinate syste: .- : . 
· ( Y/v) 
<~;v) 
( /i,;/. v.~.) 
< r:~:ra > 
: 1ry + ~o£f <J>;i.,,( '1)f,Y' 
= 6<Y;r -:- ~t,Y' 
~ ' r" f ~a/I r '. tf f I Y ~ fT,' 
- k,µ y' r;r' 
'f', ,, ,, . 
• 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(These are n:ot tep.sor equations ; they only give the Values of 
. 
(xµ'. ) these quantities in the particular coordinate · system , 
for M4 .) 
and therefore 
As for curvature tensors, (5.12) of course implies: 
( Rcn~v"'f) = O 
< K/"vo-t<) . = 0 
( i = 1,2,3) ] (5.19 ) 
On the other. hand, considered as a Riemannian space with metric 
tensor <Yr") ) ) R{P.))., (,cf. ( 4. 9 , M 4- is not flat, i.e. . u f , 
which can be computed from the first ·of (5.18) as a function 
of the (\)... , is i:ion-vanishing. 
from (5.18), is also non-zero. 
( T1u) , which can be found 
Having characterized the (rather restricted) class of M4- ' s 
which are compatible with the field equation. ( 5 .12) for }('f , 
we next consider a less restrictive condition than the latter, 
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namely, one derivable from a variational principle o:i:" the form: 
6 ( L /g c?zr .. 
J<J 
- det II gpt II = ·r det II Gr llf -where g 
= 0 
G:a. 
' 
say 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
and L is some function of the gp; and their derivatives 
w.r.t. the z~. Although other possibilities..have been 
considered, we discuss here only the consequences resulting 
from the simplest choice for L (and the one most closely 
analogous to the general .relativity Lagrangian for the free 
gravitational field ) , namely the curvature scalar of J,<:4- : 
L = B (i , ,) = B (,)~"-r = 2. Rcslr = . 2 ( yty R {s)rV - ~r R(A)fY) ( 5. 22) 
The · Euler-Lagrangeequati ons are: 
. _Rcslr = 0 
: R cA) r = . o 
l . ; 
(5.23i) 
(.5.23ii) 
Although prima··fa cie' · 16 different equations these can in 
fact, using (J.1Q6) +·(J.107), immediately be integrated twice 
to give the single equation: r ·. . .• J 
. -} Lf(zt) + 1· ( zf ) 
G = e . . ( 5. 24) 
where f is an arbitrary ·analytic funqtion. Since, by (J.75), 
Gfv , and therefore G , is. a function· of fL and its: deriv-
atives, t5.24) is a non;__linear ·differential equation f ·or JL . 
It might be thought that the only s6lutions are the flat-space · 
ones, (.5.12). That this is not so will be demonstrated by 
explicitly constructing two non-flat spaces satis.t'ying (.5.23), 
the first a .X:i. , the second a /}(4- • 
Consider the }'(,. defined by the basic function: 
Jl = x, log Loij( °'/~ ,8 t,) J (5.25) 
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Its metric is . twith zO ::::: t , . .·z I - X ) : 
Yoo = ( et.~ + f 2. ) X · I sec:i. ( d.. t , + f1 t2.) 
Ya , = Y,o = ex tan ( (X t I + !3 t .'I.) (5.26) 
. Y11 = 1/x, 
CJ.,, = - l.J,o = .-, tan ( r:J... t , + t t.'I.) .. 
Therefore G = ( c{'- +/ 2. ) = constant (5.27) 
so tha t (5.24 ) is clearly sa tisfied. By direct calculation 
it is found that all the curvature tensor components B.u?vo1.~ 
are non-zero (with the exception of · Rc3/.011 ) , so it is certainly, 
not a flat Kahler space. If ~- = 0, all anti-self-conjugate 
quantities . are round to vanish. This could be forseerl rrom 
the form of (5.25): J'L is then .independent of the zi , so 
that the power series (4.15) consists only of the first term. 
As the second example, consider the following K11- , which 
could be called a 'spatially isotropic' ·complex space-time: 
where 
JL = t \ tf 
3 
CT _ ~ - \xtz. 
(::. I 
i f(<:r) 1 
and f is some real function. ,The metric is (with z
0 
= t ) : 
Goo 
Go, 
G·· 
' 1 
where t' cl f 
-
d<r 
-
.G 
= 
= 
-
. 
= 
1 
0 
- t' f; .. 
'1 
II-. . 
- f x' x, 
This matrix has determinant: 
( f 1 )3 + .· f f 1 ) ,. f 11 <r 
(5.24) will certainly be satisfied if we make 
3 ')2. II . (f') . + (f f er = constant = 1, say 
This equation integrates to: 
(5.29) 
(. 5. 31) 
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f I 
= 
[ I + (~ )3 ] Y3 
. . 
J-.· '' 
.1. = - ~: [ I + (°;)3 1-% 
Using for the moment the notation of Chapter 2, one finds that 
the curvature tensor components 
3: . R. ii? I<- . vanish unless all the 
. .
 . . 
indices are space-like, · in which cas e: .. · 
R",1, = (f) [ dtk b,·i + c)t1· 6,k - t x i. (xk ft 1 + ·xi &'~1J + ;,. xt x' x1 xk J 
+ (£) 1 .·[ x i( x " f •. + x 1 S';_k )' .:.. ::_ . _xt. x' x1 xk J · (5.33) f I ' ; • \ ' •• ' ' 1 '1 
Having shown that the equations (5.23) possess non-trivial 
solutions in K"' , we now look at.· what they imply about Mr1. 
' 
.J:t'or the rest of the chapter all quantities · will _ be real. limit 
. 
. .. - . 
. 
values, so we henceforth omit the <) signs. 1 Using ( 4.46) 
and (4.45), (5.23) imply: 
j )I,; ' ' - j r, V = 
= (5.34i) 
(5.34ii) 
Consider the latt~r first. Writing out its LHS, .. one obtains 
the following pr_opagation equation for C,.Jf" : 
yo1-f wr'"''f + wtr (y~fR{R)rrol)- (;)yr (ycJ.ff<.<121f1r°') 
rJ.-f 1)(~) .. cJ.S . yo/.f T, 
+ (.) "f"'(o/. - . Y ' 1( l..Jv,;.'f +- 1v {,Jtd'f = . r~v -Tv,r (5.35) 
This may be compare -., with the propagation equation f or the 
physical ele9tromagnetic i'ield Ffv in g eneral-relativistic 
Maxwell-Lorentz electrodynamics ( cf. [81] p .176): 
o(R)c,1.a F +- F ·(9(RJd.B R(Rlf ) F ( ar?.ioie Rr"J(. ) 
J r {yj.J.ff f( I . 'f.Yd.. - . Vi J f ·f fol. 
. + F~f R(Rrvfol = 411 ( ~,v - Jv,r) (5.36) 
where is the: physical current vector (cf~ (1.4)). The 
-· ' ... - ·-· ---=-=·:::..:.:.:.. ·-::·,.:,;:-:."';' -:-:~.- .. ., ... _::...· ·. ~~--· ·. 
close simila rity between the last two equa~ions suggests that 
the a bs~n~e of charg ed matter. 
(5.34ii) are clei rly equivalent to: 
L, (5.37) 
where ~ is ·an arbitrary scalar function. (There is a 
certain similarity here with Schrodinger's theor¥" ,(cf.[82]p.21).) 
. 
. 
. 
. ~ 
Turn now to (5~34{) ~ · Consider first the case of a 'self-
conjuga te ' or .' rion-electromagne~ic' space-time, defined as an 
H4 on which all anti-self-conjugate quantities vanish. Then: 
y>.r = g(R>>-r 
,.,..-? >. I 1,i . y er 
' ). 
Rt,J· V.J.f 
) R (1J . Y~f 
R(s>f" 
= 
= 
= 
= 
//RJ). 
. yrr 
' (RJ >. ' 
R . Y.J.f 
t g(fl.J)..f 
I 
3 Krt · 
Kry.;.! 
I ( R trv>. + 3 ',,LY f 
3.. R {FI) + 3 ;y 
So (5.34i) reduces to: 
.· (P) 
R i" . = - ~ K f )I .·· 
(5.Jt>) 
' 
• R{R)~ ) + ; ! Yol 
(5.39) 
CompcJ.rison with the correspon.ding general relativity equation 
suggests that Krv should be correlated with the physical 
energy-momentum tensor T(v ( cf. ·• ( 1. 2)), and so should vanish 
in the absence of matter. We shall assume this correl~tion 
even when anti-self-conjugate fields are not absent. 
With these identifi-cati:ons iri mind, . we look at the cas e 
of a'source-free'space-time, ·defined as one satisfying: 
T( = 0 (5. 40i) 
Krv = 0 (5.40ii) 
almost everywhere. Now; the 10 equations (5.34i) (with 
Ktv = 0) involve not only the Yty but also the 20 components 
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TrY<T , as may be seen by writing it more explicitly as: 
R(P. ) d.8 (p.J~ · (~IA ) 1 "'-f ( ) r' + ! CJ I (CJf). R ·)/,1..t + Wy4 R f'"'f - 4 W {,J"'fltlv+tJcLt9/vl, 
+ l,.)o<f TrvcL /f + ( Yf(j Y'J.f + . 3 tJ('t; tJrl-f) (Jtr" J<rrl-f - Jl'fcl JO->'f ) - · 0 
(5.41) 
in whi ch enters also via the (see (4.31)) . So 
... 
. it is necessary to supply field equations for the Tra- also; 
and the most natural choice i s to replace (5.40i) by the 
stronger requirement: 
0 (5.42) 
The souce-:t'ree N-4- would now be characterized by the following 
set of equations: . . 
Jv,r jr,v = 
R(R'., . 
l + EfV -
,· .· · • 
1Tfvir = 0 . 
. \ . 
. . 
0 
0 
(5.43i) 
(5. 43ii) 
t5. 43iii) 
where the second equation is an abbreviation for (5.41) (with 
Trvcr- = 0 ) • Th.ere are the same. number of equations as un-
knowl'i§, which i s · 4 toe many:: being: cova!'iant under the 
real transformation group , the LHS's should , for the usual 
reasons, · satisfy ~ouridentit i €s; . but no such identities 
exist • • (The situation is similar to that faced by Einstein 
. and Straus when , ·· in an early version of .their theory, they 
tried to justify . R,k = 0 . as rield ~quation rather than 
the weaker (l.114ii) + (l~ll4iii).) The nature of the diff ic-
ulty can be pin-pointed by noting that · th~ first term i n (5 .43ii ) 
s atisfies the Bianchi identities so that, for consistency, s o 
must but explicit calculation shows that it doe s · not 
in general, the condition that it should. amounting to 4 equations 
in the (.Jr , which, when ( 5. 43i) is also taken into account, 
one has no reason to expect can be ~atisried other than by: 
l)r" = o. 
so one is left with a solution manifold which is merely that 
of the empty-space field equations (5.11) of genel;'al relativity. 
No satisfactory way o:t· weakening, or of making consistent, 
the set (5.43). has been found in the conte:,::t of the present 
' . 
approach. We the~efore go on to consider tield equat~ons for 
M4- derived by means of a variational principle on M4, 
this has the advantage o:t" guaranteeing the existence of the 
. 
required four .identities among the equations, .but the very 
. I 
considerable (in the author's opinion) conceptu~l disadvantage 
of leaving .the 'pprent' . '}{4 out of the picture. 
Consider the variational pr~pciple: 
~ j L M J/,; : ,: . f ( ~ r r;-yr ~ :!1/ v b t.>rv ) R d. If,,_ = O J 
M't M'r .. · · 
(5. 44) . 
L being a function of the metric on M4. and of its . derivat-
ives w.r.t. the xf, and the Euler-Lagrange equations being: 
' 
' 
1r" = o 
··nr o 
(5. 45i) 
(5. 45ii) 
Using the standard technique (see e.g. [3] ~23) for . deriving 
conservation iaw.:,' by making infinitessimal ' transformations of . 
' '1 . ' )j 
the group(s) · under .which the Lagrangian . is . invariant, in this 
case real coordinate transforniations in M4, , one can show 
that the LHS's of (5.45) are connected by the following four 
' ' 
identities: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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where (4.40 ) and (5!4) have been used. Iri subsections (i) -
(iii) we shall investigate three possible Lagrangi ans, rest-
ricting attent ion throughout to the source-free case (see 
above) , i. e : 
Tfv" = K,v . = 0 .. ' (5. 47) 
so that both R 1s\(1 A.nd . R{A)rv are functions only of the 
metric and its derivatives w.r.t. xr. 
(i) At first sight the most natural choice for L is: 
L R r 1 vf"' ( R d-. ,1..B Rr2J ). ' i"( · · ). ( 5 48) • = (.sl .r = 3 d C1J"(rl-Y -1.v I (vr1..f + 3c..J Jt," - J>',( • 
The corresponding, tensors ('t'v , JLt'.,, , · have been computed, 
but are excessive~y complicated. In the static, spherically 
I 
symmetric case, however, the field equations become relatively 
simple. We 
Yo. 
y,.,. 
whence 
may take, as non-vanishing components 
'I Y,, >i = e = - e 
2. Yn 2. sin2B = - r = r 
Pe H 11..-v) w, 0 = {Jo, = (1 F2-) •/,. 
-
,j-G 2. sin9 H~i.Y) . ; ~ ~ e 
~,1 
-
.F' :i. ) '/i. 
2 _). 
- -e 3 
[ v" ~ { v'(v'-~')][ /-1-.2F 1J(1-F•J + i (>''...).') 
+f2[l _- ~F•J 1-lFF" -i-(v'-))FF ' 
-[ 
1
; - ,:F,.J F:' - [ ; - J 0-e)J (F' )2 
of -the metric: 
(5. 49 ) 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
Inserting these expressions in the variational principle , one 
can obtain in a straightrorward manner the three Euler~Lagrange 
equations f or the t hree un.1cnown functions of r. A class of 
s olutions with ·. P t 0 should exist, but has not been 
explicitly found (it might, of course, be empt y ) . · 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
( 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
In the non-el~ct~omagnetic .case {cf. (5.38)) the field 
equations derived f~om (5.48) are just: · 
( f<.) 
. Rf',/ - 0 
i.e. Einstein's empty-s:pace i'ieid ·equations, while the ident it-
ies (5.46) go ~ver into the Bianchi identities ... , 
Since (5.45) are r .equired to hold almost everywhere (t.e. 
with the exception of isolated. singularities) they should' in 
' .. · . * 
so far as they · are non-linear, predict, :ror any particular 
choice of . Lagrangian 
these .singularities. 
L 
' ' 
definite equations of motion for 
With (5.48) as Lagrangian, however, there 
... 
is sufficient analogy with Einstein's UFT 1·or one to be fairly 
. ·. 
I ['36] -[3sJ 
sure in advance that no Lorentz force will appe?,r. This is 
clearJ,..y connected,.1 with the fact that in the present Lagrangian 
the curvature sca,lar formed 1·rom ;the y11-.., .' R(RJ, is adjoined 
to quantities like '(tv {,J.i..ffJ.1.f l( I v , and similarly in the case 
of Einstein's Lag;rangian; . wheres1s the Lagrangian for the. 
physical electrom,ag net.ic field is of the form 
(L, 5)), and this .1·orm- does lead, by an EIH type calculation, 
to the correct (~orent~) forceon electric monopole singular-
ities. In (ii) and (iii) we di~cuss moves which can be made 
to meet this- situ;ation. 
(ii) Choose 
Let ,r , JU'" ~~p;esert''t' the- Hami_l .:ton:ian derivatives . of 
W;r.t. Yr" . ' (,Jt" respectively. By the usual 
formula for differentiation of determinants, ·one finds: 
I 
= (5.53) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The field equations resulting from (5.52) are therefore: 
-rrv = \ Yfv 
IJt 
Jl(~ 
= ~ {.)(y 
(5.54i) 
(5.5 4ii) 
Suppose . the lJ1v are con
nected with . the physical Ffv by: 
(5. 55) 
.. ; 
where, since the LHS is .dimensionless ·, · the constant 1 
( Charge X le'rigth ) • 
. mass 
has 
dimensions ·we want: 
rv ' (5.56) 
( J<· = Einstein's gravitational constant), because then (5.46) . ' 
will be something like the Lorerttz force equation. Combi
ning 
the last three equations gives: 
• 
\f N I< 
In this relation, both · A and 1 are unknown. 
(5.57) 
The following 
'pla-qsibility argument' .g ives an upper bound on q . The 
classical radius of the electron is ( tal<ing . c = 1): 
1 . e2: 
··ro = -m~ 
All field strengths with which 
are therefore less than 
F (,..,vc) = e r.,_ 
0 
2.8 
-13 
X 10 cm 
classical electromagnetism 
. ' 
(5.58) 
deals 
(5.59) 
and for all such fields the linear Max~ell theory is~ good
 
description; · if the present non--linear theory is to provid
e 
an e.qually g ood, account, these 1' observable' fields must be 
such that ( in coordinat.es for wnich Y;v ,:.., 1 ) : 
6J rv ~ l ( 5 • 6 O ) 
. 2 
Therefore ·~ < :0 (5.61 ) 
Thi s implies , with · ( 5 . 57) , the ,fallowing lower bound on A 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. _4-0 
\ > 10 . ~ 0 
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{5.62) 
(5.62) means that it is not possible to take, as the form 
of (5.54i) might at first suggest ·, A to be of cosmological 
-5S" :z. ) dimensions ( ,,.., 10 cm- . The next most .natural choice, 
which is consistent with (5. 62), is: .... . 
A = (5.63) 
This leads to (,Jt.,, N 10-10 . at the . surface of an electrqn, so 
that linearity for observable fields wOuld be well satisfied. 
Problems arise i 'r{ connection with ( 5. 54i), however: the 
gravitational 1·ie:ld will now propagate ( in the linear a.;;_opro~-
imation) according to an analogue of the Klein-Gordon equation 
rather than the wave . equation, 'which seems defihi tely unaccept-
( . . - . · , , . . [78J-[goJ able although rt shoula be mentioned that Lanczos' theory, 
employing a Riemannian manifold, ~s based on a pr.oportionali ty 
such as (5.54i) with essentially the value (5.63) for A). 
(iii) Choose-; L = ·B (, ))A V . B(1) a..6-la. fr . fV 
= . 2 (R es/)/ Rrs>rY + Rt11it RrAJ rv ) (5. 64 ) 
where (cf. (3.101) & ( 3 .110)) : 
Rts> 
A I< B(, )AK . /<Y . A f<\I A } - . I I . = y R(s),V ~ R{A)·V 
R (A) AK B Cll). K YKY ,\ CJ/O' R A 
-
1 l, . = . R (A). V + - . . (s ) . Y 
(5 .6 5) 
The second term op the RHS of (5 ~64) resembles the :Maxwell 
Lagrangian for the free electromagnetic field, and mainly on 
this ac count a Lagrangian of type similar to (5. 64 ) for the 
combined gravitational and electromagnetic fields has been put 
forward on a number of occasions and in a variety of ' contexts, 
J 
e.g. [52] p. 63, [77] p.532, [79], [80], [e1J p.230. In 
125. 
contrast to case (i) above, however, the~e is now a departure 
1·rom general relativity even for a non~electromagnetic M4-, 
f or, by (5.38}, the action principl~ then reduces to: 
= 0 (5.66) 
w~ere g(P., ) 
.. ; 
This -. latter Lagrangian is gaug e-
i nvariant in Weyl's sense, and for that reason figured in his 
theory ( see also [81] .· ·p .141). The following field eq4ations 
result from (5~ 6 6) (the equations given in (98] are slightly 
erroneous) : 
t . g'r"R:/3 H.,_f ) + ! .(R{"" 1c,,· + Rvv-ir 
1 
,,. " Iv- ) R,~ 1 a- = 0 
(5. 67) 
' (/\) ( where the supers'.cript has be'en .dropped, for simplicity) . 
Contraction over I . ( r. ' )1 ) ' and use ·_ of · :the . Bianchi identi t 'ies, 
implies that the curvature scalar satisfies the wave - equation: 
( . ·1: 
OH - . g df R i·oi 'f.:,.. 
,· 
= 0 (5. 68 ) 
All solutions of (5.11) simultan~ously satisf·y (5.67), but not 
I • 
of course vice versa~ Whether (5.64) is a permissible .choice 
of' Lagrangian depends, theret·ore, inter alia, on whether it 
can be shown that1 (5.67) does not lead to physically un~ccept-
,·. 
able conclusions . 1 
P. 533;. 
. ' 
This seems to be an open question (cf. [7~ 
,, 
. 
i 
.. 1 
( 
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{6.1 Introduction ·. 
· CHAPTER .9 
·Fields in 'E._4 
The previous ch~pters have treated .curved Kn's. 
shall now consider · ohJ,.y 1·1a t ones: 4 
SL = ;._ :Z EoL I zol 11.· . 4 o(s I 
E,1. = ·.± 1 
The . metric which corresponds to this 
inate system is: 
Yrv = 
~r" = Er ~-1 . 
C,)r'I = 0 
.. 
basic function 
(no summation) } • 
At the same time ithe coordinate transformations will 
rioted .to the af+ine group: 
, z ( = . ~ Ar.,_ ., zc1-
and 
... 
be 
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We 
(6 . 1) 
coord-
(6.2) 
rest-
(6. 3) 
i. e. only positiGn-independent, homogeneous transformations 
are a llowed, and they are further required to leave the metric 
( 6. 2) , invariant, so that ( cf. ( J ~ 40) ) : 
+ t A-~f 1"-f A~1,, = ry(v ( 6.4) 
• 
We shall use the "ra ther ugly teriit 'quasi-unitary' for these ! . 
transformatio-ns, ,· and write the group as U(4) (it is unfort-
unate · that gro.up-theoretical nomf3nclature seems . to .. ~ .. ao.apt~d 
'. 
~ ' -- . ,._ ____ : ·. - .~ !_":.~- .-:..:~ .:. :.;_·:.: -~ 
prima:J;>ily to groµp.s _ _jeriving from posit'ive. definite forms, so . 
--...... ...:,~ ":. -... ::: . :. \ :- ~-. '. - - - . --,- . . - - . . . 
that in the contrary ca se there a~~ almost ·as many notations 
a s authors). UI'.ld er these condiif:;ions the K4 is a (quasi-) 
uni t a:ry space, and will be wri tt~n 'tit . 
The motivation for this specialization is the followi ng . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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As discussed in fl.l, one would not expect a 'complete' 
physics to be constructible purely out of the sort of geomet-
rical tensors considered so ·far. So one is led to examine 
the behaviour. of 'extraneous' (in the sense of non-geometrical) 
fields on X 
. 4- . · This is a potentially very lar.ts~ area of 
investigation and will be no more than touched on here.: it 
leads almost at once outside the 'scope of ~he present work and 
into quantum theory. Jn this chapter we treat only tne 
quest ion of the existence .of Dirac • spi~ors in t--4 ( see .§ 6 .J) • . 
§6.2 a ssembles on'.eor two results ,relevant to the purpose. The 
~ . . . . . 
present saction coAclude~ with some . remirks on the subject of 
'internal' symmet:rY groups. 
Suppose ( cf. § 1.1) that 1 as I observers confined to M4- , 
our experience is only .a partial I view, . a slice, of the · 'real' 
physics, that o1 kit. The latter will (presumably) involve 
... .: . 
interactions which are coviriant under . U(4). 
' . : 
The only 
coordinate tra,ns:formations permi~sible on M4 are (cf • . Chapter 
4) real transformations of the ~r, which in the present 
' . 
context means: ~he L~rentz group, L4 • The latter i~ a 
• 
6 re~l parameter proper sub~roup of U(4) (we consider homo-
geneous trans1'orrp.ations . only). The covariance of an inter-
action under the . wider group UC4) might therefore be inter-
preted by an observer on M~ in, terms of (covariance under 
L4- , . together with) some ., inter,nal I symm~try property. 
Turning now : to elementary particle physics, we 1'ind the 
f ollo}','ing si tuat1ion. The structure of the (inhomogeneous) 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
Lorentz group gives···--ri-sea.,....to . a classit"ication of particles 
. · ... _ - ":'- ~ - - - - . · - - - . --, 
(strictly: of irreducible representations) according to their 
mass and spin. The olassificatory possibilities latent in 
the group are thereby exhausted. However, the observed 
particle interaction symmetries either demand on at least invite 
the introduction of other quantum numbers: charge, baryonic 
cha.r ge, hypercharge, etc. , which are not connected with spa ce-
time coordinate transformations. Thus· there arises the concept 
of isospa ce. Originally, the latter was taken to be three-
dimensional, and provided a 'geometrical' characterization of 
• charge mul tiplets ( in terms 01· isotopic spin). Subsequently, 
[rsJ-[nJ a real four-dimensional space was suggested . in the attempt 
to incorporate strangeness ( [8t)] , and [89] Chapter V, review 
this work). More recently, attention ha~ .been .primarily 
1·ocussed on SU(J), SU(6), and related groups. However, the 
. . (qo]-(.'fl] · group called here U(4) has also been put forward. In 
general the internal transformation group is unconnected with 
space.:...time coordinate transformations, · so that the overall . 
symmetry of (say) the Lagrangian · is just the direct pro~uct · 
01· the two dist_inct types of group; attempts to modify this 
state of affairs meet with great ~iificulties~ 
Is there any connection ,bet~een the situations, one 
hypgthetical, one actual, portrayed in _the two preceding para-
graphs? It ~oul~ seem not entirely inconceivable that a 
ca se could be made for trying to relate the 4 'unphysical' 
degrees of freed om, zri, of a complex space-time to the 
129. 
coordinates of (for example) a four-dimensional isospace; but 
without a much clearer picture of the supposed nature of fields 
I in £4- it is difficult to · see how one might progress towards 
I 
a less indefinite answer to the question. 
.. . .. 
• 
I ' . 
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§6.2 Ql1l 
[qoJ[ '15'] · · · U(4) · is, .like 0(4) or L(4), a semi-simple group. 
It contains the fphase' transformations: 
'zr' - e;r; zr . ( e real) (6.5) 
a s an invariant subgroup, so t .ha:t there is the d;l.r,ect product 
decomposition: . 
U ( 4) - SU ( 4) X U( 1) ( 6. 6) 
Representations of U(4) can therefore be classified according 
to their behaviour under U(l} and SU(4) separately. ·The · • 
latter is a 15 real parameter simpie group, and will now be 
considered in more detail. • 
The complex Lie algebras ( [93] § 53) of' the . SU( 4) 's assoc-
.. 
i a ted with the various possible signatures (choices of~) in 
(6.1) are identic~l, differences only showing up in the real 
algebras. These distinguishing features will be ignored here, 
since questions 01· compactness, etc. are not the present 
concern, and none of the results of this or the following 
section are sensitive to choice of signature. The Lie algebra 
of SU(4) is, in .Cartan 1 s classification, it is .®f :rank 
' ' 
3 and has the following Schouten (or Dynkin) diagram: 
0--0--0 
Since this is also the diagram for D3 (the 6-dimensional 
orthogonal group, 0(6)), there is the isomorphism: 
SU(4) 0(6) 
(6.7) 
(6. 8 ) 
The next few results are obtainable by straightforward applic-
ation or the staridard techniques, as collected in [9-0 in 
particular. Calli-ng-...thg_."ti_};lree simple root's of the Lie· algebra . 
. ·- .. -·,:- . ~ --
ct, f , y , its 12 roots are: 
:!: { d ' f ' y ' cA + f ' (3 + y ' °' + /3 + y ] (6.9) 
~r om this, the canonical structure constants of the algebra
 can 
readily be computed. · The dimension of the irre-0ucible r
epres-
entat ion with diagram: 
>..... '>-, Ar 
' ~ 
( >-,,,. , ~f , A1 non-negative integers) is found to be: 
I 
. 
N = Ti.ro1r,4rr( r.,.+ff Hr,,+rrH f .. +ft8+rr) (6 .lO)' 
where r.1. a A .. + 1, and similarly rl' , r y • The following . 
table g ives all the irreducible representations up to ·power
 3. 
. I 
Representation 
I 
0--0---0 
l I 
0--0---0 
I . l 
0--0---0 
2. 
0--0---0 . 
3 
0--0---0 
2 . I 
0-----0---0 
l I 
0-----0---0 
3 
0-----0---0 
I I I 
0--0---0 
Greatest 
0 
'3 
. 4(/.. + tf 
I . 
·-r. .cJ.. + (3 
l d.. + l z. 
et. + I 
' S" r).. 
'+ + ff 
d- + 1f 
q 1i,;. + {f 
.· 7 ;rt + ~f 
ioL 
. + 2(3 
. 3 . 
+ 3f -cJ.. ~ 
"!.. .J.. + ~f ;, --.,4 't 
!d.. + 2f :r. 
weight 
I . 
+ 1i-Y 
+ -t y 
+ +r 
+ y . 
. '3 
+ ,;: r 
+ y 
'] +-Y If-
+ iY 
+ .'( 
+ 
"J. y 
-; . 
+ fr 
+ -I- '( 
, Dimension 
'I 1 
4 
6 
10 
15 
20 
20 
.20 
36 
45 
50 
60 
64 
N ·Weight diagram 
[,] 
[ l,1 2.2.i l·1J J , . , ., ) 
. [ ,, 2' 3, 3 I 1, 2 / I 1 
[1,2., J, t,.,4,.3,l,. 1] 
[ I I '3 3 '·< "3 i, ,, I ] / J I J.,.. I 
Q, I, 2, '3, 3 , 3, 3, .2., I, I] 
[1 ,2,4,S-,6,,, S",4,.z, ',J 
[, , 2,4-, s-, 7, 7, ~ S",4-,2, 1] 
[I, I, J, if, ' , ,, i, 6,, 6, f, 1, I,/] 
[I, 1., 4- I 'I f, '1, <f I 8 I 6 ,I 4- I 2., J] 
' 
where, in the last column , · (1 ,1,2, 1,1) means :. . and so on . • 
• 
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The s econd row corresponds to the vector representation of 
SU (4), the spinor one of . O+( 6 ).[q 7J 
The third row corresponds to · skew-symmetric tensor, and vector, 
respectively, for the two groups~ 
The f ifth row corresponds to a zero-trace secon~ rank Hermitian 
tensor, ·and a skew-symmetric second rank tensor, respectively. 
Use of the above table alone enables most products of low-order 
representations to be reduced unambiguously. 
Whereas O ( n) is not sim_ply connected, so that its basic 
rep·resentatiorn;3 are the two-valued (spinor) ones, SU(4) does 
. 
not possess two-vi3-lued representations ( [99] pp. 268-70). 
I 
We conclude by establ~shing a11 isomorphism. which lies at 
the basis o:t· the work in § 6. 3, . namely: 
U(4) 0)8) n · Sp(8) (6.11) 
where + denote.s the proper (positive determinari.t) subgroup, 
and Sp(8) is the real symplectic group in 8 dimensions. 
In terms of .the decompositions (3. 36) and ( 3. 3 7), ( 6. 3) 
and (6.4) become; 
( 
2r.' \ 
zf ) = 
· r.i. - r.;. .' ( 
Ar,, . A<•1 )I 2"') 
Alt) J\ (•) ld r· "r.,. ,. (6.12) 
and 
( 
A b/T A <•1-r )/ .
. - A'''T . A'''T :J (6.13) 
where T denotes the transposed matr.ix. (6.13) just says: 
A (,)T 1 i) + l'-)T 1 /1) = 1 } (,)T . i1' (1JT A<•> (6.14) A · / A 1 = 0 
which are the real and imaginary parts of (6.4). Consider 
the general affine transformation of the 8-dimensional real 
space coordinatized by the z f:i ' i.e: 
{:::) ( T("' 
T/12.J )( :;) - · t' rJ. t"' .• (6.15) . T(,,> T<n> 
. t'rJ. td. 
The condition that this be a r .eal .symplectic trans f ormation, 
.. · ;, 
in t he sense of leaving inva.ria.n:t the anti-symmetric bilinear 
form with matrix: ( . 0. LM) 
·. -1<1t-) 0 . 
and that it should simultaneously be an orthogonal transform- · 
ation, in the sense of leaving invariant the symmetric bilinear 
f orm with matrix the LHS of ( 6 .13), .is :found to entail that 
( T~ .. ;>) must have· a . partitioned structure as iri (6.12) and must 
satisfy equation (6.13) . '.If, in addition, it~~ · noted that 
the determinant of a transformat ion: matrix of type ( 6 . 12) is 
inherently positive, ·being a perfect square, the proof of (6.11) 
is complete. f~ f · course, the result is not specially dependent 
on .the value· n ::; 4, but holds for all positive n.) 
, 
' 
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§6.3 Linear wave equa tion 
Spinors, i n the sense of two-valued representations of the 
coordinate transformation group,' d.o not exist in !:..If- • Never-
theless, it is still possible to linearize the d'Alembertian 
operator, by a procedure precisely parallelling ..D:i.rac's original 
one. Throughout thi~ section we shall suppose the metric to 
be positive definite: - the trans ition to a 'space-time of 
Minkowski signature is straightforward, and t ,he presentation 
is merely mad e more cumbersOme by having continually to di:t'f er- · 
entiat e between time · a:nd space values of the indices. 
• . . I . 
The wave bpe,rat~;r ~n t4- is: 
4 C,:i. .. . . ',- :i. . d . 2. . °6 I 
0 - 4 'F=, dcr df(= [ -~ ( d~rA) = ~ - (~ r 
• 
(6.16) 
where in the l ast step an identifi,cation lilce (2.1) is inv'olved • . 
Following the procedure given in Bralie; & Weyl I S Classic papeJo2.J 
( cf ~ also [99] pp. 270~4), ·we . introduce .. · 8 quantities p ~ which 
enable O to · b~ written as . a perf eCt square: 
0 1· (6.17) 
(introducing the , summation convention). · Equating the last 
two equations gives: .· 
+ 
so that the set of 'units' 
spans a 2,56-dimensional Clifford algebra. 
treated spinors in 8 dimensions , : and the 
(6.18) 
e. = 0 or 1 
( Gamba['"5'J has also 
[S"o J 
work of Das has 
already been mentioned.) A standard matrix representation of 
;. 
(6.18) is as fol)-ows (it will be distinguished by a hat): 
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/\I 1 11 X 
/\ 5" lq 1 X 1 X 1 p = 1 X 1 X 1 p = X 
/\ .l II /\ I, 11 X Ill 1 X 1 p = 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 p = l X 
/\3 i''x A.7 1' X 1' X 1"' X (6.19) p = 11 X l ' X 1 p = 1 
/\ 4- 11 X 11 X 1 X ]_'I /\.g . l ' X }' X 11 X 1''' p = p = 
where 1 = (~ ~), 1' = { ~ ~I ) ' 1" = ( ~ ~)' "' [ o L) } ·= -i. 0 ( 6. 20) 
and X represents outer or Kronecker multiplication. The 
f irst :r our ma tri.ces are real, . the second f our pure imaginary. 
Any other (16 x 16) representatio_n of the algebra is obtain-
able from this one, by a non-singular 'spin-1'rame' transform-
ation S: . . P' = A · s-1 P .' S . 
' 
(6.21) 
and s is uniquely determined up to a _(complex) scalar factor 
this fo llows froinSchur's lemma, and can be veriried direct-
,\ 
ly: the only ma:trix1 wr.rtch commutes with all the P's is (a 
. . . 
multiple of) the unit matrix Ic">. For reasons which will 
appear shortly, ~e uie this rreedom of choice of -basis in t he 
Spin 1·rame to COJ:J.Ve:rt (6.19) into a different representation, 
Pi. say, by choosing a s S in (( 1~ 21) · a 'quasi' -permutati~:m 
matrix, namely 6:q.e that permutes the rows and columns o:f 
according to the following scheme: 
i( 1 2 3 4 .. 5 6 
. 1 12 11 · - 6 10 . 7 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 4 15 16 \ 
-8 13 9 4 3 -14 2 15 -16 5 ) 
(6 .22 ) 
where the notation means that e.g. under the row interchange I; .. . 
/\. 
· opera tion the 6th row of P' is . - . (the 4th row of P "_) , 
and so on. ·The matrix S is upitary. The resulting mat r ices 
p i "' . all have (unlike the . P') the fo.llowing partit i oned f orm: 
I 
where t 
( 
0(8) If' ) 
rrct Oc8> 
denotes Hermi tian conj ueat e . Expl icitly: 
n, . - i (8) Tf5 
-
-• 
n .2. :; 0 I 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
() 0 . - 1 0 
0 o I o 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 -I 0 
·O I o · O 
-I 0 0 0 
0 ;. 0 :.1 
0 \ o 0 
- 1. 0 0 0 
0 0 1 ·.0 · 
o . -I o ·o . 
- I O o o . .' · I 
o o I o 
o . -1 O 0 
·d o, o I . 
- / .. , 0 0 
IT 6 ::: 
-· 
-i 
-· 
.. 
0 i 0 0 
i. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 - c. 0 
0 - L 0 0 
i. 0 0 0 
C, 0 0 
-· 
0 0 i.. 0 
0 O • 0 
O O O - · 
C. 0 0 0 
o i. .o O ·. 
----+--
0 0 0 ~ 
cl - i O 0 
0 0 D i. . 
. .. 
C.. O O 0 
0 0 -, 0 
0 i. 0 0 
0 0 - i. 0 
-l o o , 0 
0 0 L 0 
0 - 1. 0 0 
0 0 O -i. 
(where blank spaces.are occupied by zeros) . 
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l 6.23) 
• l6.2 4) 
These are a l l . unitar y matri ces; 
squaring both sides of · .. ( 6. 23). 
that they mus t be, f ollows by 
Also, TI' is Hermitian, the 
other 7 anti-Hermitian. (Thes e particular properties are 
not independent of the signature of l 4 • ) The equivalent of 
the " ys " of Dirac 4-spinor theory is: 
= ·( T 1s> .o ) 
·· O - Ii,> 
Consider the 'Klein-Gordon ' wave eq~ation in t....~: 
(6. 25) 
( D - K-2 o· 
where K is some (real or pure imaginary) constant. 
(6.17), this can" be linearized to give the 'Dirac' - wave 
( p~ d . ) If 0 • - - - I(. = d~· 
where w is a (16 X 1) matrix. We now · look, at the 
this equation behaves _uri,der coordinate transformations. 
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(6.26) 
Using 
equat-ion: 
(6.27) 
way 
Let o.k be the matrix of an orthoGonal transformat ion 
of the 
., ~ zk. ( 6. 28 )' z" = o.1c. 
with s .. ~ -~ -I ~ - _, (6.29) = 0"kl · kt. 0 -lj 
. '1 k R.. 
• I . Let pl be the set of matrices which result from treating the 
(contravariant) • index i as a vector index: 
• I . 
-~ oi-k pk ,p• ·= (6.30) 
· I The p' will also satisfy the anti-commutation relations 
(6.18), and because the _Clifford _algebra possesses only inner 
automorphisms there must therefore exi'St a matrix·, S ( 0) say, 
such that: 
pi. 
= [ S ( 0 )]-' Pi-' S ( 0) 
Combining the laf;:t two equations: 
Pt , = L c s co ) r' o. k Pk s c o ) k 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
which says that under the coordinate and spin transformations 
combined the P's, and therefore the Dirac equation (6.27), 
are invariant. 
ation S(O). 
0 may be said to induce this spin transform- . 
Tte relation between O and S is, because of 
the presence of an arbitrary multiplying factor on S, a 
'projective' homomorphism; by suitable normalization (cf. [99] 
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p.273 ) the factor can be reduced to ± 1, giving a two~valued 
homomorphism.. The behaviour of . lp under S ( 0) is: 
W- 1 = . [s(o)r1 lf-. (6.33) · 
So it . transforms according to an irreducible but ·two-valued 
. . . 
representation Of 0(8). However, . only ~ o~ the orthogonal 
trans:rormations (6.2t3) correspond to coordinate transformations 
in E_ 4 . ( see § 6. 2) ;. · so it. is prima tacie unlikely that p 
will transform irreducibly under U(4)~ It is the main 
purpose of the r . st of the section to discover how it does 
transform. , This will be done in two stages, corresponding 
to the two terms on the RHS of (6.11): we first show how VI 
I 
transforms under ,1 O+ (8) this is common · know.ledge, from 
quantum theory 
condition has. 
and then find . what ef1·ect the simplectic 
Since only the proper orthogonal group has to be considered 
we may restrict attention. to the neighbourhood of the identity. 
If' 0 · = I 191 + e w (6.34) 
then the orthogonality condition (6.29) says: 
T 
l.J+l..> = 0 (6.35) 
There are 28 linearly independent anti-symmetric (8 X 8) 
matrices, and · the.y are spanned by the set M /rs) = - M (sd (r < s) 
where: + 1 i = r j = s 
(-i-s) 
1 i (6.36) M L1 = = s j = r 
0 otherwise 
Consider the infinitessimal transformation corresponding to 
one or these generators: 
I 
I I 
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· / ~ (rs) k. 
z i = L ( I + E. M · ),:k z 
k 
(6.37) 
I n t h is c a se an expiicit Solution or the equation (6.32) for 
S(O) is obtainable, in the usual way, and substitution in 
(6.33) g ives as the induced tra nsformation of lf' : 
( .I + i c. PrP, ) . p .. (6.38) 
\·le now consider infinitessimal unitai-y. trans:t'ormations in 
"El+ ' a nd f'or t:µis . riurp:°se revert · .tempo_rarily to the complex 
coordinates zr~ . If; in (6.3): 
A - . I C4) + s. a : 
then the uni tari ty condition · ( 6. 4) . says -( since now 
at + a - 0 
There are . 16 linearly indepe_ndent anti-Hermitian 
matrices, 
F :ndc~~:~,r 
= (' O O "' ) 
+l 
- 1 
- i 
- i 
spanned by, the following set: 
.r/_ = r . p· = V 
d.=V f=J 
otherwise 
CA = r 
~ = V p = r 
otherwise 
(6.39)' 
' 
11 11 = r,)/ ) : 
(6.40) 
( 4 X 4) 
(6.41) 
\-lri te the corresponding rea l 8-dimensional matrices vJi th 
curly capita l letters (of. ( 3. 3 7) ) ; then, i 'n terms . o't 'th~ '·~"'"'"--.-:.,-.-,_~ 
matrices introduci::f<l'.a:to-ve: - ·_ -- . . ·- . . 
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f ( IS) (2.6) M (17) M ( 4-e/ = M + M + + 
J< (t!i') M (4i/ = :M + 
y_,. 
= 
:M {:i,6) 
+ 
1--1 (4'i) 
l. 
1,/,.3 :M (37) M ('fY) 
(6.42) 
= + 
Rcr; 
= 
Mery> 
+ M (rlt)Y+4) .. . ~ 
5 <r> 
= 
1/r,>'H) + M (>', i+v) 
Combining (6. 42) with (6.38) enables the transformation 
properties of If upder U(4) to be found. By explicitly 
computing the . transformation matrices, from (6 .24), the follow-
ing two rather remarkable facts e~erge • . · 
( i) If the •· 16 components of If are re.l~belled according 
to the scheme : · 
lf I s s 
· . l . 
( p" ' lf 'o ' l.J!" ' 'P''") 
c lf'3, lf'4, r'!,, r'6 > 
S" . 
tJ) ·- ·· t · 
- ::::. . . 
( w, .. , Wi1 , w,i,. , wif-3 , W.2.4 , 'w'32. ) 
( u, 
( v' 
' 
' 
L.l:1 
. ' 
(.,I l 
'Y+ ) 
v.'" ,. v1 . 
. ' 
vlf ) 
' .· .-···, . 
.( 6. 43) 
and if the 6 components on the second line are duplicated by: 
. Wr.y - - Wyf ( f ;iY) (6. 44) 
then under the 15 generators of §.U(4), i.e. the set (6(41) but 
excluding F, . IJ< · is found to transform in the manner implied 
by the index labelling in .(6.43). So, instead of transforming . 
irreducibly under SU(4), it transforms ·~ccording to a repres-
entation which is in its explicitly reduced form, with diagonal 
'block' struc·ture signified by the decomposition: 
16 = 1 + 4 + 6 + 4 + 1 , (6.45) 
This (by hindsigh,t) ,was the reason for making the change (6.22). 
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(ii) Consider now the behaviour of ~ under the phase 
subgroup U(l), with generator F. Again by inspection of 
the matrices, it turns out that the components of '¥ transform 
as tensor densitie s. (This fact is of course irrelevant for 
the unimodular transformations SU(4) (cf. [99] p.264), which 
is why it is not in evidence in (i) above. ) 
Definition: A quantity transforming under (6 .3 ) as a tensor 
but with inclusion of a factor 
( det II Arv 11 rw ( det )I Ar, ll·rw' 
is called a tensor density of weight w and anti-weight w' 
(of. [67] p.12). 
Talrn the determinant of (6.39), with a = F . • 
det /I I(4) + E F II = 1 4 it: (6.46) 
This means that a density with the a~ove weights will -acquire 
the additional factor 
1 + 4 i ( w - w' ) £. 
in its transformation law for F • The values of tw - w') 
t ·or the components of \f' are found to be as follows: 
s 1 
- 2 
1; J. + 2 
u,.,. J. (6.47) 2 
vr + .1. 
,2 
Wrv 1 - 2 
If, now, the wave equation (6.27) is written out explicitly 
using the matrices P' as given by (6.23) + (6.24), and in 
terms of the symbols introduced in (6.43), the 16 equations are: 
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u f >f 1 K S 2 = 0 
s)f ii - "'r -) V 1 K Ur = 0 -2 
(u..,,r u /'>"' ) 13 Er...,r~ (vv-,r - vf.,<:r ) -
.1 
K Wfv 0 2 -
* y .1.. K = 0 2 t,f + w 11 .., vp (6.48) 
where 
and 
vf ,r i K t 
( cf. ( 3. 71) ) 
= 
*fy w = 
0 
- c o~r 
t t.f v "f W<rf (6~49) 
and where the metric tensor ( arv ) has 'been used to raise 
and lower indices (the components ur being in fact, with 
the present signature, numerically indistinguishable from ur ). 
-.1 ( +l) ~espectively, and 
anti-weights zero, so one can readily check that the LHS's in 
(6.48) do trans1·orm homogeneously under U(4). 
It is worth emphasizing that (6.48) is inter alia a perf-
ectly ordinary Dirac equation in E8 , only the notation being 
unusual. 
In conclusion, we consider briefly what happens to (6.48) 
if the restriction to flatness ot· the Xri , and/or the restrict-
ion of (2~3) to the affine group (6.3), both imposed at the 
start of the chapter, are lifted. Since (6.48) is in the 
complex-coordinate notation, we use the 1·ormalism of Chapter 2 
for convenience. 
Although covariant derivatives have been defined for ten-
sors in a Kahler space, tensor densities have not figured at 
all in the preceding chapters (nor in the literature, so far 
as the author is aware). We therefore define the covariant 
11 
derivative of a sc c1. l ar density , Z::--
w', to be of the form: 
T;r = y:.)r + w !Jr L + 
143. 
say , with weights ·w and 
I 11' ' w r L. ) (6.50) 
formulae for higher rank tensor densities following by invoking 
the product rule for differentiation, in the usua l way. A 
relation between the I COnneCtiOn I quantities L.r t _6r t and 
the metric of' K ... is obtainable by comparing the equations: 
( det ll g f Y )l ) ; a- = g( v g(v j or ~ Q ( 6 • 51) 
(det JI grvll >;, = (det H gr'ill ))., ~ c /J.<r + A") (ctet 11 gtvl/) (6.52) 
the second one holding because the determinant of the metric 
tensor has weight and anti-weight -1 . One deduces that 
~r+ ~ .-.--, ,I. r = I . ,I.( (6.53) 
I but that < 6r - Ar) is undetermined br the metric tensor. 
If we call this arbitrary quantity Jt._r , (6.50) becomes: 
I';r = L't + [ t (w + w') 1 . .1."'t + t(w - w/)frr]L (6.54) 
S:imilarly, by coi1Sideration of the complex conjugat e equation, 
one finds: 
~ ~ [ ,.-,'ij.. L j f = L I f. + i ( W + W 1 ) ] · if - f ( w - W 1 ) flr] ~ (6.55) 
All that needs to be done to make ( 6. ·4c1) generally covariant 
is to replace .commas by semi-colons. Bsc~bs~: of · the quantit-
ies' density character ( see ( 6. 4 7)), the JLr will then enter 
the s~t . bf equations precisely as do the physical electromag-
netic 4-potentials Af in the Dirac equation for a charged 
spinor field. (There is a connection here with Sciama's 
'unitary Vierbein' formulation of electromagnetic theory (cf. 
(42] p. 428) • ) The fact that the JL; are unrelated to the 
144. 
metric ca sts doubts, in the author's view, on whether the metric 
tensor is the 'seat' of the electromagnetic field after all, 
and therefore on presuppositions lying at the basis of the 
theory of complex space-time as presented here. 
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